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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.
To the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
assembled.
In the following pages are reports of the
most important controversies which have en-
listed the attention of the Board during the
year 1899. The statements are in each case
intentionally made as brief as is consistent with
the desire of the Board to exhibit clearly the
method, scope and extent of the year's work,
without unduly disclosing the details of private
business.
In response to a request received from a
special agent of the United States Commission
to the Paris Exposition of 1900, this Board
has transmitted through the Massachusetts Board
of Managers, as a part of the Commonwealth's
exhibit in the department of social economy, a
handsome set of the annual reports of the
Board, bound in three volumes, also a set of
the forms used in transacting the business of
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the Board and a statement prepared by the
clerk of this Board for distribution at the
Exposition, setting forth briefly the origin and
progress of the work of state conciliation and
arbitration in Massachusetts.
REPORTS OF CASES.

EEPORTS OF CASES.
P. y. WA.DLEIGH. CHZ5LZY & EUGG. ETC. —
HAVERHILL.
Early in February the Board was informed
that differences had arisen in the shoe facto-
ries of P. X. Wadleigh and Cheslev & Rugg.
and possibly others in Haverhill, arising out of
the demands for an increase in the wages paid
for turned work, so-called. Inquiry was made
upon the spot by interviews with the repre-
sentatives of the workmen, and it was learned
that there had been some strikes in Haverhill
occasioned by the attempt to introduce a general
price list for turned work, but that in most cases
negotiations were in progress which promised to
result in settlements fairly satisfactory to all
concerned. The officers of the union said that
the Board would be called in, if the attempts
then being made for a private settlement should
fail. It is understood that the expectations of
settlement by the parties were substantially
realized during the month.
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GRANITE MANUFACTURERS -QUINCY.
In the year 1896 (see Keport for that year)
an agreement was entered into by the Granite
Manufacturers' Association of Quincy, Mass., and
the Quincy branches of the Granite Cutters'
National Union, fixing a price list for cutting
granite, and establishing regulations of the busi-
ness as between the members of the association
and the union. It was provided that the "bill
of prices" thus established should take effect
March 1, 1896, and terminate March 1, 1899;
also that if either party should desire a change
at the expiration of said period, three months'
notice should be given previously to the date
of such expiration, otherwise in default of such
notice, the same agreement to continue from
year to year, from and after March 1, 1899.
Notice was duly given by the union, before
the expiration of the agreement, that certain
changes were desired, and attempts were made
to provide for a new agreement, or rather, to
agree to modifications of that which had been in
force for three years; and such an agreement
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was in fact arrived at. except in a few par-
ticulars, which on both sides were considered
of great importance. On the last day of Feb-
ruary, 1899, the committees separated without
having effected an agreement, one of the main
obstacles being a question of minimum price
for cutting : the manufacturers offered 25 cents,
and the workmen demanded 30 cents per hour.
The manufacturers then offered to submit this
matter to arbitration, but the proposition was
not accepted by the workmen.
Xothing having been done to keep the sub-
sisting agreement alive, it came to an end by
its own limitation, and on March 1 there was
a general suspension of work in the granite
yards of the city.
On March 3 the Board visited Quincy and
had separate interviews with the president of
the manufacturers' association and a committee
of the workmen: another conference was sug-
gested by the Board, and the suggestion being-
favorably entertained by both parties a con-
ference in the presence of the Board was
arranged for the next day following. The con-
ference was held accordingly, and it appeared
that the wages for competent cutters had been
already settled at 30 cents an hour. The man-
ufacturers then proposed that a minimum wage
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of 25 cents an hour be paid for all those who
should fail to reach the standard thus estab-
lished- The workmen contended that all who
fell below that standard should be paid piece
prices according to the list-
On March 9. at the suggestion of the man-
iifaenirers the conference! i^rween the parries
were resinned, for the purpose of agreeing' to
as many details of the list as possible, with
:ir in irT^- :i.i rir rriiaiiiii: natters
should be left to arbitration- In this manner
most of the questions in dispute were settled
bj agreement, and on March 20 the parties
united in presenting a joint application to the
State Board, slating:—
Demands by the workmen : All work not specified in
the hill shall be cut by the hour and in no ease to be
Less thin rwrHTT-eigir f ^ '»t_t.s y-?r i:^r. The above
is :fr:-ri * s^:*siimTe for me following: Where
the cutter and employer cannot agree on price of
—
: rk i:: sreoiiei in ±is Mil. Le zist be paid by the
hoar at his average rate, to be in no case less man
^--"j-^igTu cents per hour."
Inr — :rkinen i-rzi^ni nne following ne^r smieLe
:
Hi t ~Z'~z sL^LL ":«r n: m.re nLun ~: si i rent: :-es :: eT~TT
At the first hearing on this application, it ap-
peared that all the particulars of the price list,
and workmo- retaliations, as between enmlovers
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and workmen, had been agreed to, except as
specified in the application, and that the whole
agreement when completed by the decision of
the Board was to stand until March 1. 1900.
After full consideration of the evidence and
arguments presented, the Board rendered the
following decisions:—
Bostox, April 26, 1899.
In the matter of ike joint application of the Granite Manufactur-
ers' Association and the Granite Cutters' Union, of Quincy.
Petthox filed Masch 28, 1899. Hz_±.z.:y:s. Miirz 31.
In this case the Board is requested to pass upon
the reasonableness and expediency of two articles pro-
posed by the union as Article 2 and Article 20 of the
agreement and bill of prices which in all other respects
have been definitely fixed and ascertained by the asso-
ciation and the union.
As Article 2. the Board recommends the foliow-
ing : —
All work not specified in this bill shall be cat by the
hoar, with the exception of carving, draped urns, draped
shafts, and draped crosses; bat in no case shall this be
construed to mean that a stone which can be figured by the
bill of prices, with the exception of carving, may be cut as
a special bargain. And in case of a failure to agree on the
price to be paid for work not specified in this bill, the cut-
ter may be paid by the hour at his average rate, but in no
case at less than 28 cents per hour. All work not covered
by the bfll of prices to be subject to the inspection of a
joint committee.
As to the rule proposed as Article 20. which seeks
to limit the number of apprentices in comparison with
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the number of journeymen employed, it was urged at
the hearing that any agreement to limit the number
of apprentices would be contrary to the law of the
Commonwealth. The Board has therefore submitted
that question as a question of law to the Attorney-
General, but no definite reply has yet been received.
Such reply when received will necessarily control the
action of the Board as to the disposal of this part of
the case, and the parties will be duly notified.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Clerk.
Boston, April 28, 1899.
In the matter of the joint application of the Granite Manufactur-
ers' Association and the Granite Cutlers'1 Union, of Quincy.
Since a decision upon a part of this case was re-
ported by this Board on the 26th instant, an opinion
has been received from the Attorney-General as to the
part of the case left undetermined by the Board, viz.,
the question of limiting the number of apprentices.
The Attorney-General says : —
'
' I think the proposed article is not within the scope of
the duties of your Board, and that you will best perform
your duty by making no recommendation thereon."
In accordance with the foregoing opinion, this Board
has decided to make no recommendation concerning
the subject of the proposed Article 20.
By the Board,
Bernard F. Supple, Cleric.
JResult.— The decision was accepted by all
parties.
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ROCKPORT GRANITE COMPANY - GLOUCESTER.
On March 6 the quarrymen employed at Bay
Yiew by the Rockport Granite Company struck
against the requirement of the company that
they should work ten hours a day, except nine
hours on Saturday, throughout the season. One
week later this was followed by a suspension
of work on the part of the granite cutters and
paving-stone cutters. The parties were advised
to confer together, but no result was reached.
On the 24th the representatives of the com-
pany and of the union met the Board by invi-
tation, at Bay View. It appeared in the course
of the interview that, in addition to the nine-
hour day previously demanded by the work-
men, they now demanded 50 per cent, extra,
or "time and a half" for overtime work. It
also appeared that the workmen had been paid
at the rate of 10 cents or 15 cents per hour,
and that the ten-hour day was desired by the
company for business reasons, and in order to
fulfil contracts already taken, but that from
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October to March eight hours a day only would
be expected, with payment for overtime at the
same rate, in the manner before practised. The
reasons for the change did not convince the
workmen, and no agreement was reached.
In the absence of any prospect of settlement
new workmen were engaged, who, after staying
a short time, were induced by the strikers to
withdraw. This operation was accompanied by
the demonstrations which frequently occur in such
disputes, and for some time the business of the
company was either at a standstill or seriously
embarrassed. In response to requests from the
union for advice, the Board replied that, while
it would be glad at any time to assist in
effecting a settlement, it could not properly
advise one party against the other. The rep-
resentatives of the workmen, however, kept up
communication with the Board, reporting all ma-
terial changes in the situation.
Early in May the company applied for and ob-
tained an injunction against the strikers. Some
had already returned to work, and many had
obtained work elsewhere. In June the company
gave notice that on and after the 19th of the
month the demand for nine hours and " time
and a half" for overtime would be conceded;
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and at the same time appeared an advertise-
ment for workmen. The striking workmen met
and voted not to return to work until the
company had " signed the bill," with an addi-
tional clause that the old employees should be
"reinstated without prejudice on account of the
strike."
On June 7 the company gave public notice
that it would concede all the demands of the
workmen, and the latter thereupon voted to
apply for their former situations. Some of
them, however, who had obtained work in other
places at higher wages were not induced to
return, and thus the bad effects of the con-
troversy upon the business of the company were
perceptible for a long time after the strike was
technically ended.
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THOMPSON & SNOW COMPANY — BOSTON.
On March 20 an application was received
through the Boston Clothing Cutters and Trim-
mers* Union representing that the Thompson
and Snow Company, of Boston, manufacturers
of clothing, refused ** to pay the bill of prices
for cutting adopted by a joint committee of
clothing merchants and the Clothing Cutters
and Trimmers' Union: that such refusal is un-
fair to their competitors and places the uuion
in the untenable position of demanding one
price from a majority of the merchants and per-
mitting one firin to pay a lesser price." It was
further stated that the company declined to
meet with or have any communication with the
union or its committee. This Board was re-
quested by the applicants to seek " to obtain
and arrange for a conference n between the
company and the agents of the union.
On the same day this Board called at the
place of business of the company in Boston.
The officers said that their employees in the
cutting department were earning good wages
and were satisfied : that the company would
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hare nothing to do with the anion or receive
a committee representing it. bnt would respect-
folly consider anything that the State Board
might have to say at any time. The Board
before departing urged compliance with the
union's request on the ground that nothing
could be lost by the interview, and it would
tend to harmony, even if the company should
ultimately decide to adhere to its present prices.
Later in the day an agent of the union caDed
and was informed by the Board of the substance
of the interview, and it was suggested that the
union pot its message in writing to be trans-
mitted by this Board to the company. The
suggestion was taken under consideration, but
two days afterwards the president and clerk of
the union informed this Board in writing that
the difficulty had been satisfactorily settled at a
meeting of the representatives of the company
with a committee of the shop's crew, and it
was agreed that thereafter the company should
44 pay the bill of prices.** In conclusion the
letter says: *• The union believes that the happy
termination of this controversy is in a large
measure* due to the efforts made by the mem-
bers of your Board, and the thanks of this
onion are herebv tendered to them.*"
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MIDDLESEX COMPANY — LOWELL.
On April 17 a strike occurred on the part of
the weavers employed by the Middlesex Com-
pany, of Lowell, claiming an increase of wages,
and three days later, a written request was
received from the employees requesting the
action and advice of this Board with a view to
effecting a settlement. In response to their let-
ter a member of the Board visited Lowell and
met the employees on the 21st, and on the
same day a formal application was signed and
presented by them.
A letter was promptly sent by the Board
appointing a time and place for meeting with
the weavers on the 24th, and another to the
agent of the corporation saying that after meet-
ing with the employees as appointed, the Board
would call upon the agent at his office. On
the same day, however, an agreement was ef-
fected between the agent and a committee of
the weavers in accordance with which the fol-
lowing notice was posted : —
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Commencing April 24, 1899, the reduction in wages
made by the Middlesex Company in 1898 will be re-
stored. The wages of operatives who were not reduced
at that time, and of those who have since been restored
will remain as at present. The price list submitted by
the committee representing the weavers, after mature
deliberation, the company has decided to accept. As
an earnest of the desire to remove the existing difficul-
ties they are willing to try and run the mill under the
above conditions, although it hardly seems probable that
they can do so.
Work was promptly resumed, and nothing
further was heard by the Board about the
ml
matter.
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BOSTON HORSESHOERS— BOSTON.
On April 26 the Board learned informally
that on the first day of May a strike was
expected to occur in Boston and vicinity on
the part of members of the Journeymen Horse-
shoers' Union. In the attempt to avert the
strike the Board invited a committee of the
union and a committee representing the Master
Horseshoers' Association to meet at the rooms
of this Board for a friendly discussion of the
differences involved. The invitation was ac-
cepted and the two committees met with the
Board at the State House on April 28.
It appeared that the dispute related to wages
of "fitters" and "drivers," or "floormen." The
claim was that fitters should receive $19 a week,
and drivers $17,— a substantial increase for
many of the journeymen, compared with prices
then being paid. There were about 400 jour-
neymen and 125 masters in Boston and the
vicinity, and wages varied from $15 to $18 a
week. As the conference proceeded the fact
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was developed that neither committee was fully
empowered to agree to a settlement that should
bind others as well as themselves
;
consequently
the Board suggested that committees be chosen
with full power to act in the premises. The
suggestion was favorably received on both sides,
and the conference came to an end for the time
being.
On May 1, the day set for the strike, the
Board was informed by the president of the
masters' association that that body had chosen
a committee with full power, as suggested by
the Board, and the clerk immediately notified
the president of the union of that fact and
requested to be informed what action the jour-
neymen proposed taking.
Unfortunately for pacific measures the strike
had already begun, and as several employers
acceded more or less promptly to the demands
of the union, and all or substantially all did
so in a few days or weeks, there was, in the
nature of the case, no occasion for arbitration.
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IRON MOULDERS — LOWELL
On May S a strike occurred on the part of
iron moulders employed in Lowell by the Union
Iron Foundry, the Eagle Foundry Company,
Albert F. Xiehols and Pevey Brothers respec-
tively. The demand at first made was for $2.75
a day, which was afterward changed to a min-
imum price of $2.50 a day.— a union price by
the day to be substituted where previously men
were paid some by the piece and some by the
day. the average earnings throughout the city
being represented as about $1.75 a day. All
employers were notified of the demand, and that
it should take effect on April 2-L. Xo replies
were received except from one employer who
agreed to pay $2.50 : some said that they would
pay that amount if the others would. A sub-
sequent notice was given that unless the demand
should be granted, within the time stated, a
strike would take place on May 8. It occurred
according to programme.
On May 10 the Board of its own motion
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invited the employers and a committee of the
moulders to meet in the presence of the Board
at a time and place stated, on the 12th, in
Lowell, for a conference with a view to a settle-
ment by agreement.
At the time and place named the Board wae
met by a committee of the moulders. Xone
of the employers appeared or sent any commu-
nication. The workmen made a statement of
the facts of the case, and the meeting was dis-
solved.
For several weeks the masters' attitude re-
vealed no disposition to consider the men's de-
mand; orders for castings were placed in other
cities; finally settlements were made in the
Union and Eagle foundries, where the union
price was granted. In the other two of the
fomidries involved, the strike situation remains
linehanged.
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PATTERN MAKERS — BOSTON, ETC.
On or about May 15 occurred a general strike
of pattern makers employed in Boston and the
vicinity to support a demand for nine hours on
five days of the week and five hours on Satur-
day. The executive committee of the pattern-
makers' Association of Boston and the vicinity
being called upon expressed their willingness to
consult with the Board, and accordingly on the
17th the president of the association accompa-
nied by another member of the executive com-
mittee called and made a general statement of
the case. The Board undertook to communicate
with those employers who had not yet agreed to
the workmen's demand. Some of the leading
employers involved were seen, and the services
of the Board proffered.
On May 23 an interview was had by the
Board with the pattern makers lately employed
by the General Electric Company at Lynn, and
it was learned that their demand was for nine
hours on five days in the week and a half
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holiday on Saturday, at the old rate of wages.
It was also learned that the workmen belonged
to a branch of the Boston Pattern Makers'
Association and were governed by the proceed-
ings of the principal body. This and other
similar strikes on or about May 15 were in
accordance with a general plan to establish a
nine-hour day in Boston and the vicinity. A.
B. Lovering in Lynn and some of the Boston
employers conceded the demands of the pattern
makers; but nothing having intervened to give
substantial hope of a general settlement in Bos-
ton, it was intimated to the Board on June 2
that the association would willingly confer with
the employers in an attempt to reach an un-
derstanding. The minds of the employers were
sounded again by the Board, but it was found
that they preferred to deal directly with their
employees as individuals rather than through the
association.
In the latter part of June the Board by re-
quest made another attempt to bring about a
conference, and formal invitations to that end
were sent to the parties concerned. This invi-
tation was respectfully declined by the associa-
tion of employers, and the workmen replied
saying that they had been informed that the
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employers did not intend to respond favorably
to the Board's invitation. They added that the
association had given its executive committee
full authority to settle the controversy, and had
voted " that we are willing- at any time at any
place and under any auspices to meet our em-
ployers or their representatives to consider a
settlement of the present controversy."
At the time of writing this report the con-
troversy remains open, and very recently further
communications have been had with reference to
a settlement between the two associations.
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KIDDER PRESS COMPANY— BOSTON.
On Saturday, June 3, the machinists, firemen
and some other employees of the Kidder Press
Company, of Boston, having urged without suc-
cess a request for a half holiday each Saturday
during the summer months without loss of pay,
quit work at noon and were consequently noti-
fied of their discharge.
On the 7th the workmen, through their busi-
ness agent, requested the mediation of the Board.
On the same day, after a meeting of the direc-
tors had been held, it was publicly announced
that they had decided not to grant any of the
demands of the machinists' association, which
were stated to be for a Saturday half holiday
during the summer months with full pay, an in-
crease of wages, recognition of the union, and
" other things of minor importance." " "We shall
have no negotiations with the union or with
union men as such, but if any of the men return
as individuals, we shall take them back, provided
they come before their places have been filled
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by other applicants." The implied invitation to
return to work was not favorably received by
the workmen, and in compliance with their re-
quest the Board called upon the company, June
9, at its place of business. The officers of the
company expressed themselves substantially as
above stated, and as feeling assured that there
would be a full supply of workmen on the fol-
lowing Monday morning. On the 21st it was
learned by inquiry at the office of the company
that not so many men had appeared as had been
expected; and the services of the Board were
offered to effect a settlement.
On July 3 a case was heard in the superior
court on a petition brought by the company for
an injunction against the strikers; after this
some of the workmen quietly found work with
other employers, some were re-employed by the
Kidder Press Company, and gradually the con-
troversy disaj>peared from public notice.
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BREWERY EMPLOYEES — SPRINGFIELD, ETC.
On June 9 there was a general strike of the
employees in the Spring-field breweries, involving
about 200 men, acting under union leadership,
and to enforce a demand for a working day of
nine hours during the four winter months, with
pay for ten hours. The difference arose upon
conferring together upon the terms of a pro-
posed new agreement, and the strike was par-
ticipated in not only by the brewers but also
by the teamsters, engineers, firemen, bottlers
and drivers,— practically all the men employed.
Similar controversies arose at the same time in
the breweries of Holyoke and Chicopee. On
the day of the strike, in an attempt to get into
communication with the parties the Board was
informed by the president of the Springfield
Breweries Company that negotiations for a set-
tlement were already on foot,
^
and that, in case
of agreement, he would like to have the agree-
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merit made with the Board as attesting witness.
Three days afterwards an agreement was ef-
fected in Springfield by the parties interested
substantially in accordance with the demands
made, and work was resumed at about the same
time in that city and in Holyoke and Chicopee.
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LYMAN MILLS -HOLYOKE.
On June 1L occurred a strike in one of the
four mills of the Lyman Mills at Holyoke,
which originated with the doffers and ring spin-
ners, mostly boys, who desired an increase of
wages. Three days later all of the company's
mills were shut down, and about 1200 operatives
became idle.
On June 19 the Board received a communica-
tion from some of the strikers requesting forms
of application, which were promptly sent; and
subsequently, on July 3, a letter was sent to
the applicants by the Board, requesting a state-
ment of the situation, and expressing readiness
to be of assistance in any way that might seem
practicable. Xo reply was received.
On July 5 the mills started up again, many
of the operatives returning to work as usual,
but a considerable number of spinners remained
out, in hope of some concessions. As time went
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on, new boys were taken on in place of the
striking doffers.
Xothing further was heard of this case, and
it is inferred that the controversy by degrees
lapsed and was lost to the sight of the public
without definite ending of any kind.
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On June 12 a strike occurred in the fac-
tory of the J. B. Renton Heel Company of
Lynn, occasioned by the hiring in of new hands
to take the place of three toys or young men
who had left work because of the refusal of
their demand for a slight increase of wages.
Some of the workmen very soon returned and
new men were hired to fill some of the vacant
places, but the Board was informed on the
13th that the employer was not anxious about
filling all the places at once, in the expecta-
tion that other of the old employees would
return. On or about the 27th it was learned
that the vacant places had been filled by
women, and then the pickets disappeared and
to all appearance the strike was at an end.
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BOSTON BREWERIES — BOSTON,
In the latter part of June, at the sugges-
tion of the secretary of the Boston Brewers"
Board of Trade, an interview was had with
him and the president of that body, from which
it appeared that the employers apprehended that
a strike might occur at any moment by and
in behalf of the engineers employed in the
several breweries. The demands of the em-
ployees appear to have been for a less num-
ber of hours* work, and for other changes of
which the Board has not been informed. Em-
ployers and workmen had met repeatedly, but
with no satisfactory results as to agreement,
and the employers, saying that they were de-
termined not to yield any further, desired infor-
mation as to the best way of invoking the
services of the State Board. Xotice had been
received by them that a strike would occur on
July 1. and prompt action was deemed nec-
essary. The desired information as to method
of procedure was given, and the officers of the
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Board of Trade expressed their intention of
filing an application as soon as they could con-
fer with their associates of that Board. On
the following- day the secretary of the Board
of Trade notified this Board that a settlement
of the difficulties had been effected.
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BAUSH & HARRIS MACHINE TOOL COMPANY —
SPRINGFIELD.
In July the managers of the Baush & Harris
Machine Tool Company were informed by the
agent of the union of which their moulders
were members that certain patterns which had
been sent from Providence were obnoxious to
them because of a controversy between the
Providence firm and the moulders' union. In
response to the complaint of the employees
the Baush & Harris Machine Tool Company
decided to stop their works in all departments.
Accordingly the workmen were paid off on
July 10, and were told that work would be
suspended for an indefinite period.
On the following day agents of the union
had an interview with the managers of the
company, which it was agreed should be con-
tinued on the next day following. At this
time the company expressed then readiness to
meet the wishes of the workmen by excluding
the objectionable work, but were surprised that
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the union presented as an additional demand
that the works should be run on the union
plan, meaning that no man should be employed
unless he could show a union card as evidence
of good union standing. This was a new ques-
tion, which the company would not then con-
sider, and negotiations came to an end. The
works were reopened, some of the moulders
returned to work, but most of them found work
elsewhere. The ban of the union was placed
upon, the establishment, accompanied by all the
annoyance of a strike, although the be°innin<r
of hostilities was a lockout.
On July 18 the Board of its own motion
went to Springfield and visited first the mould-
ers' headquarters, with a view to arranging for
a conference between the parties. It was learned
there that the strikers were scattered in various
directions, and that the conduct of the con-
troversy, so far as the workmen were concerned,
had been transferred from the local organiza-
tion to the national executive board of the
union. Apparently this shifting of responsibility
simply increased the difficulty of doing anything
to bring the parties together, because there was
no member of the national executive board in
Springfield, and no one who could be found
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in that immediate vicinity was prepared to as-
sume the slightest authority or responsibility,
even to try to effect a settlement in co-opera-
tion with the State Board.
The next morning, however, the Board called
upon the managers of the company and had an
interview, in which they gave the history of the
controversy and their willingness to do anything
in reason to settle it. They still asserted their
readiness to reinstate the former moulders and
helpers, without discrimination
;
they had sent
away the objectionable work, but were resolved
not to bind themselves to the union card.
In the absence of any who would undertake
to act for the moulders, the Board was unable
to exert any practical influence upon the con-
troversy; although, had the circumstances been
different in this respect, there seemed no good
reason why a settlement could not have been
effected promptly, which would recognize the
evidently fair intentions of the company, and
at the same time cause the moulders to return
to work under favorable conditions. At the
latest accounts which reached the Board the
relative positions as to the questions in issue
remained the same, but work was going on
apparently much as usual.
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MOROCCO WORKERS — LYNN.
In the latter part of July strikes were en-
tered upon by the " glaziers " employed in the
morocco factories of the A. B. Hoffman Com-
pany. "Weber Leather Company and T. A.
Kelley, all of Lynn, for an increase of wages
and allowance for overtime work. The parties
interested were called upon separately by the
Board, and at the request of Mr. Kelley the
committee of his striking workmen were called
in to take part in the conference. Mr. Kelley
then and there declined to accede to the re-
quirement of the committee, but stated that he
would agree to reinstate the former employees
at the former rates, the week to consist of
fifty-nine hours, time and one half to be paid
for overtime work, power to be on as long as
needed, and the factory to be lighted on short
days and for overtime work. The committee
desired to lay the employers proposal before
a meeting of the workmen, constituting the
shop's crew, and a member of the State Board
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was asked to attend the meeting*. The senti-
ment of the meeting was unfavorable to the
acceptance of the employer's terms. There was
then another conference with the employer.
The actual difference in dollars and cents ap-
peared to be trifling in amount, but neither
party could be induced to make any concession,
and the conference came to an end without
agreement. The employer then withdrew all the
offers previously made.
Subsequently, in September the Kelley strike
was ended, the workmen, or a majority of them,
returning to work on the terms previously pro-
posed by the employer and recommended by
the Board for adoption.
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BOSTON DISTRICT MESSENGER COMPANY —
BOSTON.
On July 31 a strike occurred on the part of
the boys employed by the Boston District Mes-
senger Company, who desired more pay for
certain messages, also certain changes in the
regulations under which they worked. The
strike was a surprise to the superintendent,
who said, in answer to the inquiries of the
Board, that no definite complaints had been
brought to his notice, that he did not know
what the strike was for. and should be pleased
to have .the Board undertake to straighten out
the matter. An interview was. sought with the
boys, who were crowded around their former
places of business, and fast becoming the nu-
cleus of a mob. Five of them were at length
induced to visit the rooms of the Board at the
State House. They said they had no authority
to represent the others, but would gladly hear
and report any suggestions that might be of-
fered them.
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General advice was given and a suggestion
made that a committee be selected with full
power to negotiate a settlement, and on the fol-
lowing day a committee of forty boys appeared
at the time appointed and made a definite state-
ment of their demands, which the Board forth-
with laid before the superintendent for his
consideration. The superintendent then said
that he had no power to act in the premises,
but would communicate as soon as possible with
the vice-president, then travelling in the West,
who alone had authority to decide such mat-
ters. He added that, if the boys would return
promptly to work, one or more representatives
of the company would meet a committee of the
boys with the State Board, with a view to
agreement upon terms of settlement.
The committee said that the strikers had
taken no active part in any riotous demonstra-
tion, but that they could not control those who
sympathized with them. They were urged by
the Board to give favorable consideration to
the proposition that they should return to
work, pending the vice-president's return and
a conference with him. They voted to act ac-
cordingly, and all returned to work the same
day.
.
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On August 4: a conference was appointed, to
take place at the rooms of the State Board at
the State House on August 10. and the parties
were so notified; but on the 7th a confer-
ence was had by the superintendent with a
committee of the boys, at the office of the
Board, and the several grievances were dis-
cussed at length. An adjournment was had to
the 9th. in order to afford opportunity to con-
sult with the other boys. . and on the day last
named the conference was resumed.
The overtures previously made by the com-
pany had been rejected in the meanwhile, and
at this meeting the boys made their final de-
mands. The superintendent recurred to his
lack of authority, but said that he would give
an answer as soon as the vice-president should
have been heard from. On the 14th complaints
were received that the boys suspected bad faith
on the part of the company, that new boys
were being advertised for " and hired, and that
a renewal of the strike was imminent. The
superintendent was communicated with, and a
meeting appointed for the next day. Both par-
tit-.- appeared on the following day. and an
agreement was made and filed with the Board,
settling all matters in dispute, as follows :—
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Boston, August 15, 1899.
Agreement.
1. That 2 cents be paid for the delivery of each
telegram.
2. That 40 per cent, be paid on messenger service.
2a. That 2 cents be paid for the collection of each
telegram.
3. Boys paid on weekly salary as follows: $4 per
week for first six months, $4.50 per week for second
six months, $5 per week thereafter; this to be com-
puted at seven days a week, boys to be credited with
a day on their regular Sunday off.
4. That they be paid weekly, according to law.
5. Uniforms to be pressed every two weeks with-
out cost to the messengers.
6. All time after 10 p.m. to be paid for at rate of
10 cents an hour. This does not include those boys
whose regular day's work is not finished until after
10 P.M.
This agreement to take effect beginning Monday,
August 21, 1899, and to continue for one year.
Gr. H. Yetman, Superintendent,
Boston District Messenger Company.
P. L. Hynes, 94,
George Murray,
A. E. Zackular,
James Murphy,
M. Lyons,
Committee of Messengers.
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STEAMFITTERS AND HELPERS — BOSTON.
On September 5 a strike occurred in Boston
under the influence of the union of steamfitters*
helpers, to enforce a demand for minimum
waa*es of 82 for a dav of ei°'ht hours. The
employers had made a counter-proposal to pay
new men at the rate of 81.50 a day for the
first six months of service. 81 .75 for the next
eighteen months, and 82 a day thereafter,— a
proposal which was not sufficient to avert the
strike.
On the 8th a communication was received by
the State Board from the president of the asso-
ciation of master steamfitters. stating that the
journeymen steamfitters had violated the agree-
ment entered into between the two associations
of masters and journeymen in the presence of
the State Board on October 24. 1895. and re-
questing the interposition of the Board.
A letter was at once sent to the journeymen
steamfitters' union, reciting the notice received,
and asking for any suggestion of action on the
part of the Board that might lead to an adjust-
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ment of the difficulties. A committee of fitters
thereupon called and said that they were idle,
not because they had any grievance, but because
of the strike of the helpers, which left the
fitters without their usual assistants. On the
same day appeared a committee of the helpers,
who conferred at the rooms of the Board with
the committee of fitters.
On the 9th the fitters' committee called again,
and reported a provisional agreement with all
except three of the principal employers. The
Board then visited Ingalls & Kendricken, being
one of the firms that had not yet agreed, but
insisted upon a modified or sliding scale de-
scribed in the counter-proposal above referred
to. The substance of the interview was related
to the fitters' committee, who were advised to
call again upon the outstanding firms and make
another attempt to reach an agreement.
On September 11 others of the steamfitters
returned to work, and the prospect of a gen-
eral settlement appeared brighter. On or about
the middle of the month, after further confer-
ences between the employers and workmen and
with the co-operation of the Board, a definite
understanding was arrived at with both classes
of workmen, and the dispute subsided.
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HIGHLAND FOUNDRY— BOSTON.
On September 1 the bench moulders em-
ployed by the Highland Foundry Company, in
Boston, struck for an increase of 10 per cent,
in wages, being a restoration of one-half of
a reduction made two years before, and for
weekly payments. The services of the Board
were promptly tendered, but no response was
received until the 21st. when the president and
one of the directors of the company called and
requested immediate action by the Board, as-
signing as a reason for their delay the pro-
longed illness of the superintendent. On the
same day the Board got into communication
with the workmen, and arranged for a confer-
ence with the officers of the company on the
day following. At the appointed time the two
committees met at the rooms of the Board and
discussed terms of settlement. The result was
a proposition from the company. " that, if the
moulders shall see fit to return to work forth-
with, the company will meet a committee of
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the moulders as soon as the health of the
manager will permit, and will endeavor to set-
tle by agreement upon prices for moulding that
shall be equal to those paid in other compet-
ing foundries in this vicinity,— equal wages for
an equal result,— and if such agreement shall
not be arrived at by October 15, 1899, that
all matters then remaining unsettled be sub-
mitted at once by both sides upon the request
of either side to arbitration— either to a board
to be selected by the parties concerned, or to
the State Board of Arbitration and Concilia-
tion; and that, pending such settlement, either
by agreement or by arbitration, wages shall be
paid weekly at the old prices, all amounts to
be adjusted later according to the final agree-
ment or decision, so that the new prices shall
take effect from the return to work.''
The workmen's committee reported the prop-
osition to then union for final action, and it
was accepted with a vote to return to work
on the following- Mondav and await a settle-
ment to be made with the superintendent when
fully recovered, and that, in default of such
settlement, the matter was to be left with the
State Board. Nothing further has been heard
from the case.
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J. BEOWN &: SONS — SALEM,
On September 27 twenty-five eutters employed
by J. Brown & Sons at Salem quit work as a
protest against fines imposed in some cases for
damaged uppers. About one year previously
it had been agreed that there should be no
fines for injury to stock except in cases of
clear carelessness of the workmen implicated,
and that the employees who should be in fault
might be discharged.
The attention of the Board having been
directed to the matter, it appeared that, in
point of fact, fines had been imposed in but
a few instances only, and these for trifling
amounts. Xew workmen were hired, but were
in part induced to withdraw, and although at
the advent of the Board the employers said
that they had help enough for their require-
ments, nevertheless a settlement seemed prefer-
able to all concerned. A conference was ap-
pointed at the rooms of the Board, which took
place on October 13. At this meeting the
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general officer of the union to which the men
belonged, after a full discussion, desired further
time to enable him to confer with the men,
and ascertain on the spot the real state of the
case; and an appointment was made by him
to meet the firm at the factory on the fol-
lowing morning. The appointment was kept
accordingly and a settlement agreed to.
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SAILMAKERS — GLOUCESTER.
On October 10 the Journeymen Sailniakers'
Association of Gloucester, in a letter addressed
to the Master Sailmakers' Association, requested
an increase of wa^res to S3 for a dav of nine
hours. One week later a reply was received,
saving that under existing circumstances no in-
crease could be granted. A strike immediately
followed, which affected nearly all the sail-lofts
in Gloucester. On the 19th the Board had
personal communication with the parties affected,
learned the facts above stated and procured
copies of the correspondence. The journeymen
expressed a willingness to meet a representative
of the employers together with the State Board.
The president of the employers' association
thought that nothing would be necessary except
for the parties to meet and come to an under-
standing by themselves, and that with the lapse
of a little time there would be no great
difficulty in meeting and arranging matters.
Thereupon, with the approval of the Board, a
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representative of the journeymen who was pres-
ent invited the employers to meet the men in
conference at any time that might be set by
the employers themselves. The president replied
that he would lay the invitation before his
associates and send an answer soon. Xo re-
port of the result was given directly to the
Board, but the Board is informed that the
demands of the workmen were conceded by
individual employers, until by Xovember 10 all
the employers had agreed to the same terms.
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THOMAS G. PLANT COMPANY — BOSTON.
On December 15 the lasters employed by the
Thomas G. Plant Company in Boston struck
for higher wages. A few days afterwards the
Board communicated with the company and
the workmen. At the opening of the new year
the Board learned by visiting the parties con-
cerned that some of the workmen had returned
to work and that others were on the point of
doing the same. The manager said that he
would not recognize the union, but insisted that
at the time of the strike his men, who were
not superior in skill, were earning higher wages
on the average than men of the same capacity
could earn anywhere else. After seeing both
sides, the Board advised the representative of
the strikers that the best thing they could do
was to send a committee to the manager as soon
as possible, and endeavor to secure their former
situations in the factory. This advice was acted
upon, and in a few days more than 150 of
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them had been reinstated. Since they eonld
only be utilized in groups of nve ? and the
company was in no hurry by reason of pres-
sure of work, some workmen were thus com-
pelled to await a summons to labor.
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BAILEY, CURTIS & CO. -LYNN.
A joint application was received December
20 from Bailey, Cnrtis & Co., of Lynn, and
their employees. At the hearing on the 23d
all parties were present or represented. It ap-
peared that the firm was desirous of adding
to the product of their factory shoes known
in the trade as " little gents' ; " but, as no
goods of the kind had been made in the fac-
tory, no price list for the different parts of the
work had been established or even proposed
either by the firm or the employees. All united
in requesting the Board to ascertain what was
paid for similar work in other factories, and
upon those data recommend a price list for this
factory which should be fan for all concerned.
The firm, however, said frankly that they should
not introduce the work unless the prices made
by the Board should be low enough to enable
them to make the goods at a fair profit.
Upon inquiry by the Board it appeared that
neither employers nor workmen were prepared
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to suggest a price list, either wholly or in
part: and the Board were of the opinion that,
since no prices for the work had ever been
established in the factory, it was not clear that
the services of the Board would be necessary
until the parties had at least attempted to agree
on prices.
All parties concerned were therefore advised
to confer together as soon as possible and en-
deavor to agree upon a list of prices for the
work contemplated, and then, if any points
remained unsettled, to notify the Board and
ask that the hearing be resumed concerning the
matters then actually in dispute. The course
suggested seemed to be generally approved, and
the hearing was accordingly adjourned without
day.
Since then, as the Board is informed, at-
tempts have been made by the parties to agree
upon the items of a price list, with fan pros-
pect of an agreement, but no request has been
made for further action by the Board.
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WHITE BROTHERS & CO. — LOWELL.
On November 8 a strike occurred on the part
of the leather workers employed by "White
Brothers & Co., of Lowell, arising out of a
proposed reduction of the wages of beamsters.
On the following day a conference was had and
a proposition made by the firm, coupled with a
request that a sufficient number of workmen
should return in order to save the goods then
in process of manufacture from becoming a total
loss. In view of the fact that the principal de-
mands were conceded, the Board advised that
the proposition of the firm be met in an accom-
modating spirit, and that nothing would be lost
by attempting to reach a settlement by mutual
agreement.
The men accordingly voted to return to work,
and to accept the firm's proposal to restore the
old scale of wages at once, and their assurance
that on resumption of work all other grievances
should be duly considered with a view to a fair
adjustment.
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Subsequently, on January 24, 1900, the work-
men again went on strike, alleging that there
had been a failure to redress the grievances
complained of in November, and because they
apprehended a lockout. The Board again in-
terposed, and through its mediation the men
returned to work; several conferences have been
held, and, although at the time of making up
this report the differences are not fully ad-
justed, many of them have been adjusted, and
all seem in a fair way of settlement by agree-
ment.
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C. W. VARNEY & CO. — LYNN.
On ^November 1 the hand lasters employed
hy C. W. Yarney & Co., of Lynn, struck for
an increase of wages. A committee called upon
the firm and submitted their demands. An
offer of an increase of a fourth of a cent a pair
was declined by them.
The Board sought and obtained separate in-
terviews with the parties, and found the firm
undecided as to what course to pursue. Fur-
ther attempts at a settlement were made, and
on Xovember 6 the workmen agreed to the
modification of their demands suggested by the
firm, and all hands were reinstated.
A controversy which arose about the same
time in the factory of Walter & Logan, of
Lynn, involving questions practically the same
and threatening to result in a strike, was ad-
justed at the same time in accordance with the
terms of settlement agreed to in the Yarney
case.
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Two days after the settlement in the Varney
case a new difficulty arose in the same factory,
caused by complaint abont the system of tag-
ging the work. A conference was had which
resulted in a settlement.
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PETER J. MULLIGAN ET AL. — BROCKTON.
On December 18 an application, signed by
Peter J. Mulligan, Joseph M. Horton and
Michael F. Saunders, was presented to the
Board alle£'in£' that thev were the " authorized
agents" of employees of R. B. Grover & Co.,
of Brockton, u in the department in question."
The grievances set forth were as follows:—
That under and by virtue of a contract dated June
7th, 1899 (a copy whereof is herewith filed) entered
into by said R. B. Grover & Co. and the Boot &
Shoe Workers' Union (the general body representing
all local unions) said R. B. Grover & Co. agreed to
employ union men only : that at the time of the exe-
cution of said agreement all said twenty-six employees
were and as they claimed still are in fact and in law
members in good standing of Cutters' Union (local)
No. 35 of Brockton ; that said general body claims
that because of the proceedings of a certain conven-
tion held in June last at Rochester, New York, which
said proceedings we claim were unlawful, invalid
and in violation of the constitution of said Boot &
Shoe Workers' Union said twenty-six employees are
no longer members in good standing of said union
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and is by threatening to deprive said firm of the
union stamp obtained and now held under said con-
tract and thereby to boycott the manufactured goods
of said firm, if said firm shall retain in their employ
said 26 employees and because thereof said firm has
already discharged and locked out some and is threat-
ening to discharge and lock out all others of said
employees, notwithstanding that under the terms of
said contract said Boot & Shoe Workers' Union, said
Cutters' Union and said firm are all bound in terms
to submit all matters in dispute to this State Board
and have no lock out.
The contract ran as follows:—
Agreement entered into this 7th day of June A.D.
1899 by and between R. B. Grover & Co., of Brock-
ton, Massachusetts, shoe manufacturer, party of the
first part, and the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,
party of the second part, witnesseth : —
First. — The party of the first part agrees that it
will employ as boot and shoe workers in its factory in
Brockton none but members of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union in good standing.
Second. — That it will not employ any member of
the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union or any other person
as a boot and shoe worker who is objectionable to said
union, either on account of being in arrears for dues
or from any other cause, after receiving notice of the
objection by some authorized agent of the Boot and
Shoe Workers' Union or local union or unions.
Third. — That it will not hinder or obstruct the col-
lectors of said union working in its factory in the per-
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forinance of their duties of collecting the dues of the
members of said union due to the respective local
unions.
Fourth. — That it will not cause or allow the union
stamp, which will be supplied to it by the party of the
second part, as a part of this ' agreement, to be placed
on any goods not made in a factory for which the use
of the union stamp was granted.
Fifth.— The party of the second part or its deputy
shall at all times be allowed to visit the factory on
business connected with the union stamp.
Sixth. — The party of the second part may present
to the party of the first part a bill of prices of the
local union or unions which, if it cannot be agreed
upon, shall be referred to the State Board of Arbitra-
tion in the manner provided in paragraph 12.
Seventh.— The party of the second part agrees to
supply to the party of the first part its union stamp,
and that in making prices with the party of the first
part no additional price shall be made for the use of
the stamp, which shall be furnished to the party of
the first part free of charge ; nor shall any discrimi-
nation be made between the party of the first part
and other firms, persons or corporations who may enter
into an agreement with the party of the second part
for the use of the union stamp.
Eighth. — That all reasonable efforts shall be made
by the Boot and Shoe ^Yorkers' union to advertise the
union stamp in the public press, trade journals, labor
unions, labor conventions and otherwise, and to use
every exertion to create a demand for the union
stamped goods among consumers.
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N'in tJi . — That they will furnish to the party of the
first part when and as often as it may be required, all
boot and shoe workers desired by the party of the
first part.
Tenth.— That the right of the party of the first part
to use the union stamp shall be in no way affected by
any action of a local union or unions, or by the fact
that one or more local unions has withdrawn from or
been dismissed from the Boot and Shoe Workers'
Union
.
Eleventh. — Both parties agree to adjust in an honest
and equitable manner all grievances of whatever nature
and all matters of dispute in reference to wages or any
other subject, including the true construction of this
agreement, that may arise between them, and in case
of failure to mutually adjust any dispute or grievance,
the party of the first part and the members of the
department or departments where such dispute or griev-
ance shall arise, shall join in the manner provided by
statute, in an application to the Massachusetts State
Board of Arbitration for a decision on the matter
or matters in dispute, and the decision of said Board
shall be binding upon the party of the first part, the
party of the second part, the local unions and em-
ployees.
Twelfth. — A general officer of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union may join with the parties to the ap-
plication to said Board, and should more than one
department be affected by a dispute, the Joint Council,
to which the local unions represented in the factory
are attached, may also join with the parties to the
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application. A general officer may act as the author-
ized agent of the employees in the application in any
case, to the State Board.
Thirteenth. — Wliile this agreement remains in force,
there shall be no strike declared by any person or per-
sons for any cause, pretext or excuse whatsoever in the
factory of the party of the first part, nor shall the
party of the first part for any cause, pretext or excuse
whatsoever, cause a lockout against any of its em-
ployees. The party of the first part shall suffer no
interruption of business during the decision of any dis-
pute or grievance.
Fourteenth. — This agreement shall remain in force
for three years from Xov. 1, 1898. Should either
party desire to alter, amend or annul this agreement,
it shall give a written notice thereof to the other party
three months before the expiration of the agreement,
and if the parties fail to give such notice, the agree-
ment shall continue in force for another year and so
on from year to year until such notice is given.
Fifteenth. — In case the party of the first part violates
the terms of this agreement, directly or indirectly (which
may be a matter of dispute to be referred to the State
Board of Arbitration) the party of the second part
shall have the right to demand and receive from the
party of the first part the stamp or stamps delivered
to it by the party of the second part under this agree-
ment, and to take the stamp or stamps wherever the
same may be, without being liable to any claim for
damages or otherwise. The party of the first part
agrees that it will surrender said union stamp or
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stamps on the termination of this agreement or upon
the decision of the State Board that it has violated its-
terms, and that it will make no contest against the
party of the second part upon the question of the
ownership of said stamp or stamps, but the party of
the second part shall be treated and recognized as the
owner of the same.
Sixteenth.— No person shall have the right to de-
mand or receive the said union stamp from the party
of the first part, except the General President of the
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, or some person duly
authorized by him in writing to receive the same, which
authorization shall be signed by the General President
and bear the seal of the organization as affixed hereto.
In case the party of the first part shall be unable for
any cause to deliver the said stamp to the party of the
second part, or whoever may hold the ofiice of Gen-
.
eral President of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,
or to the person properly authorized by him to receive
the said stamp, the party of the first part shall be liable
to the party of the second part, or to the party who
holds the office of General President, in the sum of
$200, to be recovered by the party of the second part,
or whosoever may hold the office of the General Presi-
dent of said union, in action of contract against the
party of the first part as liquidated damages.
Seventeenth . — In case the party of the first part shall
cease to do business, or shall transfer interest, or any
part thereof, to any person, or persons or corporations,
this agreement shall be ended, and the stamp shall be
returned to the General President. And in the event
of a change in the membership of any firm who shall
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have entered into this agreement, this agreement shall
be ended and the union stamp returned to the General
President, when a new agreement of similar tenor as
this may be entered into.
R. B. Grover & Co.
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,
John F. Tobin,
General President.
Horace M. Eaton,
General Secretary- Treasurer.
The firm of R. B. Grover & Co. was notified
of the filing of the application, and an attested
copy was delivered to them by the clerk of the
Board, with a request that they would inform
the Board whether they would join in the appli-
cation. The reply was that the question would
be referred to legal counsel. On the next day
following, the Hon. TV. A. Reed, counsel for
the firm, called and said that, for reasons stated
by him, the firm declined to join formally in
the application, and should there be a public
hearing by the Board the counsel would appear
and state the reasons which governed his cli-
ents, but for no other purpose. A public hear-
ing was ordered by the Board to take place
at the City Hall in Brockton on December 27,
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and notice of the hearing was given through
the medium of local newspapers, as well as to
the parties directly. At the time and place
appointed the petitioners appeared; also Mr.
Eeed. representing the firm. The latter, in
answer to the Board, gave the reasons for
declining to join in the arbitration at some
length, snbstantiallv as follows:—
The firm does not appear for the purpose of join-
ing in the application or taking part in the hearing.
They decline to join, and are here by counsel appear-
ing specially to explain why it is impossible for them
to enter into the arbitration.
1. They have for business reasons entered into the
agreement mentioned in the application which is and
purports to be an agreement between R. B. Grover
& Co. and the Boot and Shoe Workers" Union. These
are the only parties to the contract.
2. Under the first clause of the agreement, the firm
have received notice from the other party to the con-
tract, that is. the Boot & Shoe Workers* Union, that
the petitioners in the application are not members of
that union in srood standing ; also under the second
clause that certain men, whether members or not, are
* i objectionable to said union,*" and therefore should
not be employed by the firm.
3. The firm considers that it is sufficient, for the
purposes of the case in hand, that the men are "objec-
tionable " to the union, and that fact being made evi-
dent the firm cannot hire them. In this point of view
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the question whether the petitioners are union men in
good standing, whatever be the fact, is immaterial.
4. The written contract is a legal obligation creat-
ing rights and liabilities as to each party, and the firm
cannot enter into an agreement for arbitration with
another and different body of men, independently of
and without the consent of the other party to the sub-
sisting agreement.
5. The real question at the root of the application
is one that arises between the union as an organiza-
tion and those who are or claim to be members of it.
This is a legal question, apparently of some difficulty,
but by the law creating the State Board its sphere of
action was so defined as by inference to exclude * 1 ques-
tions which may be the subject of a suit at law or bill
in equity."
Thereupon the representative of the firm, as
well as a representative of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union, withdrew from the meeting,
and upon the statement of the petitioners that
they had employed counsel to represent them
who was then actually engaged in the trial of
a case in court, their suggestion of a post-
ponement was acceded to. Before the meeting
was dissolved, however, an informal discussion
was had, in which the Board expressed itself
as impressed by the legal and practical objec-
tions in the way of any efficient action by the
Board, in view of the argument just presented,
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and of the fact that the firm declined to be-
come a party to the case as presented. Donbt
was also expressed as to the propriety of pro-
ceeding further under the application without
first laying the questions of law before the At-
torney-General. Pending these considerations,
the hearing was adjourned, for the purpose of
enabling the counsel of the petitioners to con-
fer at his convenience with the Board relative
to the questions already raised and as to the
advisability of resuming the hearing at some
time to be fixed in the future.
The foregoing annual report is respectfully
submitted.
CHARLES H. WALCOTT,
RICHARD P. BARRY,
;HAELE- DA2s"A pae^iee.
APPENDIX.

APPENDIX.
In 1886 Massachusetts and New York established state
boards of arbitration
.
A statute of the United States, enacted in 1888, pro-
vided for the settlement of controversies between rail-
roads and their employees through the services of special
temporary tribunals known as " boards of arbitration or
commission." To form a board of arbitration each party
in interest chose a member, and the two members chose a
third for chairman ; but when the commission was formed
the President of the United States appointed two mem-
bers to act with the Commissioner of Labor, who was
chairman ex officio. Such a commission in 1894, report-
ing on the Chicago Strike, recommended changes in the
law, and suggested to the states "the adoption of some
system of conciliation and arbitration like that in use in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts." In 1898 the law
was repealed, its essential provisions were re-enacted and
procedure was specified with greater elaboration. The
statute of 1898 requires the Chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor
to mediate in one way or another between the parties
with a view to inducing them either to terminate their
controversy by agreement or to refer it to the board of
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arbitration. The board of arbitration, as under the
former act, is constituted in the usual way; but when
live days elapse without choice of a third member, the
duty of making such a choice devolves upon the two
mediators above mentioned.
Twenty-four states in the union have thus far made
constitutional or statutory provision for mediation of one
kind or another in the settlement of industrial disputes.
Of these the statutes of the following seventeen contem-
plate the administration of conciliation and arbitration
laws through permanent state boards : Massachusetts,
New York. Montana, Michigan, California, Xew Jersey,
Ohio. Louisiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Connecticut,
Illinois, Utah, Indiana, Idaho, Colorado and Kansas.
The constitution of Wyoming directs the legislature to
establish courts of arbitration to determine all differences
between associations of laborers and their employers, and
provides for appeals to the supreme court of the state
from the decisions of compulsory boards of arbitration.
Compulsory arbitration was first enacted in Kansas
in 1898. In case of strike the Court of Visitation,
having the supervision of railroads and telegraphs, cites
the officers of the company to appear and verify by oath
the cause of the difficulty, the points of controversy,
which if any act of the corporation was the occasion and
what is the extent of the strike. If proper answer is
made at the time fixed in the citation, the matter is
heard upon evidence 44 without further delay summarily."
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Finding the employer faultless, the decision is made
public and it becomes unlawful for the strikers to inter-
fere " by word or deed" with employees that have taken
their places; but when the officers default or give an
evasive or improper answer, or it is found on evidence
that the company was 4i unreasonable, tyrannical, oppres-
sive or unjust ; and the strike resulted therefrom," a
decree is entered commanding the employer to * i proceed
forthwith to perform its usual functions for the public
convenience ... as before the strike occurred.** On
failure of the corporation to obey the decree implicitly,
"in full and in good faith," the Court of Visitation
proceeds to operate the property through a receiver until
the company is ready to resume its functions.
The laws of Kansas, Iowa. Pennsylvania and Texas
authorize the law courts to appoint tribunals of voluntary
arbitation ; and such is the law of Maryland also, which,
moreover, empowers the Board of Public Works to in-
vestigate industrial controversies when the employer is a
corporation, indebted to, or incorporated by, that state
:
to propose arbitration to the opposing parties, and if the
proposition is accepted, to provide in due form for refer-
ring the case ; but if either party refuse to submit to
arbitration, it becomes the duty of the Board of Public
Works to ascertain the cause of the controversy and
report the same to the next legislature.
The law of Missouri authorizes the Commissioner of
Labor Statistics to form local boards of arbitration, and,
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as in North Dakota, to mediate between employer and
employed, if requested to do so by either, whenever a
difference exists which results or threatens to result in
a strike or lockout. In Nebraska it is the duty of such
officer to examine into the causes of strikes and lockouts.
Following are the laws, etc., relating to mediation in
industrial controversies : —
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UNITED STATES.
[Public Laws, 1898.]
Chap. 370.—An Act Concerning carriers engaged in inter-
state commerce and their employees.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
provisions of this Act shall apply to any common earner or car-
riers and their officers, agents, and employees, except masters
of vessels and seamen, as defined in section forty-six hundred
and twelve, Revised Statutes of the United States, engaged in
the transportation of passengers or property wholly by railroad,
or partly by railroad and partly by water, for a continuous car-
riage or shipment, from one State or Territory of the United
States, or the District of Columbia, to any other State or Terri-
tory of the United States, or the District of Columbia, or from
any place in the United States to an adjacent foreign country,
or from any place in the United States through a foreign country
to any other place in the United States.
The term 44 railroad'* as used in this Act shall include all
bridges and femes used or operated in connection with any
railroad, and also all the road in use by any corporation oper-
ating a railroad, whether owned or operated under a contract,
agreement, or lease ; and the term ' * transportation " shall in-
clude all instrumentalities of shipment or carriage.
The term " employees" as used in this Act shall include all
persons actually engaged in any capacity in train operation or
train service of any description, and notwithstanding that the
cars upon or in which they are employed may be held and oper-
ated by the carrier under lease or other contract: Provided,
however, That this Act shall not be held to apply to employees
of street railroads and shall apply only to employees engaged in
railroad train service. In every such case the carrier shall be
responsible for the acts and defaults of such employees in the
same manner and to the same extent as if said cars were owned
by it and said employees directly employed by it, and any
provisions to the contrary of any such lease or other contract
shall be binding only as between the parties thereto and shall
not affect the obligations of said carrier either to the public or
to the private parties concerned.
Sec. 2. Whenever a controversy concerning wages, hours of
labor, or conditions of employment shall arise between a car-
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rier subject to this Act and the employees of such carrier,
seriously interrupting or threatening to interrupt the business of
said carrier, the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the Commissioner of Labor shall, upon the request of
either party to the controversy, with all practicable expedition,
put themselves in communication with the parties to such contro-
versy, and shall use their best efforts, by mediation and concilia-
tion, to amicably settle the same ; and if such efforts shall be
unsuccessful, shall at once endeavor to bring about an arbitration
of said controversy in accordance with the provisions of this Act.
Sec. 3. "Whenever a controversy shall arise between a car-
rier subject to this Act and the employees of such carrier which
cannot be settled by mediation and conciliation in the manner
provided in the preceding section, said controversy may be sub-
mitted to the arbitration of a board of three persons, who shall
be chosen in the manner following : One shall be named by the
carrier or employer directly interested ; the other shall be named
by the labor organization to which the employees directly in-
terested belong, or, if they belong to more than one, by that one
of them which specially represents employees of the same grade
and class and engaged in services of the same nature as said
employees so directly interested : Provided, however, That when
a controversy involves and affects the interests of two or more
classes and grades of employees belonging to different labor
organizations, such arbitrator shall be agreed upon and desig-
nated by the concurrent action of all such labor organizations
;
and in cases where the majority of such employees are not
members of any labor organization, said employees may by a
majority vote select a committee of their own number, which
committee shall have the right to select the arbitrator on behalf
of said employees. The two thus chosen shall select the third
commissioner of arbitration
;
but, in the event of their failure
to name such arbitrator within five days after their first meeting,
the third arbitrator shall be named by the commissioners named
in the preceding section. A majority of said arbitrators shall
be competent to make a valid and binding award under the pro-
visions hereof. The submission shall be in writing, shall be
signed by the employer and by the labor organization represent-
ing the employees, shall specify the time and place of meeting
of said board of arbitration, shall state the questions to be de-
cided, and shall contain appropriate provisions by which the
respective parties shall stipulate, as follows:
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First. That the board of arbitration shall commence their
hearings within ten days from the date of the appointment of
the third arbitrator, and shall find and file their award, as pro-
vided in this section, within thirty days from the date of the
appointment of the third arbitrator ; and that pending the arbi-
tration the status existing immediately prior to the dispute shall
not be changed : Provided, That no employee shall be compelled
to render personal service without his consent.
Second. That the award and the papers and proceedings, in-
cluding the testimony relating thereto certified under the hands
of the arbitrators and which shall have the force and effect of a
bill of exceptions, shall be filed in the clerk's office of the cir-
cuit court of the United States for the district wherein the con-
troversy arises or the arbitration is entered into, and shall be
final and conclusive upon both parties, unless set aside for error
of law apparent on the record.
Third. That the respective parties to the award will each
faithfully execute the same, and that the same may be specifi-
cally enforced in equity so far as the powers of a court of equity
permit : Provided, That no injunction or other legal process shall
be issued which shall compel the performance by any laborer
against his will of a contract for personal labor or service.
Fourth. That employees dissatisfied with the award shall not
by reason of such dissatisfaction quit the service of the em-
ployer before the expiration of three months from and after the
making of such award without giving thirty days' notice in
writing of their intention so to quit. Nor shall the employer
dissatisfied with such award dismiss any employee or employees
on account of such dissatisfaction before the expiration of three
months from and after the making of such award without giving
thirty days' notice in writing of his intention so to discharge.
Fifth. That said award shall continue in force as between
the parties thereto for the period of one year after the same
shall go into practical operation, and no new arbitration upon
the same subject between the same employer and the same class
of employees shall be had until the expiration of said one year
if the award is not set aside as provided in section four. That
as to individual employees not belonging to the labor organiza-
tion or organizations which shall enter into the arbitration, the
said arbitration and the award made therein shall not be bind-
ing, unless the said individual employees shall give assent in
writing to become parties to said arbitration.
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Sec. 4. The award being filed in the clerk's office of a circuit
court of the United States, as hereinbefore provided, shall go
into practical operation, and judgment shall be entered thereon
accordingly at the expiration of ten days from such filing, unless
within such ten days either party shall file exceptions thereto
for matter of law apparent upon the record, in which case said
award shall go into practical operation and judgment be entered
accordingly when such exceptions shall have been finally dis-
posed of either by said circuit court or on appeal therefrom.
At the expiration of ten days from the decision of the circuit
'
court upon exceptions taken to said award, as aforesaid, judg-
ment shall be entered in accordance with said decision unless
during said ten days either party shall appeal therefrom to the
circuit court of appeals. In such case only such portion of the
record shall be transmitted to the appellate court as is necessary
to the proper understanding and consideration of the questions
of law presented by said exceptions and to be decided.
The determination of said circuit court of appeals upon said
questions shall be final, and being certified by the clerk thereof
to said circuit court, judgment pursuant thereto shall thereupon
be entered by said circuit court.
If exceptions to an award are finally sustained, judgment
shall be entered setting aside the award. But in such case the
parties may agree upon a judgment to be entered disposing of
the subject-matter of the controversy, which judgment when en-
tered shall have the same force and effect as judgment entered
upon an award.
Sec. 5. For the purposes of this Act the arbitrators herein
provided for, or either of them, shall have power to administer
oaths and affirmations, sign subpoenas, require the attendance
and testimony of witnesses, and the production of such books,
papers, contracts, agreements, and documents material to a
just determination of the matters under investigation as may be
ordered by the court ; and may invoke the aid of the United
States courts to compel witnesses to attend and testify and to
produce such books, papers, contracts, agreements and docu-
ments to the same extent and under the same conditions and
penalties as is provided for in the Act to regulate commerce,
approved February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven,
and the amendments thereto.
Sec 6. Every agreement of arbitration under this act shall
be acknowledged by the parties before a notary public or clerk
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of a district or circuit court of the United States, and when so
acknowledged a copy of the same shall be transmitted to the
chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who shall
file the same in the office of said commission.
Any agreement of arbitration which shall be entered into
conforming to this Act, except that it shall be executed by em-
ployees individually instead of by a labor organization as their
representative, shall, when duly acknowledged as herein pro-
vided, be transmitted to the chairman of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, who shall cause a notice in writing to be
served upon the arbitrators, fixing a time and place for a meet-
ing of said board, which shall be within fifteen days from the
execution of said agreement of arbitration : Provided, Jwivever,
That the said chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall decline to call a meeting of arbitrators under such agree-
ment unless it be shown to his satisfaction that the employees
signiug the submission represent or include a majority of all
employees in the service of the same employer and of the same
grade and class, and that an award pursuant to said submission
can justly be regarded as binding upon all such employees.
Sec. 7. During the pendency of arbitration under this Act
it shall not be lawful for the employer, party to such arbi-
tration, to discharge the employees, parties thereto, except for
inefficiency, violation of law, or neglect of duty ; nor for the
organization representing such employees to order, nor for the
employees to unite in, aid, or abet, strikes against said em-
ployer
;
nor, during a period of three months after an award
under such an arbitration, for such employer to discharge any
such employees, except for the causes aforesaid, without giving
thirty days' written notice of an intent so to discharge ; nor for
any of such employees, during a like period, to quit the service
of said employer without just cause, without giving to said em-
ployer thirty days' written notice of an intent so to do ; nor for
such organization representing such employees to order, counsel,
or advise otherwise. Any violation of this section shall subject
the offending party to liability for damages : Provided, That
nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent any em-
ployer, party to such arbitration, from reducing the number of
its or his employees whenever in its or his judgment business
necessities require such reduction.
Sec 8. In every incorporation under the provisions of chap-
ter five hundred and sixty-seven of the United States Statutes
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of eighteen hundred and eighty-five and eighteen hundred and
eighty-six it must be provided in the articles of incorporation
and in the constitution, rules, and by-laws that a member shall
cease to be such by participating in or by instigating force or
violence against persons or property during strikes, lockouts, or
boycotts, or by seeking to prevent others from working through
violence, threats, or intimidations. Members of such incorpo-
rations shall not be personally liable for the acts, debts, or
obligations of the corporations, nor shall such corporations be
liable for the acts of members or others in violation of law
;
and such corporations ma}^ appear b}T designated representatives
before the board created by this Act, or in any suits or pro-
ceedings for or against such corporations or their members in
any of the Federal courts.
Sec. 9. Whenever receivers appointed by Federal courts are
in the possession and control of railroads, the employees upon
such railroads shall have the right to be heard in such courts
upon all questions affecting the terms and conditions of their
employment, through the officers and representatives of their
associations, whether incorporated or unincorporated, and no
reduction of wages shall be made by such receivers without the
authority of the court therefor upon notice to such employees,
said notice to be not less than twenty days before the hearing
upon the receivers' petition or application, and to be posted
upon all customary bulletin boards along or upon the railway
operated by such receiver or receivers.
Sec. 10. Any employer subject to the provisions of this
Act and any officer, agent, or receiver of such employer who
shall require any employee, or any person seeking employment,
as a condition of such employment, to enter into an agreement,
either written or verbal, not to become or remain a member of
any labor corporation, association, or organization ; or shall
threaten any employee with loss of employment, or shall
unjustly discriminate against any employee because of his
membership in such a labor corporation, association, or organ-
ization ; or who shall require any employee or any person
seeking employment, as a condition of such employment, to
enter into a contract whereby such employee or applicant for
employment shall agree to contribute to any fund for charitable,
social, or beneficial purposes ; to release such employer from
legal liability for any personal injury by reason of any benefit
received from such fund beyond the proportion of the benefit
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arising from the employer's contribution to such fund ; or who
shall, after having discharged an employee, attempt or conspire
to prevent such employee from obtaining employment, or who
shall, after the quitting of an employee, attempt or conspire to
prevent such employee from obtaining employment, is hereby
declared to be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof in any court of the United States of competent juris-
diction in the district in which such offense was committed,
shall be punished for each offense by a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars and not more than one thousand dollars.
Sec. 11. Each member of said board of arbitration shall
receive a compensation of ten dollars per day for the time he
is actually employed, and his traveling and other necessary
expenses ; and a sum of money sufficient to pay the same,
together with the traveling and other necessary and proper
expeuses of any conciliation or arbitration had hereunder, not
to exceed ten thousand dollars in any one year, to be approved
by the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
audited by the proper accounting officers of the Treasury, is
hereby appropriated for the fiscal years ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, and June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-nine, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated.
Sec. 12. The Act to create boards of arbitration or commis-
sion for settling controversies and differences between railroad
corporations and other common carriers engaged in interstate
or territorial transportation of property or persons and their
employees, approved October first, eighteen hundred and eighty-
eight, is hereby repealed.
Approved, June 1, 1898.
MASSACHUSETTS.
The law of the state concerning arbitration is as fol-
lows, being chapter 263 of the Acts of 1886, approved
June 2, entitled, 44 An Act to provide for a State Board
of Arbitration, for the settlement of differences between
employers and their employees," as amended by St. 1887,
chapter 269 ; St. 1888, chapter 261 ; and St. 1890, chap-
ter 385 ; also St. 1892, chapter 382.
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Section 1. The governor, with the advice and consent of
the council, shall, on or before the first day of July in the year
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, appoint three competent per-
sons to serve as a state board of arbitration and conciliation in
the manner hereinafter provided. One of them shall be an
employer or selected from -some association representing em-
ployers of labor, one of them shall be selected from some labor
organization and not an employer of labor, the third shall be
appointed upon the recommendation of the other two : provided,
however, that if the two appointed do not agree on the third
man at the expiration of thirty days, he shall then be appointed
by the governor. They shall hold office for one year or until
their successors are appointed. On the first day of July in the
year eighteen hundred and eighty-seven the governor, with the
advice and consent of the council, shall appoint three members
of said board in the manner above provided, one to serve for
three years, one for two years and one for one year, or until
their respective successors are appointed ; and on the first day
of July in each year thereafter the governor shall in the same
manner appoint one member of said board to succeed the mem-
ber whose term then expires, and to serve for the term of three
years or until his successor is appointed. If a vacancy occurs
at any time, the governor shall in the same manner appoint
some one to serve out the unexpired term ; and he may in like
manner remove any member of said board. Each member of
said board shall, before entering upon the duties of his office,
be sworn to a faithful discharge thereof. They shall at Once
organize by the choice of one of their number as chairman.
Said board may appoint and remove a clerk of the board, who
shall receive such salary as may be allowed by the board, but
not exceeding twelve hundred dollars a year.
Sect. 2. The board shall, as soon as possible after its
organization, establish such rules of procedure as shall be ap-
proved by the governor and council.
Sect. 3. Whenever any controversy or difference not in-
volving questions which may be the subject of a suit at law or
bill in equity, exists between an employer, whether an indi-
vidual, copartnership or corporation, and his employees, if at
the time he employs not less than twenty-five persons in the
same general line of business in any city or town in this Com-
monwealth, the board shall, upon application as hereinafter pro-
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vided, and as soon as practicable thereafter, visit the locality
of the dispute and make careful inquiry into the cause thereof,
hear all persons interested thereiu who may come before them,
advise the respective parties what, if anything, ought to be done
or submitted to by either or both to adjust said dispute, and
make a written decision thereof. This decision shall at once
be made public, shall be recorded upon proper books of record
to be kept by the secretary of said board, and a short statement
thereof published in the annual report hereinafter provided for,
and the said board shall cause a copy thereof to be filed with
the clerk of the city or town where said business is carried on.
Sect. 4. Said application shall be signed by said employer
or by a majority of his employees in the department of the
business in which the controversy or difference exists, or their
duly authorized agent, or by both parties, and shall contain a
concise statement of the grievances complained of, and a prom-
ise to continue on in business or at work without any lock-out
or strike until the decision of said board, if it shall be made
within three weeks of the date of filing said application. When
an application is signed by an agent claiming to represent a
majority of such employees, the board shall satisfy itself that
such agent is duly authorized in writing to represent such em-
ployees, but the names of the employees giving such authority
shall be kept secret by said board. As soon as may be after
the receipt of said application the secretary of said board shall
cause public notice to be given of the time and place for the
hearing thereon ; but public notice need not be given when both
parties to the controversy join in the application and present
therewith a written request that no public notice be given.
When such request is made, notice shall be given to the parties
interested in such manner as the board may order ; and the
board may, at any stage of the proceedings, cause public notice
to be given, notwithstanding such request.
When notice has been given as aforesaid, each of the parties
to the controversy, the employer on the one side, and the em-
ployees interested on the other side, may in writing nominate,
and the board may appoint, one person to act in the case as
expert assistant to the board. The two persons so appointed
shall be skilled in and conversant with the business or trade
concerning which the dispute has arisen. It shall be their duty,
under the direction of the board, to obtain and report to the
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board information concerning the wages paid and the methods
and grades of work prevailing in manufacturing establishments
within the Commonwealth of a character similar to that in which
the matters in dispute have arisen. Said expert assistants shall
be sworn to the faithful discharge of their duty ; such oath to
be administered by any member of the board, and a record
thereof shall be preserved with the record of the proceedings in
the case. They shall be entitled to receive from the treasury
of the Commonwealth such compensation as shall be allowed
and certified by the board, together with all necessary travelling
expenses.* Nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent
the board from appointing such other additional expert assist-
ant or assistants as it may deem necessary. Should the peti-
tioner or petitioners fail to perform the promise made in said
application, the board shall proceed no further thereupon with-
out the written consent of the adverse party. The board shall
have power to summon as witness any operative in the depart-
ments of business affected and any person who keeps the
records of wages earned in those departments, and to examine
them under oath, and to require the production of books con-
taining the record of wages paid. Summonses may be signed
and oaths administered by any member of the board.
Sect. 5. Upon the receipt of such application and after
such notice, the board shall proceed as before provided, and
render a written decision, which shall be open to public inspec-
tion, shall be recorded upon the records of the board, and
published at the discretion of the same in an annual report to
be made to the general court on or before the first day of Feb-
ruary in each year.
Sect. 6. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties
who join in said application for six months, or until either party
has given the other notice in writing of his intention not to be
bound by the same at the expiration of sixty days therefrom.
Said notice may be given to said employees by posting the same
in three conspicuous places in the shop or factory where they
work.
Sect. 7. The parties to any controversy or difference as
described in section three of this act may submit the matters in
dispute, in writing, to a local board of arbitration and concilia-
* See further as to experts, their duties and compensation, St. 1892, c. 382, post.
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tion ; such board may either be mutually agreed upon, or the
employer may designate one of the arbitrators, the employees
or their duly authorized agent another, and the two arbitrators
so designated may choose a third, who shall be chairman of the
board. Such board shall, in respect to the matters referred to
it, have and exercise all the powers which the state board might
have and exercise, and its decision shall have whatever binding
effect may be agreed by the parties to the controversy in the
written submission. The jurisdiction of such board shall be
exclusive in respect to the matters submitted to it, but it may
ask and receive the advice and assistance of the state board.
The decision of such board shall be rendered within ten days of
the close of any hearing held by it ; such decision shall at once
be filed with the clerk of the city or town in which the contro-
versy or difference arose, and a copy thereof shall be forwarded
to the state board. Each of such arbitrators shall be entitled
to receive from the treasury of the city or town in which the
controversy or difference that is the subject of the arbitration
exists, if such payment is approved in writing by the mayor of
such city or the board of selectmen of such town, the sum of
three dollars for each day of actual service, not exceeding ten
days for any one arbitration. Whenever it is made to appear
to the mayor of a city or the board of selectmen of a town
that a strike or lock-out such as described in section eight of
this act is seriously threatened or actually occurs, the mayor of
such city or the board of selectmen of such town shall at once
notify the state board of the facts.
Sect. 8. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the
state board, either by notice from the mayor of a city or the
board of selectmen of a town, as provided in the preceding
section or otherwise, that a strike or lock-out is seriously
threatened or has actually occurred in any city or town of the
Commonwealth, involving an employer and his present or past
employees, if at the time he is employing, or up to the occur-
rence of the strike or lock-out was employing, not less than
twenty-five persons in the same general line of business in any
city or town in the Commonwealth, it shall be the duty of the
state board to put itself in communication as soon as may be
with such employer and employees, and endeavor by mediation
to effect an amicable settlement between them, or to endeavor
to persuade them, provided that a strike or lock-out has not
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actually occurred or is not then continuing, to submit the
matters in dispute to a local board of arbitration and concilia-
tion, as above provided, or to the state board ; and said state
board may, if it deems it advisable, investigate the cause or
causes of such controversy, and ascertain which party thereto
is mainly responsible or blameworthy for the existence or con-
tinuance of the same, and may make and publish a report find-
ing such cause or causes, and assigning such responsibility or
blame. The board shall have the same powers for the fore-
going purposes as are given it by section three of this act.
Sect. 9. Witnesses summoned by the state board shall be
allowed the sum of fifty cents for each attendance, and the
further sum of twenty-five cents for each hour of attendance in
excess of two hours, and shall be allowed five cents a mile for
travel each way from their respective places of employment
or business to the place where the board is in session. Each
witness shall certify in writing the amount of his travel and
attendance, and the amount due him shall be paid forthwith by
the board, and for such purpose the board shall be entitled to
draw from the treasury of the Commonwealth, as provided for
in chapter one hundred and seventy-nine of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and eighty-four.
Sect. 10. The members of said state board shall until the
first day of July in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-seven
be paid five dollars a day each for each day of actual service
;
and on and after said date they shall each receive a salary at
the rate of two thousand dollars a year, to be paid out of the
treasury of the Commonwealth ; and both before and after said
date they shall be allowed their necessary travelling and other
expenses, which shall be paid out of the treasury of the Com-
monwealth.
[St. 1892, Chapter 382.]
An Act relating to the duties and compensation of expert
assistants appointed by the state board of arbitration
and conciliation.
Be it enacted, etc., asfollows
:
Section 1 . In all controversies between an employer and his
employees in which application is made to the state board of
arbitration and conciliation, as provided by section four of chap-
ter two hundred and sixty-three of the acts of the year eighteen
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hundred and eighty-six as amended by section three of chapter
two hundred and sixty-nine of the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and eighty-seven, and by sectiou one of chapter three
hundred and eighty-five of the acts of the year eighteen hun-
dred and ninety, said board shall appoint a fit person to act in
the case as expert assistant to the board. Said expert assist-
ants shall attend the sessions of said board when required,
and no conclusion shall be announced as a decision of said
board, in any case where such assistants have acted, until after
notice given to them, by mail or otherwise, appointing a time
and place for a final conference between said board and expert
assistant on the matters included in the proposed decision.
Said expert assistants shall be privileged to submit to the
board, at any time before a final decision shall be determined
upon and published, any facts, advice, arguments or sugges-
tions which they may deem applicable to the case. They shall
be sworn to the faithful discharge of their duties by any mem-
ber of said board, and a record thereof shall be preserved with
the record of the proceedings in the case. They shall be en-
titled to receive for their services from the treasury of the
Commonwealth the sum of seven dollars for each day of actual
service, together with all their necessary travelling expenses.
Sect. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Ap-
proved June 15, 1892.
NEW YORK.
The state board established in 1886 now acts under the
Labor Law of 1897, a revision and consolidation of previous
enactments.
[Chapter 415.]
An Act in relation to labor, constituting chapter thirty-
two of the general laws. [Became a law May 13, 1897, with
the approval of the Governor. Passed, a majority being present.]
The People of the Stale of New York, represented in Senate and As-
sembly, do enact asfollows :
Chapter XXXII. of the General Laws.
The Labor Law.
Article I. General provisions (§§ 1-20).
LI. Commissioner of labor statistics (§§ 30-32).
III. Public employment bureau (§§ 40-44)
.
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Article IV. Convict-made goods and duties of commissioner of labor
statistics relative thereto (§§ 50-54).
V. Factory inspector, assistant and deputies (§§ 60-70).
VL Factories (§§ 70-91).
VII. Tenement-made articles (§§ 100-104).
Vin. Bakery and confectionery establishments (§§ 110-115).
EX. Mines and their inspection (§§ 120-129).
X. State board of mediation and arbitration (§§ 140-149).
XI Employment of women and children in mercantile estab-
lishments (§§ 160-173).
XH. Examination and registration of horseshoers (§§ 180-
184).
Xm. Laws repealed ; when to take effect (§§ 190-191).
Article X— State Board of Mediation and Arbitration.
Section 140. Organization of board.
141. Secretary and his duties.
142. Arbitration by the board.
143. Mediation in case of strike or lock-out.
144. Decisions of board.
145. Annual report.
146. Submission of controversies to local arbitrators.
147. Consent ; oath
;
powers of arbitrators.
148. Decision of arbitrators.
149. Appeals.
Section 140. Organization of board. — There shall con-
tinue to be a state board of mediation and arbitration, consist-
ing of three competent persons to be known as arbitrators,
appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent
of the senate, each of whom shall hold his office for the term
of three years, and receive an annual salary of three thousand
dollars. The term of office of the successors of the members
of such board in office when this chapter takes effect, shall be
abridged so as to expire on the thirty-first day of December
preceding the time when each such term would otherwise expire,
and thereafter each term shall begin on the first day of January.
One member of such board shall belong to the political party
casting the highest, and one to the party casting the next high-
est number of votes for governor at the next preceding guber-
natorial election. The third shall be a member of an incorpo-
rated labor organization of this state.
Two members of such board shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business, and may hold meetings at any time
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or place within the state. Examinations or investigations or-
dered by the board may be held and taken by and before any of
their number, if so directed, but a decision rendered in such a
case shall not be deemed conclusive until approved by the board.
§ 141. Secretary and his duties. — The board shall ap-
point a secretary, "whose term of office shall be three years.
He shall keep a full and faithful record of the proceedings of
the board, and all documents and testimony forwarded by the
local boards of arbitration, and shall perform such other duties
as the board may prescribe. He may. under the direction of
the board, issue subpoenas and administer oaths in all cases
before the board, and call for and examine books, papers and
documents of any parties to the controversy.
He shall receive an annual salary of two thousand dollars, pay-
able in the same manner as that of the members of the board.
§ 142. Arbitration by the board. — A grievance or dis-
pute between an employer and his employes may be submitted
to the board of arbitration and mediation for their determina-
tion and settlement. Such submission shall be in writing, and
contain a statement in detail of the grievance or dispute and the
cause thereof, and also an agreement to abide the determination
of the board, and during the investigation to continue in busi-
ness or at work, without a lock-out or strike.
Upon such submission the board shall examine the matter in
controversy. For the purpose of such inquiry they may sub-
poena witnesses, compel their attendance and take and hear
testimony. Witnesses shall be allowed the same fees as in
courts of record. The decision of the board must be rendered
within ten days after the completion of the investigation.
§ 143. Mediation in case of strike or lock-out. — When-
ever a strike or lock-out occurs or is seriously threatened, the
board shall proceed as soon as practicable to the locality thereof,
and endeavor, by mediation, to effect an amicable settlement of
the controversy. It may inquire into the cause thereof, and for
that purpose has the same power as in the case of a controversy
submitted to it for arbitration.
§ 1-44. Decisions of board. — Within ten days after the
completion of every examination or investigation authorized by
this article, the board or majority thereof shall render a decision,
stating such details as will clearly show the nature of the contro-
versy and the points disposed of by them, and make a written
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report of their findings of fact and of their recommendations to
each party to the controversy.
Every decision and report shall be filed in the office of the
board and a copy thereof served upon each party to the contro-
versy, and in case of a submission to arbitration, a copy shall
be filed in the office of the clerk of the county or counties where
the controversy arose.
§ 145. Annual report.— The board shall make an annual
report to the legislature, and shall include therein such state-
ments and explanations as will disclose the actual work of the
board, the facts relating to each controversy considered by
them and the decision thereon, together with such suggestions
as to legislation as may seem to them conducive to harmony in
the relations of employers and employes.
§ 146. Submission of controversies to local arbitrators.
—A grievance or dispute between an employer and his em-
ployes may be submitted to a board of arbitrators, consisting
of three persons, for hearing and settlement. When the em-
ployes concerned are members in good standing of a labor
organization, which is represented by one or more delegates in
a central body, one arbitrator may be appointed by such cen-
tral body and one by the employer. The two so designated
shall appoint a third, who shall be chairman of the board.
If the employes concerned in such grievance or dispute are
members of good standing of a labor organization which is not
represented in a central body, the organization of which they
are members may select and designate one arbitrator. If such
employes are not members of a labor organization, a majority
thereof, at a meeting duly called for that purpose, may desig-
nate one arbitrator for such board.
§ 147. Consent; oath; powers of arbitrators.— Before
entering upon his duties, each arbitrator so selected shall sign
a consent to act and take and subscribe an oath to faithfully
and impartially discharge his duties as such arbitrator, which
consent and oath shall be filed in the clerk's office of the county
or counties where the controversy arose. When such board is
ready for the transaction of business, it shall select one of its
members to act as secretary, and notice of the time and place
of hearing shall be given to the parties to the controversy.
The board may, through its chairman, subpoena witnesses,
compel their attendance and take and hear testimony.
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The board may make and enforce rules for its government
and the transaction of the business before it, and fix its ses-
sions and adjournments.
§ 148. Decision of arbitrators.— The board shall, within
ten days after the close of the hearing, render a written decision,
signed by them, giving such details as clearly show the nature
of the controversy and the questions decided by them. Such
decision shall be a settlement of the matter submitted to such
arbitrators, unless within ten days thereafter an appeal is taken
therefrom to the state board of mediation and arbitration.
One copy of the decision shall be filed in the office of the
clerk of the county or counties where the controversy arose,
and one copy shall be transmitted to the secretary of the state
board of mediation and arbitration.
§ 149. Appeals The state board of mediation and arbi-
tration shall hear, consider and investigate every appeal to it
from any such board of local arbitrators, and its decisions shall
be in writing and a copy thereof filed in the clerk's office of
the county or counties where the controversy arose, and dupli-
cate copies served upon each party to the controversy. Such
decision shall be final and conclusive upon all parties to the
arbitration.
MONTANA.
There was a law in Montana, approved Feb. 28, 1887,
entitled " An Act to provide for a territorial board of arbitra-
tion for the settlement of differences between employers and
employees." The Legislative Assembly of the territory on
March 14, 1889, created a commission to codify laws and
procedure, and to revise, simplify and consolidate statutes
;
and Montana became a state on November 8 of the same year.
The following is the law relating to arbitration of industrial
disputes, as it appears in "The Codes and Statutes of Montana
in force July 1, 1895."
The Political Code.
[Part III, Title VII, Chapter XIX.]
§ 3330. There is a state board of arbitration and concili-
ation consisting of three members, whose term of office is two
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years and until their successors are appointed and qualified.
The board must be appointed by the governor, with the advice
and consent of the senate. If a vacancy occurs at any time
the governor shall appoint some one to serve out the unexpired
term, and he may in like manner remove any member of said
board. [§ 3330. Act approved March 15, 1895.']
§ 3331. One of the board must be an employer, or selected
from some association representing employers of labor ; and
one of them must be a laborer, or selected from some labor
organization, and not an employer of labor, and the other must
be a disinterested citizen.
§ 3332. The members of the board must, before entering
upon the duties of their office, take the oath required by the
constitution. They shall at once organize by the choice of one
of their number as chairman. Said board may appoint and
remove a clerk of the board, who shall receive such compensa-
tion as may be allowed by the board, but not exceeding five
dollars per day for the time employed. The board shall, as soon
as possible after its organization, establish such rules or modes
of procedure as are necessary, subject to the approval of the
governor. [§ 3332. Act approved March 15, 1895.]
§ 3333. Whenever any controversy or dispute, not involving
questions which may be the subject of a civil action, exists
between an employer (if he employs twenty or more in the
same general line of business in the state) and his employes,
the board must, on application as is hereinafter provided, visit
the locality of the dispute and make inquiry into the cause
thereof, hear all persons interested therein who may come
before them, advise the respective parties what, if anything,
ought to be done, by either or both, to adjust said dispute, and
the board must make a written decision thereon. The decision
must at once be made public, and must be recorded in a book
kept by the clerk of the board, and a statement thereof pub-
lished in the annual report, and the board must cause a copy
thereof to be filed with the clerk of the county where the dis-
pute arose.
§ 3334. The application to the board of arbitration and
conciliation must be signed by the employer, or by a majority
of his employes in the department of the business in which the
controversy or difference exists, or their duly authorized agent
or by both parties, and shall contain a concise statement of the
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grievances complained of, and a promise to continue on in
business or at work without any lockout or strike until the
decision of said board if it shall be made within four weeks
of the date of filing said application. When an application is
signed by an agent claiming to represent a majority of such
employes, the board shall satisfy itself that such agent is duly
authorized in writing to represent such employes, but the
names of the employes giving such authority shall be kept
secret by said board ; as soon as may be after the receipt of
said application the secretary of said board shall cause public
notice to be given for the time and place for the hearing
thereon ; but public notice need not be given when both parties
to the controversy join in the application and present therewith
a written request that no public notice be given ; when such
request is made notice shall be given to the parties interested
in such manner as the board may order ; and the board may,
at any stage of the proceedings, cause public notice to be
given, notwithstanding such request. When notice has been
given as aforesaid, each of the parties to the controversy, the
employer on one side, and the employes interested on the other
side, may in writing nominate, and the board may appoint, one
person to act in the case as expert assistant to the board.
The two persons so appointed shall be skilled in and conver-
sant with the business or trade concerning which the dispute
has arisen. It shall be their duty, under the direction of the
board, to obtain and report to the board, information concern-
ing the wages paid, the hours of labor and the methods and
grades of work prevailing in manufacturing establishments, or
other industries or occupations, within the state of a character
similar to that in which the matters in dispute have arisen.
Said expert assistants shall be sworn to the faithful discharge
of their duty ; such oath to be administered by any member of
the board, and a record thereof shall be preserved with the
record of the proceedings in the case. They shall be entitled
to receive from the treasury of the state such compensation
as shall be allowed and certified by the board not exceeding
dollars per day, together with all necessary traveling
expenses. Nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent
the board from appointing such other additional expert assist-
ant or assistants as it may deem necessary, who shall be paid
in like manner. Should the petitioner or petitioners fail to
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perform the promise made in said application, the board shall
proceed no further thereupon without the written consent of
the adverse party. The board shall have power to summon as
witness any operative or employe in the department of busi-
ness affected and any person who keeps the records of wages
earned in those departments, and to examine them under oath,
and to require the production of books containing the record of
wages paid. Summons may be signed and oaths admiuistered
by any member of the board. [§ 3334. Act approved March
15,1895.]
§ 3335. Upon the receipt of such application and after such
notice, the board shall proceed as before provided, and render
a written decision, which shall be open to public inspection,
shall be recorded upon the records of the board, and published
at the discretion of the same in an annual report to be made to
the governor on or before the first day of December in each
year. [§ 3335. Act approved March 15, 1895.
~\
§ 3336. Any decision made by the board is binding upon
the parties who join in the application for six months, or until
either party has given the other notice in writing of his inten-
tion not to be bound by the same at the expiration of sixty
days therefrom. The notice must be given to employes by
posting the same in three conspicuous places in the shop, office,
factory, store, mill, or mine where the employes work.
§ 3337. The parties to any controversy or difference as de-
scribed in § 3333 of this code may submit the matters in dis-
pute, in writing, to a local board of arbitration and conciliation ;
such board may be either mutually agreed upon, or the employer
may designate one of the arbitrators, the employes, or their
duly authorized agent, another, and the two arbitrators so desig-
nated may choose a third, who shall be chairman of the board.
Such board shall, in respect to the matters referred to it, have
and exercise all the powers which the state board might have
and exercise, and its decision shall whatever binding effect may
be agreed by the parties to the controversy in the written sub-
mission. The jurisdiction of such board shall be exclusive in
respect to the matters submitted to it, but it may ask and re-
ceive the advice and assistance of the state board. The deci-
sion of such board shall be rendered within ten days of the
close of any hearing held by it ; such decision shall at once be
filed with the clerk of the county in which the controversy or
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difference arose, and a copy thereof shall be forwarded to the
state board and entered on its records. Each of such arbitra-
tors shall be entitled to receive from the treasury of the county
in which the controversy or difference that is the subject of the
arbitration exists, if such payment shall be approved by the
commissioners of said county, the sum of three dollars for
each day of actual service, not exceeding ten days for any one
arbitration.
Whenever it is made to appear to the mayor of any city or
two commissioners of any county, that a strike or lockout such
as described hereafter in this section is seriously threatened or
actually occurs, the mayor of such city, or said commissioners
of such county, shall at once notify the state board of the fact.
Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the state board,
either by notice from the mayor of a city, or two or more com-
missioners of a county, as provided in this section, or otherwise,
that a strike or lockout is seriously threatened or has actually
occurred in any city or county of this state, involving an em-
ployer and his present or past employes, if at the time he is
employing or up to the occurrence of the strike or lockout was
employing not less than twenty persons in the same general
line of business in any city, town or county in this state, it
shall be the duty of the state board to put itself in communica-
tion as soon as may be with such employer and employes, and
endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement between
them, or to endeavor to persuade them, providing that a strike
or lockout has not actually occurred or is not then continuing,
to submit the matters in dispute to a local board of arbitration
and conciliation as above provided, or to the state board ; and
said state board may, if it deems it advisable, investigate the
cause or causes of such controversy, and ascertain which party
thereto is mainly responsible or blameworthy for the existence
or continuance of the same, and may make and publish a report
finding such cause or causes, and assigning such responsibility
or blame. The board shall have the same powers for the fore-
going purposes as are given it by § 3333 of this code.
Witnesses summoned by the state board shall be allowed the
sum of fifty cents for each attendance, and the further sum of
twenty-five cents for each hour of attendance in excess of two
hours, and shall be allowed five cents a mile for travel each
way from their respective places of employment or business to
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the place where the board is in session. Each witness shall
certify in writing the amount of his travel and attendance, and
the amount due him shall be (see § 9 of Massachusetts act and
make such provision as deemed best) certified to the state board
of examiners for auditing, and the same shall be paid as other
expenses of the state from any moneys in the state treasury.
[§ 3337. Act approved March 15, 1895.
~\
§ 3338. The arbitrators hereby created must be paid five
dollars for each day of actual service and their necessary travel-
ing expenses and necessary books or record, to be paid out of
the treasury of the state, as by law provided.
MICHIGAN.
[Public Acts, 1889, No. 238.]
An Act to provide for the amicable adjustment of griev-
ances and disputes that may arise between employers
and employes, and to authorize the creation of a State
court of mediation and arbitration.
Section 1. The people of the State of Michigan enact, That
whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature shall arise
between any employer and his employes, it shall be lawful to
submit the same in writing to a court of arbitrators for hearing
and settlement, in the manner hereinafter provided.
Sec. 2. After the passage of this act the Governor may,
whenever he shall deem it necessary, with the advice and consent
of the Senate, appoint a State court of mediation and arbitra-
tion, to consist of three competent persons, who shall hold their
terms of office, respectively, one, two and three years, and upon
the expiration of their respective terms the said term of office
shall be uniformly for three years. If any vacancy happens by
resignation or otherwise he shall, in the same manner, appoint
an arbitrator for the residue of the term. If the Senate shall
not be in session at the time any vacancy shall occur or exist,
the Governor shall appoint an arbitrator to fill the vacancy,
subject to the approval of the Senate when convened. Said
court shall have a clerk or secretary, who shall be appointed by
the court, to serve three years, whose duty it shall be to keep
a full and faithful record of the proceedings of the court and
also all documents, and to perform such other duties as the said
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court may prescribe. He shall have power, under the direction
of the court, to issue subpoenas, to administer oaths in all cases
before said court, to call for and examine all books, papers and
documents of any parties to the controversy, with the same
authority to enforce their production as is possessed by the
courts of record, or the judges thereof, in this State. Said
arbitrators and clerk shall take and subscribe the constitutional
oath of office, and be sworn to the due and faithful performance
of the duties of their respective offices before entering upon the
discharge of the same. An office shall be set apart in the
capitol by the person or persons having charge thereof, for the
proper and convenient transaction of the business of said court.
Sec. 3. Any two of the arbitrators shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business, and may hold meetings at any
time or place within the State. Examinations or investigations
ordered by the court may be held and taken by and before any
one of their number, if so directed. But the proceedings and
decisions of any single arbitrator shall not be deemed conclusive
until approved by the court or a majority thereof. Each arbi-
trator shall have power to administer oaths.
Sec. 4. Whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature shall
arise between any employer and his employes, it shall be lawful
for the parties to submit the same directly to said State court,
and shall jointly notify said court or its clerk, in writing, of such
grievance or dispute. Whenever such notification to said court
or its clerk is given, it shall be the duty of said court to proceed,
with as little delay as possible, to the locality of such grievance
or dispute, and inquire into the cause or causes of grievance or
dispute. The parties to the grievance or dispute shall thereupon
submit to said court, in writing, succinctly, clearly and in detail,
their grievances and complaints, and the cause or causes thereof,
and severally agree in writing to submit to the decision of said
court as to matters so submitted, and a promise or agreement to
continue on in business or at work, without a lockout or strike,
until the decision of said court, provided it shall be rendered
within ten days after the completion of the investigation. The
court shall thereupon proceed to fully investigate and inquire into
the matters in controversy, and to take testimony, under oath,
in relation thereto, and shall have power, by its chairman or
clerk, to administer oaths, to issue subpoenas for the attendance
of witnesses, the production of books and papers, to the same
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extent as such power is possessed by courts of record, or the
judges thereof, in this State.
Sec. 5. After the matter has been fully heard the said board,
or majority of its members, shall, within ten days, render a deci-
sion thereon in writing, signed by them, or a majority of them,
stating such details as will clearly show the nature of the de-
cision and the points disposed of by them. The decision shall
be in triplicate, one copy of which shall be filed by the clerk of
the court in the clerk's office of the county where the contro-
versy arose, and one copy shall be served on each of the parties
to the controversy.
Sec. 6. Whenever a strike or lockout shall occur or is seri-
ously threatened, in any part of the State, and shall come to
the knowledge of the court, it shall be its duty, and it is hereby
directed to proceed, as soon as practicable, to the locality of
such strike or lockout and put itself in communication with the
parties to the controversy, and endeavor by mediation to effect
an amicable settlement of such controversy
;
and, if in its judg-
ment it is deemed best, to inquire into the cause or causes of
the controversy, and to that end the court is hereby authorized
to subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, and send for
persons and papers, in like manner and with the same powers as
it is authorized to do by section four of this act.
Sec. 7. The fees of witnesses shall be one dollar for each
day's attendance, and seven cents per mile traveled by the near-
est route in getting to and returning from the place where
attendance is required by the court, to be allowed by the board
of State auditors upon the certificate of the court. All sub-
poenas shall be signed by the secretary of the court, and may
be served by any person of full age authorized by the court to
serve the same.
Sec. 8. Said court shall make a yearly report to the Legis-
lature, and shall include therein such statements, facts and
explanations as will disclose the actual working of the court,
and such suggestions as to legislation, as may seem to them
conducive to harmonizing the relations of, and disputes be-
tween, employers and the wage-earning.
Sec 9. Each arbitrator shall be entitled to five dollars per
day for actual service performed, payable from the treasury of
the State. The clerk or secretary shall be appointed from one
of their number, and shall receive an annual salary not to ex-
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ceed twelve handled dollars, without per diem, per year, pay-
able in the same manner.
Sec. 10. Whenever the term M employer " or M employers " is
used in this act it shall be held to include 44 firm " " joint stock
association,'' M company" or M corporation," as fully as if each
of the last named terms was expressed in each place. [Ap-
proved July 3, 1889.
CALIFORNIA.
An Act to provide for a State Board of Arbitration for the
settlement of differences between employers and em-
ployes, to define the duties of said Board, and to
appropriate the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars
therefor.
The People of the State of California, represented in Senate
and Assembly , do enact as follows :
Section 1. On or before the first day of May of each year,
the Governor of the State shall appoint three competent per-
sons to serve as a State Board of Arbitration and Conciliation.
One shall represent the employers of labor, one shall represent
labor employes, and the third member shall represent neither,
and shall be Chairman of the Board. They shall hold office
for one year and until their successors are appointed and quali-
fied. If a vacancy occurs, as soon as possible thereafter the
Governor shall appoint some one to serve the unexpired term
;
provided* however, that when the parties to any controversy or
difference, as provided in section two of this Act, do not desire
to submit their controversy to the State Board, they may by
agreement each choose one person, and the two shall choose a
third, who shall be Chairman and umpire, and the three shall
constitute a Board of Arbitration and Conciliation for the
special controversy submitted to it, and shall for that purpose
have the same powers as the State Board. The members of
the said Board or Boards, before entering upon the duties of
their office, shall be sworn to faithfully discharge the duties
thereof. They shall adopt such rules of procedure as they may
deem best to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Sue. 2. Whenever any controversy or difference exists be-
tween an employer, whether an individual, copartnership, or
corporation, which, if not arbitrated, would involve a strike or
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lockout, and his employes, the Board shall, upon application,
as hereinafter provided, and as soon as practicable thereafter,
visit, if necessary, the locality of the dispute and make careful
inquiry into the cause thereof, hear all persons interested therein
who may come before them, advise the respective parties what,
if anything, ought to be done or submitted to by either, or
both, to adjust said dispute, and make a written decision
thereof. This decision shall at once be made public, shall be
recorded upon proper books of record to be kept by the board.
Sec. 3. Said application shall be signed by said employer,
or by a majority of his employes in the department of the
business in which the controversy or difference exists, or their
duly authorized agent, or by both parties, and shall contain a
concise statement of the grievances complained of, and a
promise to continue on in business or at work, without any
lockout or strike, until the decision of said Board, which must,
if possible, be made within three weeks of the date of filing
the application. Immediately upon the receipt of said applica-
tion, the Chairman of said Board shall cause public notice to
be given of the time and place for hearing. Should the peti-
tioners fail to keep the promise made therein, the Board shall
proceed no further thereupon without the written consent of
the adverse party. And the party violating the contract shall
pay the extra cost of the Board entailed thereby. The Board
may then reopen the case and proceed to the final arbitration
thereof as provided in section two hereof.
Sec. 4. The decision rendered by the Board shall be bind-
ing upon the parties who join in the application for six months,
or until either party has given the other a written notice of his
intention not to be further bound by the conditions thereof
after the expiration of sixty days or any time agreed upon by
the parties, which agreement shall be entered as a part of the
decision. Said notice may be given to the employes by post-
ing a notice thereof in three conspicuous places in the shop or
factory where they work.
Sec. 5. Both employers and employes shall have the right
at any time to submit to the Board complaints of grievances
and ask for an investigation thereof. The Board shall decide
whether the complaint is entitled to a public investigation, and
if they decide in the affirmative, they shall proceed to hear the
testimony, after giving notice to all parties concerned, and
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publish the result of their investigations as soon as possible
thereafter.
Sec. 6. The arbitrators hereby created shall be paid five
dollars per day for each day of actual service, and also their
necessary traveling and other expenses incident to the duties
of their office shall be paid out of the State Treasury ; but the
expenses and salaries hereby authorized shall not exceed the
sum of twenty-five hundred dollars for the two years.
Sec. 7. The sum of twenty-five hundred dollars is hereby
appropriated out of any money in the State Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the expenses of the Board for the first
two years after its organization.
Sec 8. This Act shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage. [Approved March 10, 1891.
NEW JERSEY.
An Act to provide for the amicable adjustment of griev-
ances and disputes that may arise between employers
and employees, and to authorize the creation of a state
board of arbitration.
1. Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the
State of New Jersey, That whenever any grievance or dispute
of any nature growing out of the relation of employer and em-
ployee shall arise or exist between employer and employees, it
shall be lawful to submit all matters respecting such grievance or
dispute, in writing, to a board of arbitrators, to hear, adjudicate
and determine the same ; said board shall consist of five per-
sons ; when the employees concerned in any such grievance or
dispute as aforesaid are members in good standing of any labor
organization, which is represented by one or more delegates in
a central body, the said central body shall have power to desig-
nate two of said arbitrators ; and the employer shall have the
power to designate two others of said arbitrators, and the said
four arbitrators shall designate a fifth person as arbitrator, who
shall be chairman of the board ; in case the employees concerned
in any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid are members in
good standing of a labor organization which is not represented
in a central body, then the organization of which they are
members shall have the power to select and designate two arbi-
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trators for said board, and said board shall be organized as
hereinbefore provided ; and in case the employees concerned in
any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid are not members of
any labor organization, then a majority of said employees, at a
meeting duly held for that purpose, shall designate two arbitra-
tors for said board, and the said board shall be organized as
hereinbefore provided.
2. And he it enacted. That any board as aforesaid selected
may present a petition to the county judge of the county where
such grievances or disputes to be arbitrated may arise, signed
by at least a majority of said board, setting forth in brief terms
the nature of the grievance or dispute between the parties to
said arbitration, and praying the license or order of such judge
establishing and approving said board of arbitration
;
upon the
presentation of said petition it shall be the duty of the said
judge to make an order establishing such board of arbitration
and referring the matters in dispute to it for hearing, adjudica-
tion and determination ; the said petition and order or a copy
thereof shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the county in
which the said judge resides.
3. And he it enacted. That the arbitrators so selected shall
sign a consent to act as such, and shall take and subscribe an
oath before an officer authorized to administer oaths, to faith-
fully and impartially discharge his duties as such arbitrator,
which consent and oath shall be immediately filed in the office of
the clerk of the county wherein such arbitrators are to act ; when
the said board is ready for the transaction of business, it shall
select one of its members to act as secretary, and the parties to
the dispute shall receive notice of a time and place of hearing
;
the chairman shall have power to administer oaths and to issne
subpoenas for the production of books and papers, and for the
attendance of witnesses, to the same extent that such power is
possessed by the courts of records or the judges thereof in this
state ; the board may make and enforce the rules for its gov-
ernment and transaction of the business before it and fix its
sessions and adjournments, and shall hear and examine such
witnesses as may be brought before the board, and such other
proof as may be given relative to the matters in dispute.
4. And he it enacted. That after the matter has been fully
heard, the said board or a majority of its members shall within
ten days render a decision thereon, in writing, signed by them.
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giving such details as will clearly show the nature of the
decision and the matters adjudicated and determined ; such
adjudication and determination shall be a settlement of the
matter referred to said arbitrators, unless an appeal is taken
therefrom as hereinafter provided ; the adjudication and deter-
mination shall be in duplicate, one copy of which shall be filed
in the office of the clerk of the county, and the other transmitted
to the secretary of the state board of arbitration hereinafter
mentioned, together with the testimony taken before said board.
5. And be it enacted, That when the said board shall have
rendered its adjudication and determination its powers shall
cease, unless there may be in existence at the time other similar
grievances or disputes between the same classes of persons men-
tioned in section one, and in such case such persons may submit
their differences to the said board, which shall have power to
act and adjudicate and determine the same as fully as if said
board was originally created for the settlement of such other
difference or differences.
6. And be it enacted, That within thirty days after the pas-
sage of this act the governor shall appoint a state board of
arbitration, to consist of three competent persons, each of whom
shall hold his office for the term of five years ; one of said per-
sons shall be selected from a bona fide labor organization of this
state. If any vacancy happens, by resignation or otherwise,
the governor shall, in the same manner, appoint an arbitrator
for the residue of the term ; said board shall have a secretary,
who shall be appointed by and hold office during the pleasure
of the board and whose duty shall be to keep a full and faith-
ful record of the proceedings of the board and also possession
of all documents and testimony forwarded by the local boards
of arbitration, and perform such other duties as the said board
may prescribe ; he shall have power, under the direction of the
board, to issue subpoenas, to administer oaths in all cases be-
fore said board, to call for and examine books, papers and
documents of any parties to the controversy, with the same
authority to enforce their production as is possessed by the
courts of record, or the judges thereof, in this state ; said arbi-
trators of said state board and the clerk thereof shall take and
subscribe the constitutional oath of office, and be sworn to the
due and faithful performance of the duties of their respective
offices before entering upon the discharge of the same ; an office
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shall be set apart in the capitol by the person having charge
thereof, for the proper and convenient transaction of the busi-
ness of said board.
7. And be it enacted, That an appeal may be taken from the
decision of any local board of arbitration within ten days after
the filing of its adjudication and determination of any case ; it
shall be the duty of the said state board of arbitration to hear
and consider appeals from the decisions of local boards and
promptly to proceed to the investigation of such cases, and the
adjudication and determination of said board thereon shall be
final and conclusive in the premises upon all parties to the arbi-
tration ; such adjudications and determinations shall be in writ-
ing, and a copy thereof shall be furnished to each party ; any
two of the state board of arbitrators shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business, and may hold meetings at any
time or place within the state ; examinations or investigations
ordered by the state board may be held and taken by and before
any one of their number if so directed ; but the proceedings and
decision of any single arbitrator shall not be deemed conclusive
until approved by the board or a majority thereof ; each arbi-
trator shall have power to administer oaths.
8. And be it enacted, That whenever any grievance or dis-
pute of any nature shall arise between any employer and his
employees, it shall be lawful for the parties to submit the same
directly to said state board in the first instance, in case such
parties elect to do so, and shall jointly notify said board or its
clerk, in writing, of such election ; whenever such notification
to said board or its clerk is given, it shall be the duty of said
board to proceed, with as little delay as possible, to the locality
of such grievance or dispute, and inquire into the cause or
causes of grievance or dispute ; the parties to the grievance or
dispute shall thereupon submit to said board, in writing, suc-
cinctly, clearly and in detail, their grievances and complaints,
and the cause or causes thereof, and severally agree, in writing,
to submit to the decision of said board as to matters so sub-
mitted, and a promise or agreement to continue on in business
or at work, without a lockout or strike until the decision of said
board, provided it shall be rendered within ten days after the
completion of the investigation ; the board shall thereupon pro-
ceed to fully investigate and inquire into the matters in contro-
versy, and to take testimony under oath in relation thereto,
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and shall have power by its chairman or clerk, to administer
oaths, to issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses, the
production of books and papers, to the same extent as such
power is possessed by courts of record, or the judges thereof,
in this State.
9. And be it enacted, That after the matter has been fully
heard, the said board, or a majority of its members, shall,
within ten days, render a decision thereon in writing, signed
by them or a majority of them, stating such details as will
clearly show the nature of the decision, and the points disposed
of by them ; the decision shall be in triplicate, one copy of
which shall be filed by the clerk of the board in the clerk's office
of the county where the controversy arose, and one copy shall
be served on each of the parties to the controversy.
10. And be it enacted, That whenever a strike or lockout
shall occur or is seriously threatened in any part of the state,
and shall come to the knowledge of the board, it shall be its
duty, and it is hereby directed to proceed, as soon as practica-
ble, to the locality of such strike or lockout and put itself in
communication with the parties to the controversy, and en-
deavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement of such
controversy
;
and, if in its judgment it is deemed best, to
inquire into the cause of the controversy, and to that end the
board is hereby authorized to subpoena witnesses, compel their
attendance, and send for persons and papers, in like manner
and with the same powers as it is authorized to do by section
eight of this act.
11. And be it enacted, That the fees of witnesses of afore-
said state board shall be fifty cents for each day's attendance
and four cents per mile traveled by the nearest route in getting
to or returning from the place where attendance is required by
the board ; all subpoenas shall be signed by the secretary of
the board and may be served by any person of full age, author-
ized by the board to serve the same.
12. And be it enacted, That said board shall annually report
to the legislature, and shall include in their report such state-
ments, facts and explanations as will disclose the actual working
of the board, and such suggestions with regard to legislation as
may seem to them conducive to harmonizing the relations of
and disputes between employers and employees, and the im-
provement of the present system of production by labor.
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13. And be it enacted, That each arbitrator of the state
board and the secretary thereof shall receive ten dollars for
each and every day actually employed in the performance of
his duties herein and actual expenses incurred, including such
rates of mileage as are now provided by law, payable by the
state treasurer on duly approved vouchers.
14. And be it enacted, That whenever the term " employer"
or "employers" is used in this act it shall be held to include
" firm," " joint stock association," " company," " corporation,"
or " individual and individuals," as fully as if each of said
terms was expressed in each place.
15. And be it enacted, That this act shall take effect imme-
diately. [Approved March 24, 1892. P. L., Chap. 137.
A Supplement to an act entitled " An act to provide for
the amicable adjustment of grievances and disputes
that may arise between employers and employees, and
to authorize the creation of a state board of arbitra-
tion," approved March twenty-fourth, eighteen hun-
dred and ninety-two, and to end the term of office of any
person or persons appointed under this act.
1 . Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the
State of New Jersey, That Samuel S. Sherwood, William M.
Doughty, James Martin, Charles A. Houston, Joseph L. Moore
be and they are hereby constituted a board of arbitration, each
to serve for the term of three years from the approval of this
supplement, and that each arbitrator herein named shall receive
an annual salary of twelve hundred dollars per annum, in lieu
of all fees, per diem compensation and mileage, and one of said
arbitrators shall be chosen by said arbitrators as the secretary
of said board, and he shall receive an additional compensation
of two hundred dollars per annum, the salaries herein stated to
be payable out of moneys in the state treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
2. And be it enacted, That in case of death, resignation or
incapacity of any member of the board, the governor shall
appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, an
arbitrator to fill the unexpired term of such arbitrator or arbi-
trators so dying, resigning or becoming incapacitated.
3. And be it enacted, That the term of office of the arbitra-
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tors now acting as a board of arbitrators, shall, upon the passage
of this supplement, cease and terminate, and the persons named
in this supplement as the board of arbitrators shall immediately
succeed to and become vested with all the powers and duties of
the board of arbitrators now acting under the provisions of the
act of which this act is a supplement.
4. And be it enacted, That after the expiration of the terms
of office of the persons named in this supplement, the governor
shall appoint by and with the advice and consent of the senate
their successors for the length of term and at the salary named
in the first section of this supplement.
5. And be it enacted, That this act shall take effect imme-
diately. [Approved March 25, 1895. P. L., Chap. 341.
OHIO.
On March 14, 1893, Ohio adopted a law providing for a State
board of arbitration. The statute, as amended May 21, 1894,
and April 27, 1896, is as follows : —
An Act to provide for a state board of arbitration for the
settlement of differences between employers and their
employes and to repeal an act entitled "An act to
authorize the creation and to provide for the operation
of tribunals of voluntary arbitration, to adjust in-
dustrial disputes between employers and employes,"
passed Feb. 10, 1885.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Ohio, That within thirty days after the passage of
this act, the governor of the state, with the advice and con-
sent of the senate, shall appoint three competent persons to
serve as a state board of arbitration and conciliation in the
manner hereinafter provided. One of them shall be an em-
ployer or selected from some association representing employ-
ers of labor, one of them shall be an employe or an employe
selected from some labor organization and not an employer of
labor, and the third shall be appointed upon the recommenda-
tion of the other two
;
provided, however, that if the two ap-
pointed do not agree on the third man at the expiration of
thirty days, he shall be appointed by the governor ; and pro-
vided, also, that appointments made when the senate is not in
session may be confirmed at the next ensuing session.
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Section 2. One shall be appointed for one year, one for two
years, and one for three years, and all appointments thereafter
shall be for three years or nntil their respective successors are
appointed in the manner above provided. If, for any reason
a vacancy occurs at any time, the governor shall, in the same
manner, appoint some person to serve out the unexpired term,
and he may remove any member of said board.
Section 3. Each member of said board shall, before enter-
ing upon the duties of his office, be sworn to a faithful dis-
charge thereof. They shall organize at once by the choice of
one of their number as chairman, and one of their number as
secretary. The board shall, as soon as possible after its organ-
ization, establish such rules of procedure as shall be approved
by the governor.
Section 4. Whenever any controversy or difference not in-
volving questions which may be the subject of a suit or action in
any court of the state exists between an employer (whether an
individual, copartnership or corporation) and his employes, if.
at the time he employs not less than twenty-five persons in the
same general line of business in this state, the board shall, upon
application as hereinafter provided and as soon as practical
thereafter, visit the locality of the dispute and make careful in-
quiry into the cause thereof, hear all persons interested therein
who may come, or be subpoenaed before them, advise the re-
spective parties what, if anything, ought to be done or submitted
to by either or both to adjust said dispute. The term employer
in this act includes several employers co-operating with respect
to any such controversy or difference, and the term employes
includes aggregations of employes of several employers so co-
operating. And where any strike or lock-out extends to several
counties, the expenses incurred under this act are not payable out
of the state treasury, shall be apportioned among and paid by
such counties as said board may deem equitable and may direct.
Section 5. Such mediation having failed to bring about an
adjustment of the said differences, the board shall immediately
make out a written decision thereon. This decision shall at once
be made public, shall be recorded upon proper books of record to
be kept by the secretary of said board, and a short statement
thereof published in the annual report hereinafter provided for,
and the said board shall cause a copy thereof to be filed with
the clerk of the city or county where said business is carried on.
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Section 6. Said application for arbitration and conciliation
to said board can be made by either or both parties to the con-
troversy ; and shall be signed in the respective instances by said
employer or by a majority of his employes in the department of
the business in which the controversy or difference exists, or the
duly authorized agent of either or both parties. When an appli-
cation is signed by an agent claiming to represent a majority of
such employes, the board shall satisfy itself that such agent is
duly authorized in writing to represent such employes, but the
names of the employes giving such authority shall be kept secret
by said board.
Section 7. Said application shall contain a concise statement
of the grievances complained of, and a promise to continue on in
business or at work in the same manner as at the time of the
application, without any lock-out or strike, until the decision of
said board, if it shall be made within ten days of the date of
filing said application
;
provided, a joint application may con-
tain a stipulation that the decision of the board under such joint
application shall be binding upon the parties to the extent so
stipulated, and such decision to such extent may be made and
enforced as a rule of court in the court of common pleas of the
county from which such joint application comes, as upon a
statutory award.
Section 8. As soon as may be, after the receipt of said appli-
cation, the secretary of said board shall cause public notice to be
given of the time and place for the hearing therein, but public
notice need not be given when both parties to the controversy
join in the application and present therewith a written request
that no public notice be given. When such request is made,
notice shall be given to the parties interested in such manner as
the board may order, and the board may, at any stage of the pro-
ceedings, cause public notice to be given, notwithstanding such
request. Should the petitioner or petitioners fail to perform the
promise made in said application, the board shall proceed no
further therein without the written consent of the adverse
party.
Section 9. The board shall have power to subpoena as wit-
nesses any operative in the department of business affected, or
other persons shown by affidavit, on belief, or otherwise, to have
knowledge of the matters in controversy or dispute, and any
who keeps the records of wages earned in such departments, and
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examine them under oath touching such matters, and to require
the production of books or papers containing the record of wages
earned or paid. Subpoenas may be signed and oaths admin-
istered by any member of the board. A subpoena or any notice
may be delivered or sent to any sheriff, constable or police
officer, who shall forthwith serve or post the same, as the case
may be, and make due return thereof according to directions,
and for such service he shall receive the fees allowed by law in
similar cases, payable from the treasurer of the county wherein
the controversy to be arbitrated exists, upon the warrant of the
county auditor, issued on the certificate of the board that such
fees are correct and due. And the board shall have the same
power and authority to maintain and enforce order at its hear-
ings and obedience to its writs of subpoena as by law conferred
on the court of common pleas for like purposes.
Section 10. The parties to any controversy or difference , as
described in section 4 of this act, may submit the matters in dis-
pute, in writing, to a local board of arbitration and conciliation ;
such board may either be mutually agreed upon, or the employer
may designate one of the arbitrators, the employes or then- duly
authorized agent another, and the two arbitrators so designated
may choose a third, who shall be chairman of the board.
Section 11. Such local board of arbitration shall, in respect
to the matters referred to it, have and exercise all the powers
which the state board might have and exercise, and its decision
shall have whatever binding effect may be agreed by the parties
to the controversy in the written submission. The jurisdiction
of such local board shall be exclusive in respect to the matters
submitted to it, but it may ask and receive the advice and
assistance of the state board. The decision of said board shall
be rendered within ten days of the close of any hearing held
by it ; such decision shall at once be filed with the clerk of the
city or county in which the controversy or difference arose, and
a copy thereof shall be forwarded to the state board.
Section 12. Each of such arbitrators of such a local board
shall be entitled to receive from the treasury of the city or
county in which the controversy or difference, that is the sub-
ject of the arbitrators exists, if such payment is approved in
writing by the city council or the administrative board of such
city or board of county commissioners of such county, the sum
of three dollars for each day of actual service, not exceeding
ten days for any one arbitration.
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Section 13. Whenever it is made to appear to a mayor or
probate judge in this state that a strike or lockout is seriously
threatened, or has actually occurred, in his vicinity, he shall at
once notify the state board of the fact, giving the name and
location of the employer, the nature of the trouble, and the
number of employes involved, so far as his information will
enable him to do so. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge
of the state board, either by such notice or otherwise, that a
strike or lockout is seriously threatened, or has actually oc-
curred, in this state, involving an employer and his present or
past employes, if at the time he is employing, or, up to the
occurrence of the strike or lockout, was employing not less
than twenty-five persons in the same general line of business in
the state, it shall be the duty of the state board to put itself in
communication, as soon as may be, with such employer and
employes.
Section 14. It shall be the duty of the state board in the
above described cases to endeavor, by mediation or conciliation,
to effect an amicable settlement between them, or, if that seems
impracticable, to endeavor to persuade them to submit the mat-
ters in dispute to a local board of arbitration and conciliation,
as above provided, or to the state board ; and said board may,
if it deem it advisable, investigate the cause or causes of such
controversy and ascertain which party thereto is mainly respon-
sible or blameworthy for the existence or continuance of the
same, and may make and publish a report finding such cause
or causes, and assigning such responsibility or blame. The
board shall have the same powers for the foregoing purposes
as are given it by section 9 of this act
;
provided, if neither a
settlement nor an arbitration be had because of the opposition
thereto of one party to the controversy, such investigation and
publication shall, at the request of the other party, be had.
And the expense of any publication under this act shall be
certified and paid as provided therein for payment of fees.
Section 15. Witnesses summoned by the state board shall
be allowed the sum of fifty cents for each attendance, and the
further sum of twenty-five cents for each hour of attendance in
excess of two hours, and shall be allowed five cents a mile for
travel each way from their respective places of employment or
business to the place where the board is in session. Each wit-
ness shall state in writing the amount of his travel and attend-
ance, and said state board shall certify the amount due each
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witness to the auditor of the county in which the controversy or
difference exists, who shall issue his warrant upon the treasury
of said county for the said amount.
Section 1 6. The said state board shall make a yearly re-
port to the governor and legislature, and shall include therein
such statements, facts and explanations as will disclose the
actual workings of the board, and such suggestions as to legis-
lation as may seem to the members of the board conducive to
the friendly relations of, and to the speedy and satisfactory ad-
justment of disputes between employers and employes.
Section 17. The members of said board of arbitration and
conciliation hereby created shall each be paid five dollars a day
for each day of actual service, and their necessary traveling and
other expenses. The chairman of the board shall, quarterly,
certify the amount due each member and on presentation of his
certificate the auditor of state shall draw his warrant on the
treasury of the state for the amount. When the state board
meets at the capitoi of the state, the adjutant general shall pro-
vide rooms suitable for such meeting.
Section 18. That an act entitled M An act to authorize the
creation and to provide for the operation of tribunals of volun-
tary arbitration to adjust industrial disputes between employers
and employes," of the Revised Statutes of the state, passed
February 10, 1895, is hereby repealed.
Section 19. This act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage.
LOUISIANA.
[No. 139.]
An Act to provide for a State Board of Arbitration for the
settlement of inferences between employers ar_d em-
ployees
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Louisiana, that within thirty days after the passage of
this act, the Governor of the State, with the advice and consent
of the Senate, shall appoint five competent persons to serve as
a Board of Arbitration and Conciliation in the manner herein-
after provided- Two of them shall be employers, selected or
recommended by some association or Board representing em-
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ployers of labor ; two of them shall be employees, selected or
recommended by the various labor organizations, and not an
employer of labor, and the fifth shall be appointed upon the
recommendation of the other four ; provided however, that if
the four appointed do not agree on the fifth man at the expira-
tion of thirty days, he shall be appointed by the Governor ; pro-
vided, also, that if the employers or employees fail to make
their recommendation as herein provided within thirty days,
then the Governor shall make said appointments in accordance
with the spirit and intent of this Act ; said appointments, if
made when the Senate is not in session, may be confirmed at
the next ensuing session.
Sec. 2. Two shall be appointed for two years, two for three
years, and one, the fifth member, for four years, and all appoint-
ments thereafter shall be for four years, or until their successors
are appointed in the manner above provided. If, for any rea-
son, a vacancy occurs at any time, the Governor shall in the same
manner appoint some person to serve out the unexpired term.
Sec. 3. Each member of said Board shall before entering
upon the duties of his office, be sworn to the faithful discharge
thereof. They shall organize at once by the choice of one of
their number as chairman and one of their number as secretary.
The Board shall, as soon as possible after its organization,
establish rules of procedure.
Sec 4. TThenever any controversy or difference not involv-
ing questions which may be the subject of a suit or action in any
court of the State, exists between an employer, whether an in-
dividual, copartnership or corporation, and his employees, if at
the time he employs not less than twenty persons in the same
general line of business in any city or parish of this State, the
board shall, upon application as hereinafter provided, and as
soon as practicable thereafter, visit the locality of the dispute
and make careful inquiry into the cause thereof, hear all per-
sons interested therein who may come before them, and advise
the respective parties what, if anything, ought to be done or
submitted to by either or both to adjust said dispute.
Sec. 5. Such mediation having failed to bring about an ad-
justment of the said differences, the Board shall immediately
make out a written decision thereon. This decision shall at once
be made public, shall be recorded upon proper books of record to
be kept by the secretary of said board, and a short statement
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thereof published in the annual report hereinafter provided for,
and the said Board shall cause a copy thereof to be filed with
the clerk of the court of the city or parish where said business
is carried on.
Sec. 6. Said application for arbitration and conciliation to
said Board can be made by either or both parties to the contro-
versy, and shall be signed in the respective instances by said
employer or by a majority of the employees in the department
of the business in which the controversy or difference exists, or
the duly authorized agent of either or both parties. When an
application is signed by an agent claiming to represent a ma-
jority of such employees, the Board shall satisfy itself that such
agent is duly authorized in writing to represent such employees,
but the names of the employees giving authority shall be kept
secret by said board.
Sec. 7. Said application shall contain a concise statement
of the grievances complained of, and a promise to continue on
in business or at work in the same manner as at the time of the
application without any lockout or strike until the decision of
said Board, if it shall be made within ten days of the date of
filing said application.
Sec. 8. As soon as maybe after the receipt of said applica-
tion, the secretary of said Board shall cause public notice to be
given of the time and place for the hearing therein, but public
notice need not be given when both parties join in the applica-
tion and present therewith a written request that no public notice
be given. When such request is made, notice shall be given to
the parties interested in such manner as the Board may order,
and the Board may, at any stage of the proceedings, cause
public notice to be given, notwithstanding such request. Should
the petitioner or petitioners fail to perform the promise made in
sai l application, the Board shall proceed no further therein until
said petitioner or petitioners have complied with every order and
requirement of the Board.
Sec. 9. The Board shall have power to summon as witnesses
any operative in the department of the business affected, and any
person who keeps the records of wages earned in those depart-
ments, and examine them under oath, and to require the pro-
duction of books and papers containing the record of wages
earned or paid. Summons may be signed and oaths adminis-
tered by any member of the Board. The Board shall have the
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right to compel the attendance of witnesses or the production
of papers.
Sec. 10. Whenever it is made to appear to the Mayor of a
city or the judge of any District Court in any parish, other than
the parish of Orleans, that a strike or lockout is seriously threat-
ened or actually occurs, the Mayor of such city or judge of the
District Court of such parish shall at once notify the Stale
Board of the fact. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge
of the State Board, either by the notice of the Mayor of a city
or the judge of the District Court of the parish, as provided in
the preceding part of this section, or otherwise, that a lockout
or strike is seriously threatened, or has actually occurred, in any
city or parish of this State, involving an employer and his pres-
ent or past employees, if at the time he is employing, or up to
the occurrence of a strike or lockout was employing not less
than twenty persons in the same general line of business in any
city or parish in the State, it shall be the duty of the State
Board to put itself in communication as soon as may be with
such employer and employees.
Sec. 11. It shall be the duty of the State Board in the above-
described cases to endeavor, by mediation or conciliation, to
effect an amicable settlement between them, and to endeavor to
persuade them, provided a strike or lockout has not actually
occurred or is not then continuing, to submit the matters in dis-
pute to the State Board of Arbitration and Conciliation ; and
the State Board shall, whether the same be mutually submitted
to them or not, investigate the cause or causes of such contro-
versy, and ascertain which party thereto is mainly responsible
or blameworthy for the existence or continuance of the same,
and shall make and publish a report finding such cause or causes
and assigning such responsibility or blame. The Board shall
have the same powers for the foregoing purposes as are given it
by Section 9 of this act.
Sec. 12. The said State Board shall make a biennial report
to the Governor and Legislature, and shall include therein such
statements, facts and explanations as will disclose the actual
workings of the Board, and such suggestions as to legislation as
may seem to the members of the board conducive to the rela-
tions of and disputes between employers and employees.
Sec. 13. The members of said State Board of Arbitration
and conciliation, hereby created, shall each be paid five dollars a
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day for each day of actual service, and their necessary traveling
and other expenses. The chairman of the Board shall quarterly
certify the amount due each member, and. on presentation of
his certificate the Auditor of the State shall draw his warrant
on the Treasury of the State for the amount.
Sec. 14. This act shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage. [Approved July 12* 1894.
WISCONSIN,
An Act to provide for a state board of arbitration and
:• one illation for the settlement of differences between
The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assem-
bly, do enact asfollows :
Section 1. The governor of the state shall within sixty
days after the passage and publication of this act appoint three
competent persons in the manner hereinafter provided, to serve
as a state board of arbitration and conciliation. One of such
board shall be an employer, or selected from some association
representing employers of labor; one shall be selected from
some labor organization and not an employer of labor ; and the
third shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the other
two ; provided, however, that if the two appointed by the gov-
v . .. : as herein pr i-viaea :1: n:t .• m: the third member
of such board at the expiration of thirty days, the governor
shah arroint - :-h thi: ". member. Tim members :: sail board
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their suc-
cessors are appointed. If a vacancy occurs at any time the
governor shall appoint a member of such board to serve out the
tmexpire:; term, ami be nay remove any member :: sa.il b : arb.
Each member of such board shall before entering upon the
duties of his office be sworn to support the constitution of the
United States, the constitution of the state of Wisconsin, and
to faithfully discharge the duties of his office. Said board shall
at once organize by the choice of one of their number as chair-
man and another as secretary.
Section 2. Said board shall as soon as possible after its
organization establish such rules of procedure as shall be
approved by the governor and attorney-general.
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Section 3. Whenever any controversy or difference not the
subject of litigation in the courts of this state exists between
an employer, whether an individual, co-partnership or corpora-
tion, and his employes, if at the time he employs not less than
twenty-five persons in the same general line of business in any
city, village or town in this state, said board shall upon appli-
cation as hereinafter provided, and as soon as practicable there-
after, visit the locality of the dispute and make careful inquiry
into the cause thereof, hear all persons interested therein who
may come before them, advise the respective parties what, (if
anything,) should be done or submitted to by either or both to
adjust said dispute, and make a written decision thereof. This
decision shall at once be made public, shall be published in
two or more newspapers published in the locality of such dis-
pute, shall be recorded upon proper books of record to be kept
by the secretary of said board, and a succinct statement thereof
published in the annual report hereinafter provided for, and
said board shall cause a copy of such decision to be filed with
the clerk of the city, village or town where said business is
carried on.
Section 4. Said application shall be signed by said em-
ployer, or by a majority of his employes in the department of
the business in which the controversy or difference exists, or
their duly authorized agent, or by both parties, and shall con-
tain a concise statement of the grievances complained of and
a promise and agreement to continue in business or at work
without any lockout or strike until the decision of said board
;
provided, however, that said board shall render its decision
within thirty days after the date of filing such application. As
soon as may be after the receipt of said application the secre-
tary of said board shall cause public notice to be given of the
time and place for the hearing thereof ; but public notice need
not be given when both parties to the controversy join in the
application and request in writing that no public notice be
given. When notice has been given as aforesaid the board
may in its discretion appoint two expert assistants to the board,
one to be nominated by each of the parties to the controversy
;
provided, that nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent
the board from appointing such other additional expert assist-
ants as they may deem necessary. Such expert assistants shall
be sworn to the faithful discharge of their duty, such oath to
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be administered by any member of the board. Should the peti-
tioner, or petitioners, fail to perform the promise and agree-
ment made in said application, the board shall proceed no
further thereupon without the written consent of the adverse
party. The board shall have power to subpoena as witnesses
any operative in the departments of business affected by the
matter in controversy, and any person who keeps the records of
wages earned in such departments and to examine them under
oath, and to require the production of books containing the
record of wages paid. Subpoenas maybe signed and oaths ad-
ministered by any member of the board.
Section 5. The decision of the board herein provided for
shall be open to public inspection, shall be published in a bien-
nial report to be made to the governor of the state with such
recommendations as the board may deem proper, and shall be
printed and distributed according to the provisions governing
the printing and distributing of other state reports.
Section 6. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties
who join in said application for six months, or until either party
has given the other notice in writing of his intention not to be
bound by such decision from and after the expiration of sixty
days from the date of said notice. Said notice may be given
by serving the same upon the employer or his representative,
and by serving the same upon the employes by posting the same
in three conspicuous places in the shop, factory, yard or upon
the premises where they work.
Section 7. The parties to any controversy or difference as
described in section 3 of this act may submit the matters in
dispute in writing to a local board of arbitration and concilia-
tion ; said board may either be mutually agreed upon or the
employer may designate one of such arbitrators, the employes
or their duly authorized agent another, and the two arbitrators
so designated may choose a third, who shall be chairman of
such local board ; such board shall in respect to the matters re-
ferred to it have and exercise all the powers which the state
board might have and exercise, and its decision shall have such
binding effect as may be agreed upon by the parties to the con-
troversy in the written submission. The jurisdiction of such
local board shall be exclusive in respect to the matters sub-
mitted to it, but it may ask and receive the advice and assist-
ance of the state board. Such local board shall render its de-
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cision in writing within ten days after the close of any hearing
held by it, and shall file a copy thereof with the secretary of
the state board. Each of such local arbitrators shall be entitled
to receive from the treasurer of the city, village or town in
which the controversy or difference that is the subject of arbi-
tration exists, if such payment is approved in writing by the
mayor of such city, the board of trustees of such village, or the
town board of such town, the sum of three dollars for each day
of actual service not exceeding ten days for any one arbitration.
Section 8. Whenever it is made to appear to the mayor of a
city, the village board of a village, or the town board of a town,
that a strike or lockout such as is described in section 9, of this
act. is seriously threatened or actually occurs, the mayor of
such city, or the village board of such village, or the town board
of such town, shall at once notify the state board of such facts,
together with such information as may be available.
Section 9. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the
state board by notice as herein provided, or otherwise, that a
strike or lockout is seriously threatened, or has actually occurred,
which threatens to or does involve the business interests of any
city, village or town of this state, it shall be the duty of the
state board to investigate the same as soon as may be and en-
deavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement between
employers and employes, and endeavor to persuade them, pro-
vided a strike or lockout has not actually occurred or is not
then continuing, to submit the matters in dispute to a local
board of arbitration and conciliation as herein provided for, or
to the state board. Said state board may if it deems advisable
investigate the cause or causes of such controversy, ascertain
which party thereto is mainly responsible or blameworthy for
the existence or continuance of the same, and may make and
publish a report finding such cause or causes and assigning such
responsibility or blame.
Section 10. Witnesses subpoenaed by the state board shall
be allowed for their attendance and travel the same fees as are
allowed to witnesses in the circuit courts of this state. Each
witness shall certify in writing the amount of his travel and
attendance, and the amount due him upon approval by the
board shall be paid out of the state treasury.
Section 11. The members of the state board shall receive
the actual and necessary expenses incurred by them in the per-
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formauce of their duties under this act, and the further sum of
five dollars a day each for the number of days actually and
necessarily spent by them, the same to be paid out of the state
treasury.
Section 12. The act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage and publication. [Approved April 19,
1895. Published May 5, 1895.
MINNESOTA,
[Chapter 170.]
An Act to provide for the settlement of differences between
employers and employes, and to authorize the creation
of boards of arbitration and conciliation, and to appro-
priate money for the maintenance thereof.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota
:
Section 1. That within thirty (30) days after the passage
of this act the governor shall, by and with the advice and
consent of the senate, appoint a state board of arbitration
and conciliation, consisting of three competent persons, who
shall hold office until their successors are appointed. On the
first Monday in January, 1897 and thereafter biennially, the
governor, by and with like advice and consent, shall appoint
said board, who shall be constituted as follows ; One of them
shall be an employer of labor, one of them shall be a member
selected from some bona fide trade union and not an employer
of labor, and who may be chosen from a list submitted by one
or more trade and labor assemblies in the State, and the third
shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the other two
as hereinafter provided, and shall be neither an employe, or
an employer of skilled labor; prodded— however, that if the
two first appointed do not agree in nominating one or more
persons to act as the third member before the expiration of ten
(10) days, the appointment shall then be made by the governor
without such recommendation. Should a vacancy occur at any
time, the governor shall in the same manner appoint some one
having the same qualifications to serve out the unexpired term,
and he may also remove any member of said board.
Sec 2. The said board shall, as soon as possible after their
appointment, organize by electing one of their members as
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president and another as secretary, and establish, subject to
the approval of the governor, such rules of procedure as may
seem advisable.
Sec. 3. That whenever any controversy or difference arises,
relating to the conditions of employment or rates of wages be-
tween any employer, whether an individual, a copartnership or
corporation, and whether resident or non-resident, and his or their
employes, if at the time he or it employs not less than ten (10)
persons in the same general line of business in any city or town in
this state, the board shall, upon application, as hereinafter pro-
vided, as soon as practicable thereafter, visit the locality of the
dispute and make a careful inquiry into the causes thereof, hear
all persons interested therein who may come before them, advise
the respective parties what, if anything, ought to be submitted
to by either or both to adjust said dispute, and within ten days
after said inquiry make a written decision thereon. This deci-
sion shall at once be made public and a short statement thereof
published in a biennial report hereinafter provided for, and the
said board shall also cause a copy of said decision to be filed
with the clerk of the district court of the county where said
business is carried on.
Sec. 4. That said application shall be signed by said em-
ployer or by a majority of his employes in the department of
the business in which the controversy or difference exists, or
their duly authorized agent, or by both parties, and shall contain
a concise statement of the grievance alleged, and shall be verified
by at least one of the signers. When an application is signed
by an agent claiming to represent a majority of such employes,
the board shall, before proceeding further, satisfy itself that such
agent is duly authorized in writing to represent such employes,
but the names of the employes giving such authority shall be
kept secret by said board. Within three days after the receipt
of said application the secretary of said board shall cause public
notice to be given of the time and place where said hearing
shall be held. But public notice need not be given when both
parties to the controversy join in the application and present
therewith a written request that no public notice be given.
When such request is made notice shall be given to the parties
interested in such manner as the board may order ; and the
board may at any stage of the proceedings cause public notice
to be given notwithstanding such request.
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Sec. 5. The said board shall have power to summon as wit-
nesses any clerk, agent or employe in the departments of the
business who keeps the records of wages earned in those de-
partments, and require the production of books containing the
records of wages paid. Summons may be signed and oaths ad-
ministered by any member of the board. Witnesses summoned
before the board shall be paid by the board the same witness
fees as witnesses before a district court.
Sec. 6. That upon the receipt of an application, after notice
has been given as aforesaid, the board shall proceed as before
provided, and render a written decision which shall be open to
public inspection, and shall be recorded upon the records of the
board and published at the discretion of the same in a biennial
report which shall be made to the legislature on or before the
first Monday in January of each year in which the legislature
is in regular session.
Sec. 7. In all cases where the application is mutual, the de-
cision shall provide that the same shall be binding upon the
parties concerned in said controversy or dispute for six months,
or until sixty days after either party has given the other notice
in writing of his or their intention not to be bound by the same.
Such notice may be given to said employes by posting the same
in three conspicuous places in the shop, factory or place of
employment.
Sec. S. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of said
board, either by notice from the mayor of a city, the county com-
missioners, the president of a chamber of commerce or other rep-
resentative body, the president of the central labor council or
assembly, or any five reputable citizens, or otherwise, that what
is commonly known as a strike or lockout is seriously threatened
or has actually occurred, in any city or town of the state, involv-
ing an employer and his or its present or past employes, if at the
time such employer is employing, or up to the occurrence of the
strike or lockout was employing, not less than ten persons in
the same general line of business in any city or town in this State,
and said board shall be satisfied that such information is cor-
rect, it shall be the duty of said board, within three days there-
after, to put themselves in communication with such employer
and employes and endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable
settlement between them, or to persuade them to submit the
matter in dispute to a local board of arbitration and concilia-
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tion, as hereinafter provided, or to said state board, and the said
State board may investigate the cause or causes of such contro-
versy and ascertain which party thereto is mainly responsible
for the continuance of the same, and may make and publish a
report assigning such responsibility. The said board shall have
the same powers for the foregoing purposes as are given them
by sections three and four of this act.
Sec. 9. The parties to any controversy or difference, as spec-
ified in this act. may submit the matter in dispute in writing to a
local board of arbitration and conciliation : such board may either
be mutually agreed upon, or the employer may designate one of
the arbiters, the employes or their duly aathorized agent another,
and the two arbiters so designated may choose a third, who shall
also be chairman of the board. Each arbiter so selected shall
sign a consent to act as such, and shall take and subscribe an
oath before an officer authorized to administer oaths to faithfully
and impartially discharge his duty as such arbiter, which con-
sent and oath shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the dis-
trict court of the county where such dispute arises. Such board
shall, in respect to the matters submitted to them, have and
exercise all the powers which the state board might have and
exercise, and their decisions shall have whatever binding effect
may be ageed to by the p«arties to the controversy in the written
submission. Vacancies in such local boards may be filled in the
same manner as the regular appointments are made. It shall
be the duty of said state board to aid and assist in the forma-
tion of such local boards throughout the state in advance of any
strike or lockout, whenever and wherever in their judgment the
formation of such local boards will have a tendency to prevent
or allay the occurrence thereof. The jurisdiction of such local
boards shall be exclusive in respect to the matters submitted to
them ; but they may ask and receive the advice and assistance
of the state board. The decisions of such local boards shall be
rendered within ten days after the close of any hearing held
before them : such decision shall at once be filed with the clerk
of the district court of the county in which such controversy
arose, and a copy thereof shall be forwarded to the state board.
Sec. 10. Each member of said State board shall receive as
compensation five ($5) dollars a day, including mileage, for
each and every day actually employed in the performance of
the duties provided for by this act ; such compensation shall be
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paid by the state treasurer on duly detailed vouchers approved
by said board and by the governor.
Sec. 11. The said board, in their biennial reports to the leg-
islature, shall include such statements, facts and explanations as
will disclose the actual workings of the board and such sugges-
tions with regard to legislation as may seem to them conducive
to harmonizing the relations of and the disputes between em-
ployers and employes ; and the improvement of the present rela-
tions between labor and capital. Such biennial reports of the
board shall be printed in the same manner and under the same
regulations as the reports of the executive officers of the state.
Sec. 12. There is hereby annually appropriated out of any
money in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum
of two thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be neces-
sary for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this act.
Sec. 13. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this
act are hereby repealed.
Sec. 14. This act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage. [Approved April 25, 1895.
CONNECTICUT,
[Chapter CCXXXIX.]
An Act creating a State Board of Mediation and Arbitration.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Assembly convened
:
Section 1. During each biennial session of the general
assembly, the governor shall, with the advice and consent of
the senate, appoint a state board of mediation and arbitration,
to consist of three competent persons, each of whom shall
hold his office for the term of two years. One of said persons
shall be selected from the party which at the last general elec-
tion cast the greatest number of votes for governor of this
state, and one of said persons shall be selected from the party
which at the last general election cast the next greatest number
of votes for governor of this state, and the other of said per-
sons shall be selected from a bona fide labor organization of
this state. Said board shall select one of its number to act as-
clerk or secretary, whose duty it shall be to keep a full and
faithful record of the proceedings of the board, and also to keep
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and preserve all documents and testimony submitted to said
board ; he shall have power under the direction of the Board,
to issue subpoenas, and to administer oaths in all cases before
said board, and to call for and examine the books, papers and
documents of the parties to such cases. Said arbitrators shall
take and subscribe to the constitutional oath of office before
entering upon the discharge of their duties.
Sec. 2. Whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature
shall arise between any employer and his employes, it shall be
lawful for the parties to submit the same directly to the state
board of mediation and arbitration, in case such parties elect
to do so, and shall notify said board, or its clerk, in writing, of
such election. Whenever such notification to said board or its
clerk is given, it shall be the duty of said board to proceed, with
as little delay as possible, to the locality of such grievance or
dispute, and inquire into the cause or causes of the grievance
or dispute. The parties to the grievance or dipute shall there-
upon submit to said board, in writing, succinctly, clearly, and
in detail, their grievances and complaints, and the cause or
causes thereof, and severally promise and agree to continue in
business, or at work, without a strike or lockout, until the de-
cision of said board is rendered
;
provided, it shall be rendered
within ten days after the completion of the investigation. The
board shall thereupon proceed fully to investigate and inquire
into the matters in controversy, and to take testimony under
oath in relation thereto, and shall have power, by its chairman
or clerk, to administer oaths, to issue subpoenas for the attend-
ance of witnesses, and the production of books and papers.
Sec. 3. After a matter has been fully heard, the said board,
or a majority of its members, shall, within ten days, render a
decision thereon in writing, signed by the members of the board,
or a majority of them, stating such details as will clearly show
the nature of the decision and the points disposed of by said
board. The decision shall be in triplicate, one copy of which
shall be filed by the clerk of the board in the office of the town
or city clerk in the town where the controversy arose, and one
copy shall be served on each of the parties to the controversy.
Sec. 4. Whenever a strike or lockout shall occur, or is seri-
ously threatened in any part of the state, and shall come to the
knowledge of the board, it shall be its duty, and it is hereby
directed to proceed, as soon as practicable, to the locality of
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such strike or lockout and put itself in communication with the
parties to the controversy, and endeavor by mediation to effect
an amicable settlement of such strike or lockout
;
and, if in the
judgment of said board it is best, it shall inquire into the cause
or causes of the controversy, and to that end the board is
hereby authorized to subpoena witnesses, and send for persons
and papers.
Sec. 5. Said board shall, on or before the first day of
December in each year, make a report to the Governor, and
shall include therein such statements, facts, and explanations
as will disclose the actual working of the board, and such sug-
gestions as to legislation as may seem to it conducive to har-
mony in the relations between employers and employed, and to
the improvement of the present system of production.
Sec. 6. Whenever the term "employer" or " employers
"
is used in this act it shall be held to include "firm," "joint-
stock association," "company "or " corporation," as fully as
if each of the last-named terms was expressed in each place.
Sec. 7. The members of the board shall receive as com-
pensation for actual services rendered under this act, the sum
of five dollars per day and expenses, upon presentation of their
voucher to the comptroller, approved by the governer.
Sec. 8. This act shall take effect from its passage. [Ap-
proved June 28, 1895.
ILLINOIS.
The act approved August 2, 1895, as amended in section 3
and through the insertion of sections 5a, 56, and 6a by the act
approved April 12, 1899, is as follows:
An Act to create a State Board of Arbitration for the in-
vestigation or settlement of differences between em-
ployers and their employes, and to define the powers
and duties of said board.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illi-
nois represented in the General Assembly : As soon as this act
shall take effect the Governor, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, shall appoint three persons, not more than
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two of whom shall belong to the same political party, who shall
be styled a State " Board of Arbitration to serve as a State
Board of Arbitration and Conciliation; one and only one of
whom shall be an employer of labor, and one and only one
of whom shall be an employe and shall be selected from some
labor organization. They shall hold office until March 1, 1897,
or until their successors are appointed, but said board shall
have no power to act as such until they and each of them are
confirmed by the Senate. On the first day of March, 1897, the
Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall ap-
point three persons as members of said board in the manner
above provided, one to serve for one year, one for two years
and one for three years, or until their respective successors are
appointed, and on the first day of March in each year thereafter
the Governor shall in the same manner appoint one member of
said board to succeed the member whose term expires, and to
serve for the term of three years, or until his successor is ap-
pointed. If a vacancy occurs at any time, the Governor shall
in the same manner appoint some one to serve out the unex-
pired term. Each member of said board shall, before entering
upon the duties of his office, be sworn to the faithful discharge
thereof. The board shall at once organize by the choice of one
of their number as chairman, and they shall, as soon as possible
after such organization, establish suitable rules of procedure.
The board shall have power to select and remove a secretary,
who shall be a stenographer, and who shall receive a salary to
be fixed by the board, not to exceed $1,200 per annum and his
necessary traveling expenses, on bills of items to be approved
by the board, to be paid out of the State treasury.
§ 2. When any controversy or difference not involving
questions which may be the subject of an action at law or a
bill in equity, exists between an employer, whether an indi-
vidual, copartnership or corporation, employing not less than
twenty-five persons, and his employes in this State, the board
shall, upon application as herein provided, and as soon as
practicable thereafter, visit the locality of the dispute and make
a careful inquiry into the cause thereof, hear all persons inter-
ested therein who may come before them, advise the respective
parties what, if anything, ought to be done or submitted to
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by both to adjust said dispute, and make a written decision
thereof. This decision shall at once be made public, shall be
recorded upon proper books of record to be kept by the secre-
tary of said board, and a short statement thereof published in
the annual report hereinafter provided forT and the board shall
cause a copy thereof to be filed with the clerk of the city, town
or village where said business is carried on.
| 3. Said application shall be signed by said employer or
by a majority of his employes in the department of the business
in which the controversy or difference exists, or by both par-
ties, and shall contain a concise statement of the grievances
complained of and a promise to continue on in business or at
work without any lockout or strike until the decision of said
board, if it shall be made within three weeks of the date of
filing said application. As soon as may be after the receipt
of said application, the secretary of said board shall cause
public notice to be given of the time and place for the hearing
thereon, but public notice need not be given when both parties
to the controversy join in the application and present therewith
a written request that no public notice be given. When such
request is made, notice shall be given to the parties interested
in such manner as the board may order, and the board may, at
any stage of the proceedings, cause public notice to be given,
notwithstanding such request. The board in all cases shall
have power to summon as witness any operative, or expert in
z'—i iepartments of business affected and anv person who
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thereof, if in vacation, upon application by such board, duly
attested by the chairman and secretary thereof, to issue an
attachment for such witness and compel him to appear before
such board and give his testimony or to produce such books
and papers as may be lawfully required by said board ; and
the said court, or the judge thereof, shall have power to punish
for contempt, as in other cases of refusal to obey the process
and order of such court.
§ 4. Upon the receipt of such application, and after such
notice, the board shall proceed as before provided, and render
a written decision, which shall be open to public inspection,
shall be recorded upon the records of the board and published
at the discretion of the same in an annual report to be made to
the Governor before the first day of March in each year.
§ 5. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties who
join in said application for six months or until either party
has given the other notice in writing of his or their intention
not to be bound by the same at the expiration of sixty days
therefrom. Said notice may be given to said employes by
posting in three conspicuous places in the shop or factory
where -they work.
§ 5a. In the event of a failure to abide by the decision of
said board in any case in which both employer and employes
shall have joined in the application, any person or persons ag-
grieved thereby may file with the clerk of the circuit court or
the county court of the county iu which the offending party
resides, or in the case of an employer in the county in which
the place of employment is located, a duly authenticated copy
of said decision, accompanied by a verified petition reciting the
fact that such decision has not been complied with and stating
by whom and in what respects it has been disregarded. There-
upon the circuit court or the county court (as the case may be)
or the judge thereof, if in vacation, shall grant a rule against
the party or parties so charged to show cause within ten days
why such decision has not been complied with, which shall be
served by sheriff as other process. Upon return made to the
rule, the court, or the judge thereof if in vacation, shall hear
and determine the question presented, and to secure a compli-
ance with such decision, may punish the offending party or par-
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ties for contempt, bat such punishment shall in no case extend
to imprisonment.
§ 5b. Whenever two or more employers engaged in the
same general line of business, employ in the aggregate not less
than twenty-five persons, and having a common difference with
their employes, shall, cooperating together, make application
for arbitration, or whenever such application shall be made by
the employes of two or more employers engaged in the same
general line of business, sach employes being not less than
twenty-five in number, and having a common difference with
their employers, or whenever the application shall be made
jointly by the employers and employes in sach a case, the board
shall have the same powers and proceed in the same manner as
if the application had been made by one employer, or by the
employes of one employer, or by both.
§ 6. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the State
board that a strike or lockoat is serioasly threatened in the
State, involving an employer and his employes, if he is em-
ploying not less than twenty-five persons, it shall be the duty
of the State board to pat itself in communication as soon as
may be, with sach employer or employes, and endeavor by
mediation to effect an amicable settlement between them, or to
endeavor to persaade them to submit the matters in dispute to
§ 6a. It shall be the duty of the mayor of every city, and
president of every incorporated town or village, whenever a
strike or lockout involving more than twenty-five employes shall
be threatened or has actually occurred within or near such city,
incorporated town or village, to immediately communicate the
fact to the state board of arbitration stating the name or names
of the employer or employers and of one or more employes,
with their postoffice address, the nature of the controversy or
difference existing, the number of employes involved and such
other information as may be required by the said board. It
shall be the duty of the president or chief executive officer of
every labor organization, in case of a strike or lockoat, actual
or threatened, involving the members of the organization of
which he is an officer to immediately communicate the fact of
such strike or lockoat to the said board with such information
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as he may possess touching the difference or controversy and
the number of employes involved.
£ 7. The members of the said board shall each receive a
salary of $1,500 a year, and necessary traveling expenses, to
be paid out of the treasury of the State, upon bills of particu-
lars approved by the Governor.
§ 8. Any notice or process issued by the State Board of
Arbitration, shall be served by any sheriff, coroner or constable
to whom the same may be directed or in whose hands the same
may be placed for service.
§ 9. Whereas, an emergency exists, therefore it is enacted
that this act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage.
UTAH,
[Chapter LXII.]
An Act to create a State Board of Labor, Conciliation and
Arbitration, for the investigation and settlement of
differences between Employers and their Employes,
and to define the Powers and Duties of the said Board,
and to fix their Compensation.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Utah :
Section 1. As soon as this act shall be approved, the Gov-
ernor, by and with the consent of the Senate, shall appoint three
persons, not more than two of whom shall belong to the same
political party, who shall be styled a State Board of Labor, Con-
ciliation and Arbitration, to serve as a State Board of Labor,
Conciliation and Arbitration, one of whom and only one of
whom shall be an employer of labor, and only one of whom
shall be an employe, and the latter shall be selected from
some labor organization, and the third shall be some person
who is neither an employe nor an employer of manual labor,
and who shall be chairman of the board. One to serve for one
year, one for three years and one for five years as may be
designated by the Governor at the time of their appointment,
and at the expiration of their terms,their successors shall be ap-
pointed in like manner for the term of four years. If a vacancy
occurs at any time, the Governor shall, in the same manner
appoint some one to serve the unexpired term and until the ap-
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pointrnent and qualification of his successor. Each member of
said board shall, before entering upon the duties of his office,
be sworn to a faithful discharge thereof.
Sec. 2. The board shall at ouce organize by selecting from
its members a secretary, and they shall, as soon as possible
after such organization, establish suitable rules of procedure.
Sec. 3. When any controversy or difference, not involving
questions which may be the subject of an action at law or bill
in equity, exists between an employer (whether an individual,
copartnership or corporation) employing not less than ten per-
sons, and his employes, in this State, the board shall, upon
application as herein provided, and as soon as practicable there-
after, visit the locality of the dispute, and make a careful inquiry
into the cause thereof, hear all persons interested therein, who
may come before them, advise the respective parties what, if
anything, ought to be done or submitted to by either or both to
adjust said dispute, and make a written decision thereof.
Sec. 4. This decision shall at once be made public, shall be
recorded upon the proper book of record to be kept by the
secretary of said board, and a short statement thereof published
in the annual report hereinafter provided for.
Sec 5. Said application shall be signed by said employer,
or by a majority of his employes in the department of the busi-
ness in which the controversy or difference exists, or by both
parties, and shall contain a concise statement of the grievances
complained of, and a promise to continue on in business or at
work without any lockout or strike until a decision of said
board, if it shall be made within three weeks of the date of
filing the said application.
Sec. 6. As soon as may be after receiving said application,
the secretary of said board shall cause public notice to be
given, of the time and place for the hearing thereon, but pub-
lic notice need not be given when both parties to the contro-
versy join in the application and present therewith a written
request that no public notice be given. When such request is
made, notice shall be given to the parties interested in such
manner as the board may order, and the board may at any
stage of the proceedings, cause public notice, notwithstanding
such request.
i
i
Sec 7. The board shall have the power to summon as
witnesses by subpoena any operative or expert in the department
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of business affected, and any person who keeps the records of
wages earned in those departments, or any other person, and to
administer oaths, and to examine said witnesses and to require
the production of books, papers and records. In case of a dis-
obedience to a subpoena the board -may invoke the aid of any
court in the State in requiring the attendance and testimony of
witnesses and the production of books, papers and documents
under the provisions of this section. Any of the district courts
of the State, within the jurisdiction of which such inquiry is
carried on, may, in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a
subpoena issued to any such witness, issue an order requiring
such witness to appear before said board and produce books
and papers if so ordered, and give evidence touching the matter
in question. Any refusal to obey such order of the court may
be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.'
'
Sec. 8. Upon the receipt of such application and after such
notice, the board shall proceed as before provided and render a
written decision, and the findings of the majority shall consti-
tute the decision of the board, which decision shall be open to
public inspection, shall be recorded upon the records of the
board and published in an annual report to be made to the
Governor before the first day of March in each year.
Sec. 9. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties who
join in said application, or who have entered their appearance
before said board, until either party has given the other notice
in writing of his or their intention not to be bound by the same,
and for a period of 90 days thereafter. Said notice may be
given to said employees by posting in three conspicuous places
where they work.
Sec. 10. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the
State board that a strike or lockout is seriously threatened in
the State involving any employer and his employees, if he is
employing not less than ten persons, it shall be the duty of the
State board to put itself into communication as soon may be,
with such employer and employes, and endeavor by mediation
to effect an amicable settlement between them and endeavor to
persuade them to submit the matters in dispute to the State
board.
Sec. 11. The members of said board shall each receive a
per diem of three dollars for each day's service while actually
engaged in the hearing of any controversy between any em-
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ployer and his employees, and five cents per mile for each mile
necessarily traveled in going to and returning from the place
where engaged in hearing such controversy, the same to be paid
by the parties to the controversy, appearing before said board,
and the members of said board shall receive no compensation
or expenses for any other service performed under this act.
Sec. 12. Any notice or process issued by the State Board
of Arbitration shall be served by any sheriff, to whom the same
may be directed, or in whose hands the same may be placed for
service without charge. [Approved March 24, 1896.
INDIANA.
The following repeals parts of sections 2, 17 and 18, statute
of March 4, 1897, and re-enacts its essential provisions :
An Act providing for the creation of a Labor Commission,
and defining its duties and powers, and providing for
arbitrations and investigations of labor troubles ; and
repealing all laws and parts of laws in conflict with
this act.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Indiana, That there shall be, and is hereby created
a commission to be composed of two electors of the State,
which shall be designated the Labor Commission, and which
shall be charged with the duties and vested with the powers
hereinafter enumerated.
Sec. 2. The members of said Commission shall be appointed
by the Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, and shall hold office for four years and until their suc-
cessors shall have been appointed and qualified. One of said
Commissioners shall have been for not less than ten years of
his life an employe for wages in some department of industry
in which it is usual to employ a number of persons under single
direction and control, and shall be at the time of his appoint-
ment affiliated with the labor interest as distinguished from the
capitalist or employing interest. The other of said Commis-
sioners shall have been for not less than ten years an employer
of labor for wages in some department of industry in which it
is usual to employ a number of persons under single direction
and control, and shall be at the time of his appointment affili-
ated with the employing interest as distinguished from the labor
interest. Neither of said Commissioners shall be less than forty
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years of age ; they shall not be members of the same political
party, and neither of them shall hold any other State, county,
or city office in Indiana during the term for which he shall be
appointed. Each of said Commissioners shall take and sub-
scribe an oath, to be endorsed upon his commission, to the
effect that he will punctually, honestly, and faithfully discharge
Ms duties as such Commissioner.
Sec. 3. Said Commission shall haye a seal and shall be
provided with au office at Indiauapolis, and may appoint a Sec-
retary who shall be a skillful stenographer and typewriter, and
shall receive a salary of six hundred dollars per annum and his
traveling expenses for every day spent by him in the discharge
of duty away from Indianapolis.
Sec 4. It shall be the duty of said Commissioners upon
receiving creditable information in any manner of the existence
of any strike, lockout, boycott, or other labor complication in
this State affecting the labor or employment of fifty persons or
more to go to the place where such complication exists, put
themselves into communication with the parties to the contro-
versy aud offer their services as mediators between them. If
they shall not succeed in effecting an amicable adjustment of
the controversy in that way they shall endeavor to induce the
parties to submit their differences to arbitration, either under
the provisions of this act or otherwise, as they may elect.
Sec. 5. For the purpose of arbitration under this act, the
Labor Commissioners and the Judge of the Circuit Court, of
the county in which the business in relation to which the con-
troversy shall arise, shall have been carried on shall constitute
a Board of Arbitrators, to which may be added, if the parties
so agree, two other members, one to be named by the employer
and the other by the employes in the arbitration agreement.
If the parties to the controversy are a railroad company and
employes of the company engaged in the running of trains, any
terminal within this State, of the road, or of any division
thereof, may be taken and treated as the location of the busi-
ness within the terms of this section for the purpose of giving
jurisdiction to the Judge of the Circuit Court to act as a mem-
ber of the Board of Arbitration.
Sec. 6. An agreement to enter into arbitration under this
act shall be in writing and shall state the issue to be submitted
and decided and shall have the effect of an agreement by the
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parties to abide by and perform the award. Such agreement
may be signed by the employer as an individual, firm or corpo-
ration, as the case may be, and execution of the agreement in
the name of the employer by any agent or representative of
such employer then and theretofore in control or management
of the business or department of business in relation to which
the controversy shall have arisen shall bind the employer. On
the part of the employes, the agreement may be signed by them
in their own person, not less than two-thirds of those concerned
in the controversy signing, or it may be signed by a committee
by them appointed. Such committee may be created by elec-
tion at a meeting of the employes concerned in the controversy
at which not less than two-thirds of all such employes shall be
present, which election and the fact of the presence of the re-
quired number of employes at the meeting shall be evidenced
by the affidavit of the chairman and secretary of such meeting
attached to the arbitration agreement. If the employes con-
cerned in the controversy, or any of them, shall be members of
any labor union or workingmen's society, they may be repre-
sented in the execution of said arbitration agreement by officers
or committeemen of the union or society designated by it in any
manner conformable to its usual methods of transacting busi-
ness, and others of the employes represented by committee as
hereinbefore provided.
Sec. 7. If upon any occasion calling for the presence and
intervention of the Labor Commissioners under the provisions
of this act, one of said Commissioners shall be present and the
other absent, the Judge of the Circuit Court of the county in
which the dispute shall have arisen, as defined in section 5, shall
upon the application of the Commissioners present, appoint a.
Commissioner pro tern, in the place of the absent Commissioner,
and such Commissioner pro tern, shall exercise all the powers
of a Commissioner under this act until the termination of the
duties of the Commission with respect to the particular contro-
versy upon the occasion of which the appointment shall have
been made, and shall receive the same pay and allowances pro-
vided by this act for the other commissioners. Such Commis-
sioner pro tern, shall represent and be affiliated with the same
interests as the absent Commissioner.
Sec. 8. Before entering upon their duties the arbitrators
shall take and subscribe an oath or affirmation to the effect that
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they will honestly and impartially perform their duties as arbi-
trators and a just aud fair award render to the best of their
ability. The sittings of the arbitrators shall be in the court
room of the Circuit Court, or such other place as shall be pro-
vided by the County Commissioners of the county in which the
hearing is had. The Circuit Judge shall be the presiding mem-
ber of the Board. He shall have power to issue subpoenas for
witnesses who do not appear voluntarily, directed to the Sheriff
of the county, whose duty it shall be to serve the same without
delay. He shall have power to administer oaths and affirma-
tions to witnesses, enforce order, and direct and control the
examinations. The proceedings shall be informal in character,
but in general accordance with the practice governing the Cir-
cuit Courts in the trial of civil causes. All questions of prac-
tice, or questions relating to the admission of evidence shall be
decided by the presiding member of the Board summarily and
without extended argument. The sittings shall be open and
public, or with closed doors, as the Board shall direct. If five
members are sitting as such Board three members of the Board
agreeing shall have power to make an award, otherwise, two.
The Secretary of the Commission shall attend the sittings and
make a record of the proceedings in shorthand, but shall tran-
scribe so much thereof only as the Commission shall direct.
Sec. 9. The arbitrators shall make their award in writing
and deliver the same with the arbitration agreement and their
oath as arbitrators to the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the
county in which the hearing was had, and deliver a copy of
the award to the employer, and a copy to the first signer of the
arbitration agreement on the part of the employes. A copy of
all the papers shall also be preserved in the office of the Com-
mission at Indianapolis.
Sec 10. The Clerk of the Circuit Court shall record the
papers delivered to him as directed in the last preceding section,
in the order book of the Circuit Court. Any person who was a
party to the arbitration proceedings may present to the Circuit
Court of the county in which the hearing was had, or the Judge
thereof in vacation, a verified petition referring to the proceed-
ings and the record of them in the order book and showing that
said award has not been complied with, stating by whom and in
what respect it has been disobeyed. And thereupon the Court
or Judge thereof in vacation shall grant a rule against the party
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or parties so charged, to show cause within five days why said
award has not been obeyed, which shall be served by the Sheriff
as other process. Upon return made to the rule the Judge or
Court if in session, shall hear and determine the questions pre-
sented and made such order or orders directed to the parties
before him in personam, as shall give just effect to the award.
Disobedience by any party to such proceedings of any order so
made shall be deemed a contempt of the court and may be pun-
ished accordingly. But such punishment shall not extend to
imprisonment except in case of wilful and contumacious dis-
obedience. In all proceedings under this section the award shall
be regarded as presumptively binding upon the employer and
all employes who were parties to the controversy submitted to
arbitration, which presumption shall be overcome only by proof
of dissent from the submission delivered to the arbitrators, or
one of them, in writing before the commencement of the hearing.
Sec. 11. The Labor Commission, with the advise and assist-
ance of the Attorney-General of the State, which he is hereby
required to render, may make rules and regulations respecting
proceedings in arbitrations under this act not inconsistent with
this act or the law, including forms, and cause the same to be
printed and furnished to all persons applying therefor, and all
arbitration proceedings under this act shall thereafter conform
to such rules and regulations.
Sec. 12. Any employer and his employes, not less than
twenty-five in number, between whom differences exist which
have not resulted in any open rupture or strike, may of their
own motion apply to the Labor Commission for arbitration of
their differences, and upon the execution of an arbitration agree-
ment as hereinbefore provided, a Board of Arbitrators shall be
organized in the manner hereinbefore provided, and the arbi-
tration shall take place and the award be rendered, recorded
and enforced in the same manner as in arbitrations under the
provisions found in the preceding sections of this act.
Sec. 13. In all cases arising under this act requiring the
attendance of a Judge of the Circuit Court as a member of an
Arbitration Board, such duty shall have precedence over any
other business pending in his court, and if necessary for the
prompt transaction of such other business it shall be his duty
to appoint some other Circuit Judge, or Judge of a Superior or
the Appellate or Supreme Court to sit in the Circuit Court in his
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place during the pendency of such arbitration, and such ap-
pointee shall receive the same compensation for his services as
is now allowed by law to Judges appointed to sit in case of
change of Judge in civil actions. In case the Judge of the
Circuit Court, whose duty it shall became under this act to sit
upon any Board of Arbitrators, shall be at the time actually
engaged in a trial which can not be interrupted without loss and
injury to the parties, and which will in his opinion continue for
more than three days to come, or is disabled from acting by
sickness or otherwise, it shall be the duty of such Judge to call
in and appoint some other Circuit Judge, or some Judge of a
Superior Court, or the Appellate or Supreme Court, to sit upon
such Board of Arbitrators, and such appointed Judge shall have
the same power and perform the same duties as member of the
Board of Arbitration as are by this act vested in and charged
upon the Circuit Judge regularly sitting, and he shall receive the
same compensation now provided by law to a Judge sitting by
appointment upon a change of Judge in civil cases, to be paid
in the same way.
Sec. 14. If the parties to any such labor controversy as is
denned in section 4 of this act shall have failed at the end of
five days after the first communication of said Labor Com-
mission with them to adjust their differences amicably, or to
agree to submit the same to arbitration, it shall be the duty of
the Labor Commission to proceed at once to investigate the
facts attending the disagreement. In this investigation the
Commission shall be entitled, upon request, to the presence and
assistance of the Attorney-General of the State, in person or by
deputy, whose duty it is hereby made to attend without delay,
upon request by letter or telegram from the Commission. For
the purpose of such investigation the Commission shall have
power to issue subpoenas, and each of the Commissioners shall
have power to administer oaths and affirmations. Such subpoena
shall be under the seal of the Commission and signed by the
Secretary of the Commission, or a member of it, and shall com-
mand the attendance of the person or persons named in it at a
time and place named, which subpoena may be served and re-
turned as other process by any Sheriff or Constable in the State.
In case of disobedience of any such subpoena, or the refusal of
any witness to testify, the Circuit Court of the county within
which the subpoena was issued, or the Judge thereof in vacation,
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shall, upon the application of the Labor Commission, grant a
rule against the disobeying person or persons, or the person
refusing to testify, to show cause forthwith why he or they
should not obey such subpoena, or testify as required by the
Commission, or be adjudged guilty of contempt, and in such
proceedings such court, or the Judge thereof in vacation, shall
be empowered to compel obedience to such subpoena as in the
case of subpoena issued under the order and by authority of the
court, or to compel a witness to testify as witnesses in court are
compelled to testify. But no person shall be required to attend
as a witness at any place outside the county of his residence.
Witnesses called by the Labor Commission under this section
shall be paid $1.00 per diem fees out of the expense fund pro-
vided by this act, if such payment is claimed at the time of their
examination.
Sec. 15. Upon the completion of the investigation authorized
by the last preceding section, the Labor Commission shall forth-
with report the facts thereby disclosed affecting the merits of the
controversy in succinct and condensed form to the Governor,
who, unless he shall perceive good reason to the contrary, shall
at once authorize such report to be given out for publication.
And as soon thereafter as practicable, such report shall be
printed under the direction of the Commission and a copy shall
be supplied to any one requesting the same.
Sec. 16. Any employer shall be entitled, in his response to
the inquiries made of him by the Commission in the investiga-
tion provided for in the two last preceding sections, to submit in
writing to the Commission, a statement of any facts material to
the inquiry, the publication of which would be likely to be in-
jurious to his business, and the facts so stated shall be taken
and held as confidential, and shall not be disclosed in the report
or otherwise.
Sec 17. Said Commissioners shall receive a compensation
of ten dollars each per diem for the time actually expended, and
actual and necessary traveling expenses while absent from home
in the performance of duty, and each of the two members of a
Board of Arbitration chosen by the parties under the provisions
of this act shall receive the same compensation for the days occu-
pied in service upon the Board. The Attorney-General, or his
deputy, shall receive his necessary and actual traveling expenses
while absent from home in the service of the Commission. Such
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compensation and expenses shall be paid by the Treasurer of
State upon warrants drawn by the Auditor upon itemized and
verified accounts of time spent and expenses paid. All such
accounts, except those of the Commissioners, shall be certified
as correct by the Commissioners, or one of them, and the ac-
counts of the Commissioners shall be certified by the Secretary
of the Commission. It is hereby declared to be the policy of
this act that the arbitrations and investigations provided for in
it shall be conducted with all reasonable promptness and dis-
patch, and no member of any Board of Arbitration shall be
allowed payment for more than fifteen days' service in any one
arbitration, and no Commissioner shall be allowed payment for
more than ten days' service in the making of the investigation
provided for in section 14 and sections following.
Sec. 18. For the payment of the salary of the Secretary of
the Commission, the compensation of the Commissioners and
other arbitrators, the traveling and hotel expenses herein author-
ized to be paid, and for witness fees, printing, stationery, post-
age, telegrams and office expenses there is hereby appropriated
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of five thousand dollars for the year 1897 and five
thousand dollars for the year 1898.
IDAHO.
The following bill, ha\ing remained with the governor more than ten secnlar
days after the legislature adjourned, became a law March 20, 1897.
An Act to provide for a State Board of Arbitration, for the
Settlement of Differences between Employees and their
Employers and to provide for Local Boards of Arbi-
tration subordinate thereto.
Be it enacted by the Legislature ofthe State of Idaho
:
Section 1. The Governor, with the advice and consent of
the Senate, shall, on or before the fourthday of March, eigh-
teen hundred and ninety-seven, appoint three competent persons
to serve as a State board of Arbitration and Conciliation in
the manner hereinafter provided. One of them shall be an
employer or selected from some association representing em-
ployers of labor; one of them shall be selected from some
labor organization and not an employer of labor ; the third shall
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be appointed upon the recommendation of the other two ; Pro-
vided, however, That if the two appointed do not agree on the
third man at the expiration of thirty days, he shall then be
appointed by the Governor. On or before the fourth day of
March, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, the Governor, with
the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint three mem-
bers of said board in the manner above provided ; one to serve
for six years ; one for four years ; and one for two years ; or
until their respective successors are appointed ; and on or before
the fourth day of March of each year during which the legis-
lature of this State is in its regular biennial session thereafter,
the Governor shall in the same manner appoint one member of
said board to succeed the member whose term then expires and
to serve for the term of six years or until his successor is ap-
pointed. If a vacancy occurs at any time, the Governor shall in
the same manner appoint some one to serve out the unexpired
term ; and he may in like manner remove any member of said
board. Each member of said board shall, before entering upon
the duties of his office, be sworn to a faithful discharge thereof.
They shall at once organize by the choice of one of their mem-
bers as chairman. Said board shall choose one of its members
as secretary and may also appoint and remove a clerk of the
board, who shall receive pay only for time during which his ser-
vices are actually required and that at a rate of not more than
four dollars per day during such time as he may be employed.
Sec. 2. The board shall, as soon as possible after its organ-
ization, establish such rules of procedure as shall be approved
by the Governor and Senate.
Sec. 3. TVhenever any controversy or difference, not in-
volving questions which may be the subject of a suit at law or
bill in equity, exists between an employer, whether an individual,
co-partnership or corporation, and his employees if at the time
he employs not less than twenty-five persons in the same general
line of business in any city or town or village or county in this
State, the board shall upon application as hereinafter provided,
and as soon as practicable thereafter, visit the locality of the
dispute and make careful inquiry into the cause thereof, hear all
persons interested therein who may come before them, advise
the respective parties what, if anything, ought to be done or
submitted to by either or both to adjust said dispute, and make
a written decision thereof. This decision shall at once be made
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public, shall be recorded upon proper books of record to be kept
by the secretary of said board, and a short statement thereof
published in the annual report hereinafter provided for, and the
said board shall cause a copy thereof to be filed with the County
Eecorder of the county where such business is carried on.
Sec. 4. Said application shall be signed by said employer
or by a majority of his employees in the department of the busi-
ness in which the controversy or difference exists, or their duly
authorized agent or by both parties and shall contain a concise
statement of the grievance complained of, and a promise to con-
tinue in the business or at work without any lockout or strike
until the decision of said board if it shall be made in three weeks
of the date of filing said application, when an application is
signed by an agent claiming to represent a majority of such
employees, the board shall satisfy itself that such agent is duly
authorized in writing to represent such employees, but the names
of the employees giving such authority shall be kept secret by
said board. As soon as may be after the receipt of said appli-
cation, the secretary of said board shall cause public notice to be
given of the time and place for the hearing thereof ; but public
notice need not be given when both parties to the controversy
join in the application and present therewith a written request
that no public notice be given. When such request be made,
notice shall be given to the parties interested in such manner as
the board may order and the board may, at any stage of the
proceedings, cause public notice to be given, notwithstanding
such request. Should the petitioner or petitioners fail to per-
form the promise made in said application, the board shall pro-
ceed no further thereupon without the written consent of the
adverse party. The board shall have the power to summons as
witness any operative in the departments of business affected,
and any person, who keeps the records of wages earned in those
departments and to examine them under oath and to require the
production of books containing the record of wages paid. Sum-
mons may be signed and oaths administered by any member of
the board.
Sec. 5. Upon the receipt of such application and after such
notice, the board shall proceed as before provided and render a
written decision which shall be open to public inspection shall
be recorded upon the records of the board and published at the
discretion of the same, in an annual report to be made to the
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Governor of the State on or before the first day of February of
each year.
Sec. 6. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties who
join in said application for six months, or until either party has
given the other notice in writing of his intention not to be
bound by the same at the expiration of sixty days therefrom.
Said notice may be given to said employees by posting the same
in three conspicuous places in the shop or factory, mill or at
the mine where they work or are employed.
Sec. 7. The parties to any controversy or difference as de-
scribed in Section 3 of this act may submit the matters in dis-
pute, in writing to a local board of arbitration and conciliation,
such board may either be mutually agreed upon, or the employer
may designate one of the arbitrators, the employees or their
duly authorized agent, another, and the two arbitrators so desig-
nated may choose a third, who shall be chairman of the board.
Such board shall, in respect to the matters referred to it,
have and exercise all the powers which the state board might
have and exercise, and its decision shall have whatever binding
effect may be agreed by the parties to the controversy in the
written submission.
The jurisdiction of such board shall be exclusive in respect
to the matters submitted to it, but it may ask and receive the
advice and assistance of the state board. The decision of such
board shall be rendered within ten days of the close of any
hearing held by it ; such decision shall at once be filed with the
recorder of the county in which the controversy or difference
arose, and a copy thereof shall be forwarded to the state board.
Each of such arbitrators shall be entitled to receive from the
treasury of the county in which the controversy or difference
that is the subject of the arbitration exists, if such payment is
approved in writing by the board of commissioners of such
county, the sum of three dollars for each day of actual service,
not exceeding ten days for any one arbitration, whenever it is
made to appear to the mayor of a city or the board of commis-
sioners of a county that a strike or lockout such as described in
Section 8 of this act is seriously threatened or actually occurs,
the mayor of such city or the board of commissioners of such
county shall at once notify the state board of the facts.
Sec 8. Whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the
state board, either by notice from the mayor of a city or the
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board of commissioners of a county, as provided in the preced-
ing section or otherwise, that a strike or lockout is seriously
threatened or has actually occurred in any county or town of
the State, involving an employer and his present or past em-
ployees, if at the time he is employing, or up to the occurrence
of the strike or lockout was employing not less than twenty-five
persons in the same general line of business in any county or
town in the State, it shall be the duty of the State board to put
itself in communication as soon as may be with such employer,
and employees, and endeavor by mediation to effect an amica-
ble settlement between them, or to endeavor to persuade them
;
Provided, That a strike or lockout has not actually occurred or
is not then continuing, to submit the matters in dispute to a
local board of arbitration and conciliation, as above provided,
or to the State board ; and said State board may, if it deems it
advisable, investigate the cause or causes of such controversy,
and ascertain which party thereto is mainly responsible or blame-
worthy for the existence or continuance of the same, and may
make and publish a report finding such cause or causes and as-
signing such responsibility or blame. The board shall have the
same powers for the foregoing purposes as are given it by Sec-
tion 3 of this act.
Sec. 9. Witnesses summoned by the State board shall be
allowed the sum of fifty cents for each attendance, and the sum
of twenty-five cents for each hour of attendance in excess of
two hours, and shall be allowed five cents, a mile for travel each
way from their respective places of employment or business to
the place where the board is in session. Each witness shall
certify in writing the amount of his travel and attendance, and
the amount due him shall be paid forthwith by the board, and
for such purpose the board shall be entitled to draw from the
treasury of the State for the payment thereof any of the unap-
propriated moneys of the State.
Sec. 10. The members of said state board shall be paid six
dollars per day for each day that they are actually engaged
in the performance of their duties, to be paid out of the treasury
of the State, and they shall be allowed their necessary traveling
and other expenses, which shall be paid out of the treasury of
the State.
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COLORADO.
[Chapter 2 of the Session- Laws of 1897. Approved March 31]
An Act creating a State and local Boards of Arbitration
and providing for the adjustment of differences between
Employers and Employes and defining the powers and
duties thereof and making an appropriation therefor.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado
:
Section 1. There shall be established a State Board of
Arbitration consisting of three members, which shall be charged,
among other duties provided by this Act, with the consideration
and settlement by means of arbitration, conciliation and adjust-
ment, when possible, of strikes, lockouts and labor or wage
controversies arising between employers and employes.
Section* 2. Immediately after the passage of this Act the
Governor shall appoint a State Board of Arbitration, consisting
of three qualified resident citizens of the State of Colorado and
above the age of thirty years. One of the members of said
Board shall be selected from the ranks of active members of
bona fide labor organizations of the State of Colorado, and one
shall be selected from active employers of labor or from organi-
zations representing employers of labor. The third member
of the Board shall be appointed by the Governor from a list
which shall not consist of more than six names selected from
entirely disinterested ranks submitted by the two members of
the Board above designated. If any vacancy should occur in
said Board, the Governor shall, in the same manner, appoint
an eligible citizen for the remainder of the term, as herein
before provided.
Section 3. The third member of said Board shall be Secre-
tary thereof, whose duty it shall be, in addition to his duties as
a member of the Board, to keep a full and faithful record of the
proceedings of the Board and perform such clerical work as
may be necessary for a concise statement of all official business
that may be transacted. He shall be the custodian of all docu-
ments and testimony of an official character relating to the
business of the Board ; and shall also have, under direction of
a majority of the Board, power to issue subpoenas, to administer
oaths to witnesses cited before the Board, to call for and exam-
ine books, papers and documents necessary for examination in
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the adjustment of labor differences, with the same authority to
enforce their production as is possessed by courts of record or
the judges thereof in this State.
Section 4. Said members of the Board of Arbitration shall
take and subscribe the constitutional oath of office, and be
sworn to the due and faithful performance of the duties of their
respective offices before entering upon the discharge of the
same. The Secretary of State shall set apart and furnish an
office in the State Capitol for the proper and convenient trans-
action of the business of said Board.
Section 5. "Whenever any grievance or dispute of any
nature shall arise between employer and employes, it shall be
lawful for the parties to submit the same directly to said Board,
in case such parties elect to do so, and shall jointly notify said
Board or its Clerk in writing of such desire. Whenever such
notification is given it shall be the duty of said Board to pro-
ceed with as little delay as possible to the locality of such griev-
ance or dispute, and inquire into the cause or causes of such
grievance or dispute. The parties to the grievance or dispute
shall thereupon submit to said Board in writing, clearly and in
detail, their grievances and complaints and the cause or causes
therefor, and severally agree in writing to submit to the deci-
sion of said Board as to the matters so submitted, promising
and agreeing to continue on in business or at work, without a
lockout or strike until the decision is rendered by the Board,
provided such decision shall be given within ten days after the
completion of the investigation. The Board shall thereupon
proceed to fully investigate and inquire into the matters in con-
troversy and to take testimony under oath in relation thereto
;
and shall have power under its Chairman or Clerk to administer
oaths, to issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses, the
production of books and papers in like manner and with the
same powers as provided for in Section 3 of this Act.
Section 6. After the matter has been fully heard, the said
Board, or a majority of its members, shall, within ten days,
render a decision thereon in writing, signed by them or a ma-
jority of them, stating such details as will clearly show the
nature of the decision and the points disposed of by them.
The Clerk of said Board shall file four copies of such decision,
one with the Secretary of State, a copy served to each of the
parties to the controversy, and one copy retained by the Board.
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Section 7. Whenever a strike or lockout shall occur or
seriously threaten in any part of the State, and shall come to
the knowledge of the members of the Board, or any one thereof
by a written notice from either of the parties to such threatened
strike or lockout, or from the Mayor or Clerk of the city or
town, or from the Justice of the Peace of the district where
such strike or lockout is threatened, it shall be their duty, and
they are hereby directed, to proceed as soon as practicable to
the locality of such strike or lockout and put themselves in com-
munication with the parties to the controversy and endeavor
by mediation to affect an amicable settlement of such contro-
versy, and, if in their judgment it is deemed best, to inquire
into the cause or causes of the controversy : and to that end
the Board is hereby authorized to subpoena witnesses, compel
their attendance, and send for persons and papers in like man-
ner and with the same powers as it is authorized by Section 3
of this Act.
Section 8. The fees of witnesses before said Board of Ar-
bitration shall be two dollars (82.00) for each day's attendance,
and five (5) cents per mile over the nearest traveled routes in
going to and returning from the place where attendance is re-
quired by the Board. All subpoenas shall be signed by the
Secretary of the Board and may be served by any person of
legal age authorized by the Board to serve the same.
Section 9. The parties to any controversy or difference as
described in Section 5 of this Act may submit the matters in
dispute in writing to a local Board of Arbitration and concilia-
tion ; said Board may either be mutually agreed upon or the
employer may designate one of such arbitrators, the employes
or their duly authorized agent another, and the two arbitrators
so designated may choose a third who shall be Chairman of
such local Board ; such Board shall in respect to the matters
referred to it have and exercise all the powers which the State
Board might have and exercise, and its decision shall have such
binding effect as may be agreed upon by the parties to the con-
troversy in the written submission. The jurisdiction of such
local Board shall be exclusive in respect to the matter submitted
by it, but it may ask and receive the advice and assistance of
the State Board. Such local Board shall render its decision in
-writing, within ten days after the close of any hearing held by
it, and shall file a copy thereof with the Secretary of the State
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Board. Each of such local arbitrators shall be entitled to re-
ceive from the Treasurer of the city, village or town in which
the controversy or difference that is the subject of arbitration
exists, if such payment is approved by the Mayor of such city,
the Board of Trustees of such village, or the Town Board of
such town, the sum of three dollars for each day of actual ser-
vice not exceeding ten days for any one arbitration : Provided,
that when such hearing is held at some point having no organ-
ized town or cit}T government, in such case the costs of such
hearing shall be paid jointly by the parties to the controversy :
Provided further that in the event of any local Board of Arbi-
tration or a majority thereof failing to agree within ten (10)
days after any case being placed in their hands, the State Board
shall be called upon to take charge of said case as provided by
this Act.
Section 10. Said State Board shall report to the Governor
annually, on or before the fifteenth day of November in each
year, the work of the Board, which shall include a concise state-
ment of all cases coming before the Board for adjustment.
Section 11. The Secretary of State shall be authorized and
instructed to have printed for circulation one thousand (1,000)
copies of the report of the Secretary of the Board, provided the
volume shall not exceed four hundred (400) pages.
Section 12. Two members of the Board of Arbitration shall
each receive the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) annually,
and shall be allowed all money actually and necessarily ex-
pended for traveling and other necessary expenses while in the
performance of the duties of their office. The member herein
designated to be the Secretary of the Board shall receive a
salary of twelve hundred dollars (81,200) per annum. The
salaries of the members shall be paid in monthly instalments
by the State Treasurer upon the warrants issued by the Auditor
of the State. The other expenses of the Board shall be paid
in like manner upon approved vouchers signed by the Chairman
of the Board of Arbitration and the Secretary thereof.
Section 13. The terms of office of the members of the Board
shall be as follows : That of the members who are to be selected
from the ranks of labor organizations and from the active em-
ployers of labor shall be for two years, and thereafter every
two years the Governor shall appoint one from each class for
the period of two years. The third member of the Board shall
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be appointed as herein provided every two years. The Gov-
ernor shall have power to remove any members of said Board
for cause and fill any vacancy occasioned thereby.
Section 14. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this Act there is hereby appropriated out of the General
Revenue Fund the sum of seven thousand dollars for the fiscal
years 1897 and 1898, only one-half of which shall be used in
each year, or so much thereof as may be necessary, and not
otherwise appropriated.
Section 15. In the opinion of the General Assembly an
emergency exists
;
therefore, this Act shall take effect and be
in force from and after its passage.
WYOMING.
Wyoming was admitted to the Union on July 11, 1890. Arti-
cle 5 of the Constitution has the following provisions for the
arbitration of labor disputes :
Section 28. The legislature shall establish courts of arbi-
tration, whose duty it shall be to hear, and determine all differ-
ences, and controversies between organizations or associations
of laborers, and their employers, which shall be submitted to
them in such manner as the legislature may provide.
Section 30. Appeals from decisions of compulsory boards
of arbitration shall be allowed to the supreme court of the
state, and the manner of taking such appeals shall be pre-
scribed by law.
MARYLAND.
An Act to provide for the reference of disputes between
employers and employees to arbitration.
Section 1 . Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Mary-
land^ That whenever any controversy shall arise between any
corporation incorporated by this State in which this State may
be interested as a stockholder or creditor, and any persons in the
employment or service of such corporation, which, in the opinion
of the Board of Public Works, shall tend to impair the useful-
ness or prosperity of such corporation, the said Board of Public
Works shall have power to demand and receive a statement of
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the grounds of said controversy from the parties to the same
;
and if, in their judgment, there shall be occasion so to do, they
shall have the right to propose to the parties to said controversy,
or to any of them, that the same shall be settled by arbitration
;
and if the opposing parties to said controversy shall consent
and agree to said arbitration, it shall be the duty of said Board
of Public Works to provide in due form for the submission of
the said controversy to arbitration, in such manner that the same
may be finally settled and determined ; but if the said corpora-
tion or the said person in its employment or service, so engaged
in controversy with the said corporation, shall refuse to submit
to such arbitration, it shall be the duty of the said Board of
Public Works to examine into and ascertain the cause of said
controversy, and report the same to the next General Assembly.
Sec. 2. And be it enacted, That all subjects of dispute aris-
ing between corporations, and any person in their employment
or service, and all subjects of dispute between employers and
employees, employed by them in any trade or manufacture, may
be settled and adjusted in the manner heretofore mentioned.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That whenever such sub-
jects of dispute shall arise as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for
either party to the same to demand and have an arbitration or
reference thereof in the manner following, that is to say
:
Where the party complaining and the party complained of shall
come before, or agree by any writing under their hands, to
abide by the determination of any judge or justice of the peace,
it shall and maybe lawful for such judge or justice of the peace
to hear and finally determine in a summary manner the matter
in dispute between such parties ; but if such parties shall not
come before, or so agree to abide by the determination of such
judge or justice of the peace, but shall agree to submit their
said cause of dispute to arbitrators appointed under the provi-
sions of this act, then it shall be lawful for any such judge or
justice of the peace, and such judge or justice of the peace is
hereby required, on complaint made before him, and proof that
such agreement for arbitration has been entered into, to ap-
point arbitrators for settling the matters in dispute, and such
judge or justice of the peace shall then and there propose not
less than two nor more than four persons, one-half of whom
shall be employers and the other half employees, acceptable to
the parties to the dispute, respectively, who, together with such
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judge or justice of the peace, shall have full power finally to
hear and determine such dispute.
Sec. 4. And be it farther enacted, That in all such cases of
dispute as aforesaid, as in all other cases, if the parties mutu-
ally agree that the matter in dispute shall be arbitrated and
determined in a different mode to the one hereby prescribed,
such agreement shall be valid, and the award and determina-
tion thereon by either mode of arbitration shall be final and
conclusive between the parties.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful in
all cases for an employer or employee, by writing under his
hand, to authorize any person to act for him in submitting to
arbitration and attending the same.
Sec 6. And be it further enacted, That every determination
of dispute by any judge or justice of the peace shall be given
as a judgment of the court over which said judge presides, and
of the justice of the peace determining the same ; and the said
judge or justice of the peace shall award execution thereon as
upon verdict, confession or nonsuit ; and every award made by
arbitrators appointed by any judge or justice of the peace under
these provisions of this statute, shall be returned by said arbi-
trator to the judge or justice of the peace by whom they were
appointed ; and said judge or justice of the peace shall enter the
same as an amicable action between the parties to the same in the
court presided over by said judge or justice of the peace, with
the same effect as if said action had been regularly commenced
in said court by due process of law, and shall thereupon become
a judgment of said court, and execution thereon shall be awarded
as upon verdict, confession or nonsuit ; in the manner provided
in article seven of the Public General Laws of Maryland ; and
in all proceedings under this act, whether before a judge or
justice of the peace, or arbitrators, costs shall be taxed as are
now allowed by law in similar proceedings, and the same shall
be paid equally by the parties to the dispute ; such award shall
remain four days in court during its sitting, after the return
thereof, before auy judgment shall be entered thereon ; and if it
shall appear to the court within that time that the same was
obtained by fraud or malpractice in or by surprise, imposition
or deception of the arbitrators, or without due notice to the par-
ties or their attorneys, the court may set aside such award and
refuse to give judgment thereon. [Approved April 1, 1878.
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KANSAS.
In 1899, pursuant to the Special Session Laws of the pre-
ceding year, the board of railroad commissioners went out of
existence, and all its powers devolved upon a " court of visi-
tation." The new body was further charged with the duty of
summarily settling railroad strikes, empowered to enforce its
decrees when the railroad companies are at fault, and given
similar control over telegraphs ; and a state solicitor was ap-
pointed to represent the people in proceedings before the court
of visitation.
Since 1886 there has been a law providing for county tribu-
nals and umpires of voluntary arbitration. A tribunal, licensed
for one year by the court having jurisdiction, consists of four
persons, one of whom is chairman ; a fifth person is appointed
umpire and sworn to make an award whenever the tribunal
fails to do so in three meetings.
Special Session Laws of 1898, Chapters 28 and 38.*
Chapter 28, which created the court of visitation is in sub-
stance as follows
:
Section 1 denominates it a court of record and prescribes the quali-
fications of the judges thereof.
Section 5 provides that there shall be a state solicitor and that his
duty shall be to appear and represent the state in all proceedings and
actions before the court of visitation to which the state is a party.
Section 8 defines the power and jurisdiction of the court to try and
determine all questions as to what are reasonable freight and other
• The Western Union Telegraph Company v. Myatt, state solicitor, et al., Cir-
cuit Court of the United States for the District of Kansas, First Division, No-
vember, 1899. This case arose on an application for a temporary injunction, and
the complainant, " a corporation organized under the laws of the state of New
York and a citizen of that state," showed that the prescribed rates were confis-
catory in that they were less than the cost of performing the service. The in-
junction was granted.
The federal court held that the defendants were not general officers of the
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charges connected with the transportation of property between points
in the state ; to apportion charges between connecting roads, deter-
mine all questions relating to charges for use of cars, etc. ; to
regulate charges for part car-load and mixed car-load lots of freight,
etc. ; to classify freight ; to apportion transportation charges among
connecting lines ; to require the construction of depots, switches, etc.,
for public convenience ; to compel reasonable and impartial train
and car service ; to regulate crossings and intersections of railroads
and regulate the operation of trains over them ; to prescribe rules
concerning the movements of trains to secure safety to employees and
the public ; to require the use of improved appliances and methods to
avoid accidents and injuries to persons ; to restrict railroad corpora-
tions to operations within their charter powers, prevent the oppres-
sive exercise thereof, and compel performance of all duties required
of railroads by law ; to summon juries, as a court of equity, in any
case or matter before it, the qualifications of the jurors being pre-
scribed ; to exercise other and further powers as are given by the said
act or as may be conferred by law.
Section 9 clothes the court with full common-law and equity powers
as to matters within its jurisdiction
;
permits writs and process to
compel attendance of parties and witnesses, the production of books,
etc., to execute its decrees and orders, including writs of injunction
and mandamus ; allows the appointment of receivers to carry its
judgments into effect ; and authorizes punishment for contempt.
Section 14 makes it the duty of the state solicitor to file information
in the name of the state upon receiving sworn information of violation
of law on the part of any railroad company.
Section 21 j>rovides that any person, corporation, county, etc., in-
terested in any information or complaint shall be made a party to the
proceedings.
Section 22, that any aggrieved person, corporation, etc., though not
a party to the suit, may enter apjDearance therein at any time on show-
state
;
therefore, the suit was not against the state, and hence not within the
prohibition of the eleventh amendment to the federal constitution; they were
not a court within the meaning of section 720 of The Revised Statutes of the
United States which prohibits the grant of a writ of injunction whose effect would
be to stay proceedings in a state court; that the acts relating to the court of
visitation were violative of the state constitution in attempting to confer incon-
sistent legislative and judicial powers upon the same body concerning the same
subject-matter. "By the language of the act under consideration, the court of
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ing that the decree of the court is being violated, and secure enforce
ment thereof.
Section 24 authorizes the court to order the information to be
amended so as to bring the entire schedule of rates of the railroad
company before it for consideration, if it deems it probably unjust to
merely change the rate between the points mentioned in the informa-
tion.
Section 28 provides for such decree at the conclusion of every trial
as the pleadings and proofs warrant. After the trial of any action
involving the reasonableness of a general schedule of freight charges,
the court shall specially find the facts it deems most material, the
value of the road and all property used in connection therewith, the
actual cost, the amount of capital stock, the bonded and other indebt-
edness, what part is fictitious or fraudulent, if any, the average yearly
revenue, the sources from whence derived, whether they will probably
increase or diminish, the average expenses of operation and mainten-
ance, etc. The court shall thereupon enter decree in accordance with
its findings and decision, adjudging and decreeing what are reasonable
rates for each and every service at issue in the case, and perpetually
enjoining the defendant from demanding or receiving any other or
different rates. The decree shall embody a complete schedule of the
charges adjudged to be reasonable, and the classification of freight
necessary for the explanation thereof.
Section 29 permits rehearing any order or decree, by the court, as
a court of chancery.
Section 30 requires that copies of each order or decree determining
what are reasonable charges shall be printed by each railroad com-
pany affected, and posted in a place convenient for public use.
Section 31 prescribes that in certain cases, companies owning con-
necting lines must be joined as defendants, and the hearing and
decree shall include the joint rates and apportionment thereof.
Section 32 provides that if any company fails to comply with any
visitation can prescribe a tariff of rates and charges, judicially determine the
reasonableness thereof, and then enforce their judicial determination in as radical
a method as could be devised." It was held that such determination was not
due process of law, and that to attempt to sequestrate the property of the com-
plainant without due process of law is to deny to the complainant the equal
protection of the laws and is violative of the first section of the fourteenth amend-
ment to the constitution of the United States. The federal court, having declared
the acts in question wholly void, or void in part, said: "It is unnecessary to
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order or decree for 30 days after promulgation thereof, the court, upon
proof of such failure, and after notice, may order sequestration of the
whole or any part of the company's property, owned or leased, and
appoint a receiver to take possession and charge of the property, and
operate the same, and carry the order and decree into effect, or until
the company shall furnish satisfactory security for compliance, in
which latter case the accounts of the receiver shall be passed, and the
net proceeds of operating the property shall be paid to the company,
and the property returned to it.
Section 40 punishes discrimination and provides that any agent
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by fine, of
not more than 81,000, or imprisonment in the county jail for not more
than a year, if he shall knowingly demand, collect, or receive a
greater compensation for the transportation of persons or property
than that fixed by law or by the court, or who shall discriminate in
the matter of rates and charges
;
and the railroad company itself is
subject to a penalty of $1,000, and each day that such violation con-
tinues constitutes a separate and additional offense. It is made the
duty of the state solicitor to prosecute such offenses, or to recover
the penalties by civil action.
Section 41 authorizes the recovery of damages by parties injured
by the disobedience of any railroad company of the provisions of the
act, or of any law of the state, or of any lawful order or decree of the
court, together with costs and reasonable attorney's fees
;
and, if the
disobedience is willful, exemplary damages may be awarded, not
exceeding treble the amount of the actual damage.
Sec. 42. 1 Whenever it shall be made to appear to said
court by affidavit that a strike by the employees, or part of
them, of any railroad company organized under the laws of this
state or doing business therein is obstructing commerce or the
traffic on such railroad and inconveniencing the public, or the
people of any municipality, or endangers or threatens the pub-
lic tranquillity, said court shall issue a citation requiring said
determine in this case whether the court of visitation, though possessing no
judicial functions, may still have and exercise the legislative and administrative
powers specified in the acts of the legislature."
t The power of the court of visitation to settle strikes in the way prescribed was
not considered, but it would seem that some of the principles laid down by the
federal court might also be applied to section 42.
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corporation to appear before it, at a day and hour named, and
make answer, verified by the positive oath of an officer or agent
of said corporation residing in this state and then present
therein, concerning the said strike, its extent, the cause or
causes thereof, what conduct, if any, of said corporation or its
officers led to such strike, and the precise point or points of
dispute between said corporation and its striking employees.
If said answer be not made at the time fixed, or be evasive,
the court shall make a final decree as upon hearing and enforce
the same as such. If said answer be properly made, the mat-
ter shall be without further delay summarily heard upon evi-
dence ; and if the corporation be found free from fault in the
premises and the strike unreasonable, the court shall so find,
and the said proceedings shall be dismissed ; and thereupon,
and upon public notice as ordered by the court given of such
decision, it shall be unlawful for said strikers or any of them
to interfere in any manner whatever, by word or deed, with any
other employees said corporation may employ and set to work.
But if the court shall find that said corporation has failed in its
duty toward its employees, or any of them, or has been un-
reasonable, tyrannical, oppressive, or unjust, and the strike re-
sulted therefrom, the court shall so find specifically, and shall
enter a decree commanding such corporation to proceed forth-
with to perform its usual functions for the public convenience,
and to the usual extent and with the usual facilities, as before
said strike occurred ; and if said decree shall not be implicitly
obeyed, in full and in good faith, the court may take charge of
said corporation's property and operate the same through a
receiver or receivers appointed by said court until the court
shall be satisfied that said corporation is prepared to fully re-
sume its functions ; all costs to be paid by said corporation.
If, in answer to said original process ordering it to show cause
as aforesaid, said corporation shall show to the court's satisfac-
tion that said striking employees have resumed work and said
strike has ended, the proceeding shall be dismissed. If in such
answer it shall show to the court's satisfaction that said striking
employees have resumed work under an agreement to remain
in said corporation's service pending the hearing of the pro-
ceedings, and that the corporation will abide by the terms of
said agreement, then, and only in such case, the hearing of
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said matter in controversy concerning the cause or causes
of said strike may be postponed on request a reasonable time,
or from time to time, while said employees so remain at work
;
and upon settlement of said strike said proceedings may be at
any time dismissed ; but if said employees again quit work,
said matter shall be brought to an immediate hearing and
decree, notwithstanding a pending postponement.
Sec. 43. This act shall take effect and be in force from and
after the 15th day of March, 1899, and after its publication in
the official state paper. [Approved Jan. «?, 1899. Published
in official state paper Jan. 4, 1S99.~\
Chapter 38 contains the following :
Section 1 . From and after the taking effect of this act the
court of visitation shall have the same power, jurisdiction and
control over all questions concerning the regulation of the tele-
graph service in this state, the reasonableness of charges herein
fixed or to be fixed by any order of said court and in all mat-
ters concerning the regulation, management or control of tele-
graph companies, as is conferred upon said court of visitation
in reference to railroads or railway corporations in this state.
It is hereby made the duty of the state solicitor to appear and
prosecute for and on behalf of the state, subject to the same
regulations as is prescribed for said state solicitor in the act
creating the court of visitation.
Sec 8. Any person, company, or corporation, or any
agent, servant or employee of any person, company or corpora-
tion, violating any of the provisions of this act, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction be pun-
ished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars, and imprisonment in the county jail not less
than thirty days nor more than one year.
Sec 9. This act shall take effect and be in force from and
after its publication in the statute book. [Approved Jan. 6y
1899. Published in the statute book, March 1, 1899. ]
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The law relating to voluntary arbitration is as follows
:
An Act to establish boards of arbitration, and denning
their powers and duties.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas
:
Section 1. That the district court of each county, or a
judge thereof in vacation, shall have the power, and upon the
presentation of a petition as hereinafter provided it shall be
the duty, of said court or judge to issue a license or authority
for the establishment within and for any county within the
jurisdiction of said court, of a tribunal for voluntary arbitra-
tion and settlements of disputes between employers and em-
ployed in the manufacturing, mechanical, mining and other
industries.
Sec 2. The said petition shall be substantially in the form
hereinafter given, and the petition shall be signed by at least
five persons employed as workmen, or by two or more separate
firms, individuals, or corporations within the county who are
employers within the county : Provided, That at the time the
petition is presented, the judge before whom said petition is
presented may, upon motion, require testimony to be taken as
to the representative character of said petitioners, and if« it
appears that the requisite number of said petitioners are not of
the character they represent themselves to be, the establishment
of the said tribunal may be denied, or he may make such other
order in that behalf as shall to him seem fair to both sides.
Sec. 3. If the said petition shall be signed by the requisite
number of either employers or workmen, and be in proper
form, the judge shall forthwith cause to be issued a license,
authorizing the existence of such a tribunal and containing the
names of four persons to compose the tribunal, two of whom
shall be workmen and two employers, all residents of said
county, and fixing the time and place of the first meeting
thereof ; and an entry of the license so granted shall be made
upon the journal of the district court of the county in which the
petition originated.
Sec 4. Said tribunal shall continue in existence for one year,
from the date of the license creating it, and may take jurisdic-
tion of any dispute between employers and workmen in any
mechanical, manufacturing, mining, or other industry, who may
submit their disputes in writing to such tribunal for decision.
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Vacancies occurring in the membership of the tribunal shall be
filled by the judge or court that licensed said tribunal. Disputes
occurring in one county may be referred to a tribunal already
existing in an adjoining county. Said court at the time of
the issuance of said license shall appoint an umpire for said
tribunal, who shall be sworn to impartially decide all questions
that may be submitted to him during his term of office. The
umpire shall be called upon to act after disagreement is mani-
fested in the tribunal by failure to agree during three meetings
held and full discussion had. His award shall be final and con-
clusive upon such matters only as are submitted to him in writ-
ing and signed by the whole of the members of the tribunal, or
by parties submitting the same. And the award of said tribunal
shall be final and conclusive upon the questions so submitted to
it : Provided, That said award may be impeached for fraud, ac-
cident or mistake.
Sec. 5. The said tribunal when convened shall be organized
by the selection of one of their number as chairman, and one
as secretary, who shall be chosen by a majority of the members.
Sec. 6. The members of the tribunal and the umpire shall
each receive as compensation for their services, out of the treas-
ury of the county in which said dispute shall arise, two dollars
for each day of actual service. The sessions of said tribunal
shall be held at the county seat of the county where the petition
for the same was presented, and a suitable room for the use of
said tribunal shall be provided by the county commissioners.
Sec. 7. All submissions of matters in dispute shall be made
to the chairman of said tribunal, who shall file the same. The
chairman of the tribunal shall have power to administer oaths to
all witnesses who may be produced, and a majority of said tribu-
nal may provide for the examination and investigation of books,
documents and accounts necessary, material, and pertaining to
the matters in hearing before the tribunal, and belonging to
either party to the dispute. The umpire shall have power when
necessary to administer oaths and examine witnesses, and ex-
amine and investigate books, documents and accounts pertain-
ing to the matters submitted to him for decision.
Sec 8. The said tribunal shall have power to make, ordain
and enforce rules for the government of the body, when in ses-
sion, to enable the business to be proceeded with in order, and
to fix its sessions and adjournments ; but such rules shall not
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conflict with this statute nor with any of the provisions of the
constitution and laws of the state : Provided, That the chairman
of said tribunal may convene said tribunal in extra session at
the earliest day possible, in cases of emergency.
Sec. 9. Before the umpire shall proceed to act, the question
or questions in dispute shall be plainly defined in writing and
signed by the members of the tribunal or a majority thereof, or
by the parties submitting the same ; and such writing shall con-
tain the submission of the decision thereof to the umpire by
name, and shall provide that his decision thereon after hearing
shall be final ; and said umpire must make his award within five
days from the time the question or questions in dispute are
submitted to him. Said award shall be made to the tribunal;
and if the award is for a specific sum of money, said award of
money, or the award of the tribunal, when it shall be for a
specific sum, may be made a matter of record by filing a copy
thereof in the district court of the county wherein the tribunal
is in session. "When so entered of record it shall be final and
conclusive, and the proper court may on motion of anyone
interested, enter judgment thereon ; and when the award is for
a specific sum of money may issue final and other process to
enforce the same : Provided, That any such award may be
impeached for fraud, accident, or mistake.
Sec. 10. The form of the petition praying for a tribunal
under this act shall be as follows :—
To the District Court of County (or a judge thereof, as the
case may be) : The subscribers hereto being the number and having
the qualifications required in this proceeding, being desirous of estab-
lishing a tribunal of voluntary arbitration for the settlement of dis-
putes in the manufacturing, mechanical, mining and other industries,
pray that a license for a tribunal of voluntary arbitration may be
issued, to be composed of four persons and an umpire, as provided
by law.
Sec 11. This act to be in force and take effect from and
after its publication in the official state paper. [Published
February 25, 1886.
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IOWA.
An Act to Authorize the Creation and to Provide for the
Operation of Tribunals of Voluntary Arbitration to
Adjust Industrial Disputes between Employers and
Employed.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Iowa:
Section 1. That the district court of each county, or a
judge thereof in vacation, shall have power, and upon the pres-
entation of a petition, or of the agreement hereinafter named, it
shall be the duty of said court, or a judge thereof in vacation,
to issue in the form hereinafter named, a license or authority
for the establishment within and for each county of tribunals
for voluntary arbitration and settlement of disputes between
employers and employed in the manufacturing, mechanical or
mining industries.
Sec. 2. The said petition or agreement shall be substantially
in the form hereinafter given, and the petition shall be signed
by at least twenty persons employed as workmen, and by four
or more separate firms, individuals, or corporations within the
county, or by at least four employers, each of whom shall em-
ploy at least five workmen, or by the representative of a firm,
corporation or individual employing not less than twenty men
in their trade or industry; provided, that at the time the peti-
tion is presented, the judge before whom said petition is pre-
sented may, upon motion require testimony to be taken as to
the representative character of said petitioners, and if it
appears that said petitioners do not represent the will of a
majority, or at least one-half of each party to the dispute,
the license for the establishment of said tribunal may be de-
nied, or may make such other order in this behalf as to him
shall seem fair to both sides.
Sec 3. If the said petition shall be signed by the requisite
number of both employers and workmen, and be in proper form
and contain the names of the persons to compose the tribunal,
being an equal number of employers and workmen, the judge
shall forthwith cause to be issued a license substantially in the
form hereinafter given, authorizing the existence of such tribu-
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nal and fixing the time and place of the first meeting thereof,
and an entry of the license so granted shall be made upon the
journal of the district court of the county in which the petition
originated.
Sec. 4. Said tribunal shall continue in existence for one year
from date of the license creating it, and may take jurisdiction
of any dispute between employers and workmen in any mechan-
ical, manufacturing, or mining industry, or business, who shall
have petitioned for the tribunal, or have been represented in the
petition therefor, or who may submit their disputes in writing
to such tribunal for decision. Vacancies occurring in the mem-
bership of the tribunal shall be filled by the judge or court that
licensed said tribunal, from three names, presented by the mem-
bers of the tribunal remaining in that class, in which the vacan-
cies occur. The removal of any member to an adjoining county,
shall not cause a vacancy in either the tribunal or post of umpire.
Disputes occurring in one county may be referred to a tribunal
already existing in an adjoining county. The place of umpire
in any of said tribunals and vacancies occurring in such place,
shall only be filled by the mutual choice of the whole of the
representatives, of both employers and workmen constituting
the tribunal, immediately upon the organization of the same,
and the umpire shall be called upon to act after disagreement
is manifested in the tribunal by failure during three meetings
held and full discussion had. His award shall be final and con-
clusive upon such matters only as are submitted to him in
writing and signed by the whole of the members of the tri-
bunal, or by parties submitting the same.
Sec. 5. The said tribunal shall consist of not less than two
emplo}7ers or their representatives, and two workmen or their
representatives. The exact number which shall in each case
constitute the tribunal, shall be inserted in the petition or agree-
ment, and they shall be named in the license issued. The said
tribunal, when convened shall be organized by the selection of
one of their members as chairman and one as secretary, who
shall be chosen by a majority of the members, or if such
majority cannot be bad after two votes, then by secret ballot,
or by lot, as they prefer.
•
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Sec. 6. The members of the tribunal shall receive no com-
pensation for their services from the city or county, but the ex-
penses of the tribunal, other than fuel, light and the use of the
room and furniture, may be paid by voluntary subscription,
which the tribunal is authorized to receive and expend for such
purposes. The sessions of said tribunal shall be held at the
county seat of the county where the petition for the same was
presented, and a room in the court house or elsewhere for the
use of said tribunal shall be provided by the county board of
supervisors.
Sec. 7. When no umpire is acting, the chairman of the tri-
bunal shall have power to administer oaths to all witnesses who
may be produced, and a majority of said tribunal may provide
for the examination and investigation of books, documents and
accounts pertaining to the matters in hearing before the tribunal,
and belonging to either party to the dispute
;
provided, that the
tribunal may unanimously direct that instead of producing
books, papers and accounts before the tribunal, an accountant
agreed upon by the entire tribunal may be appointed to examine
such books, papers and accounts, and such accountant shall be
sworn to well and truly examine such books, documents and
accounts, as may be presented to him, and to report the results
of such examination in writing to said tribunal. Before such
examination, the information desired and required by the tri-
bunal shall be plainly stated in writing, and presented to said
accountant, which statement shall be signed by the members of
said tribunal, or by a majority of each class thereof. Attorneys
at law or other agents of either party to the dispute, shall not be
permitted to appear or take part in any of the proceedings of
the tribunal, or before the umpire.
Sec 8. When the umpire is acting he shall preside and he
shall have all the power of the chairman of the tribunal, and his
determination upon all questions of evidence, or other questions
in conducting the inquiries there pending, shall be final. Com-
mittees of the tribunal consisting of an equal number of each
class may be constituted to examine into any question in dis-
pute between employers and workmen which may have been re-
ferred to said committee by the tribunal, and such committee
may hear, and settle the same finally, when it can be done by a
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unanimous vote ; otherwise the same shall be reported to the
full tribunal, and be there heard as if the question had not been
referred. The said tribunal in connection with the said um-
pire shall have power to make or ordain and enforce rules for
the government of the body when in session to enable the busi-
ness to be proceeded with, in order, and to fix its sessions and
adjournments, but such rules shall not conflict with this statute
nor with any of the provisions of the constitution and laws of
Iowa.
Sec. 9. Before the umpire shall proceed to act, the question
or questions in dispute shall be plainly defined in writing and
signed by the members of the tribunal, or a majority thereof of
each class, or by the parties submitting the same, and such
writing shall contain the submission of the decision thereof to
the umpire by name, and shall provide that his decision thereon,
after hearing shall be final. The umpire shall be sworn to im-
partially decide all questions that may be submitted to him dur-
ing his term of office. The submission and his award may be
made in the form hereinafter given, and said umpire must make
his award within ten days from the time the question or ques-
tions in dispute are submitted to him. Said award shall be
made to the tribunal ; and if the award is for a specific sum of
money, said award may be made a matter of record by filing a
copy thereof in the district court of the county wherein the tri-
bunal is in session. When so entered of record it shall be final
and conclusive, and the proper court may, on motion of any one
interested enter judgment thereon ; and when the award is for
a specific sum of money may issue final and other process to
enforce the same.
Sec. 10. The form of the joint petition or agreement pray-
ing for a tribunal under this act shall be as follows
:
To the District Court of County (or to a judge thereof, as
the case may be) :
The subscribers hereto being the number, and having the qualifica-
tions required in this proceeding, being desirous of establishing a
tribunal of voluntary arbitration for the settlement of disputes in the
(here name the branch of industry)
,
trade, and having agreed upon
A, B, C, D, and E representing the employers, and G, H, I, J, and K
representing the workmen, as members of said tribunal, who each
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are qualified to act thereon, pray that a license for a tribunal in the
trade may be issued to said persons named above.
EMPLOYERS. Names. Residence. "Works. Number
employed.
EMPLOYES. Names. Residence. By whom employed.
Sec. 11. The license to be issued upon such petition may be
as follows.
State of Iowa )
County |
88
Whereas, The joint petition, and agreement of four employers (or
representatives of a firm or corporation or individual employing
twenty men as the case may be) , and twenty workmen have been
presented to this court (or if to a judge in vacation so state) praying
the creation of a tribunal, of voluntary arbitration for the settlement
of disputes in the workman trade within this county and naming A,
B, C, D, and E representing the employers, and G, II, I, J, and K rep-
resenting the workmen. Now in pursuance of the statute for such
case made, and provided said named persons are hereby licensed, and
authorized to be, and exist as a tribunal of voluntary arbitration for
the settlement of disputes between employers, and workmen for the
period of one year from this date, and they shall meet, and organize
on the day of A.D. at
Signed this day of
,
A.D.
_..
Clerk of the District Court of.. _.County.
Sec. 12. When it becomes necessary to submit a matter in
controversy to the umpire it may be in form as follows
:
We A, B, C, D, and E representing employers, and G, H, I, J, and
K representing workmen composing a tribunal of voluntary arbi-
tration hereby submit, and refer unto the umpirage of L (the umpire
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of the tribunal of the trade) the following subject-matter,
viz.: (Here state full, and clear the matter submitted), and we
hereby agree that his decision and determination upon the same shall
be binding upon us, and final, and conclusive upon the questions thus
submitted, and we pledge ourselves to abide by, and carry out the
decision of the umpire when made.
Witness our names this day of AJ)
(Signatures)
Sec. 13. The umpire shall make his award in writing to the
tribunal, stating distinctly his decision on the subject-matter
submitted, and when the award is for a specific sum of money,
the umpire shall forward a copy of the same to the clerk of
the proper court. [Approved March 6, 1886.
PENNSYLVANIA.
An Act to establish boards of arbitration to settle all
questions of wages and. other matters of variance be-
tween capital and labor.
"Whereas, The great industries of this Commonwealth are
frequently suspended by strikes and lockouts resulting at times
in criminal violation of the law and entailing upon the State
vast expense to protect life and property and preserve the pub-
lic peace
:
And, tcfiereas, Xo adequate means exist for the adjustment
of these issues between capital and labor, employers and em-
ployes, upon an equitable basis where each party can meet to-
gether upon terms of equality to settle the rates of compensation
for labor and establish rules and regulations for their branches
of industry in harmony with law and a generous public senti-
ment : Therefore,
Section 1. Be it enacted, t£c, That whenever any differ-
ences arise between employers and employes in the mining,
manufacturing or transportation industries of the Common-
wealth which cannot be mutually settled to the satisfaction of
a majority of all parties concerned, it shall be lawful for either
party, or for both parties jointly, to make application to the
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court of common pleas wherein the service is to be performed
about which the dispute has arisen to appoint and constitute a
board of arbitration to consider, arrange and settle all matters
at variance between them which must be fully set forth in the
application, such application to be in writing and signed and
duly acknowledged before a proper officer by the representatives
of the persons employed as workmen, or by the representatives
of a firm, individual or corporation, or by both, if the applica-
tion is made jointly by the parties ; such applicants to be citi-
zens of the United States, and the said application shall be
filed with the record of all proceedings had in consequence
thereof among the records of said court.
Section 2. That when the application duly authenticated has
been presented to the court of common pleas, as aforesaid, it
shall be lawful for said court, if in its judgment the said applica-
tion allege matters of sufficient importance to warrant the inter-
vention of a board of arbitrators in order to preserve the public
peace, or promote the interests and harmony of labor and capital,
to grant a rule on each of the parties to the alleged controversy,
where the application is made jointly, to select three citizens of
the county of good character and familiar with all matters in
dispute to serve as members of the said board of arbitration
which shall consist of nine members all citizens of this Com-
monwealth ; as soon as the said members are appointed by the
respective parties to the issue, the court shall proceed at once
to fill the board by the selection of three persons from the citi-
zens of the county of well-known character for probity and gen-
eral intelligence, and not directly connected with the interests
of either party to the dispute, one of whom shall be designated
by the said judge as president of the board of arbitration.
Where but one party makes application for the appointment of
such board of arbitration the court shall give notice by order of
court to both parties in interest, requiring them each to appoint
three persons as members of said board within ten days there-
after, and in case either party refuse or neglects to make such
appointment the court shall thereupon fill the board by the selec-
tion of six persons who, with the three named by the other party
in the controversy, shall constitute said board of arbitration.
The said court shall also appoint one of the members thereof
secretary to the said board, who shall also have a vote and
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the same powers as any other member, and shall also desig-
nate the time and place of meeting of the said board. They
shall also place before them copies of all papers and minutes of
proceedings to the case or cases submitted.
Section 3. That when the board of arbitrators has been thus
appointed and constituted, and each member has been sworn or
affirmed and the papers have been submitted to them, they
shall first carefully consider the records before them and then
determine the rules to govern their proceedings
;
they shall sit
with closed doors until their organization is consummated after
which their proceedings shall be public. The president of the
board shall have full authority to preserve order at the sessions
and may summon or appoint officers to assist and in all ballot-
ings he shall have a vote. It shall be lawful for him at the
request of any two members of the board to send for persons,
books and papers, and he shall have power to enforce their
presence and to require them to testify in any matter before
the board, and for any wilful failure to appear and testify
before said board, when requested by the said board, the per-
son or persons so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof in the court of quarter sessions of
the county where the offence is committed, shall be sentenced
to pay a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars and imprison-
ment not exceeding thirty days, either or both, at the discretion
of the court.
Section 4. That as soon as the board is organized the
president shall announce that the sessions are opened and the
variants may appear with their attorneys and counsel, if they
so desire, and open their case, and in all proceedings the appli-
cant shall stand as plaintiff, but when the application is jointly
made, the employes shall stand as plaintiff in the case, each
party in turn shall be allowed a full and impartial hearing
and may examine experts and present models, drawings, state-
ments and any proper matter bearing on the case, all of which
shall be carefully considered by the said board in arriving at
their conclusions, and the decision of the said board shall be
final and conclusive of all matters brought before them for ad-
justment, and the said board of arbitration may adjourn from
the place designated by the court for holding its sessions, when
it deems it expedient to do so, to the place or places where the
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dispute arises and hold sessions and personally examine the
workings and matters at variance to assist their judgment.
Section 5. That the compensation of the members of the
board of arbitration shall be as follows, to wit : each shall re-
ceive four dollars per diem and ten cents per mile both ways
between their homes and the place of meeting by the nearest
comfortable routes of travel to be paid out of the treasury of
the county where the arbitration is held, and witnesses shall
be allowed from the treasury of the said county the same fees
now allowed by law for similar services.
Section 6. That the board of arbitrators shall duly execute
their decision which shall be reached by a vote of a majority of
all the members by having the names of those voting in the
affirmative signed thereon and attested by the secretary, and
their decisions, together with all the papers and minutes of
their proceedings, shall be returned to and filed in the court
aforesaid for safe keeping.
Section 7. All laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the
provisions of this act be and the same are hereby repealed.
[Approved the 18th day of May, A.D. IS93.
TEXAS.
[Chapter 379.]
An Act to provide for the amicable adjustment of griev-
ances and disputes that may arise between employers
or receiver and employes, and to authorize the crea-
tion of a board of arbitration ; to provide for com-
pensation of said board, and to provide penalties for
the violation hereof.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Texas: That whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature,
growing out of the relation of employer and employes, shall
arise or exist between employer and employes, it shall be law-
ful upon mutual consent of all parties, to submit all matters
respecting such grievance or dispute in writing to a board of
arbitrators to hear, adjudicate, and determine the same. Said
board shall consist of five (5) persons. When the employes
concerned in such grievance or dispute as the aforesaid are
members in good standing of any labor organization which is
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represented by one or more delegates in a central body, the
said central body shall have power to designate two (2) of said
arbitrators, and the employer shall have the power to designate
two (2) others of said arbitrators, and the said four arbitrators
shall designate a. fifth person as arbitrator, who shall be chair-
man of the board. In case the employes concerned in any such
grievance or dispute as aforesaid are members in good standing
of a labor organization which is not represented in a central
body, then the organization of which they are members shall
designate two members of said board, and said board shall be
organized as hereinbefore provided ; and in case the employes
concerned in any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid are
not members of any labor organization, then a majority of said
employes, at a meeting duly held for that purpose, shall desig-
nate two arbitrators for said board, and said board shall be
organized as hereinbefore provided : Provided, that when the
two arbitrators selected by the respective parties to the contro-
versy, the district judge of the district having jurisdiction of
the subject matter shall, upon notice from either of said arbi-
trators that they have failed to agree upon the fifth arbitrator,
appoint said fifth arbitrator.
Sec. 2. That any board as aforesaid selected may present a
petition in writing to the district judge of the county where such
grievance or dispute to be arbitrated may arise, signed by a
majority of said board, setting forth in brief terms the facts
showing their due and regular appointment, and the nature of
the grievance or dispute between the parties to said arbitration,
and praying the license or order of such judge establishing and
approving of said board of arbitration. Upon the presentation
of said petition it shall be the duty of said judge, if it appear
that all requirements of this act have been complied with, to
make an order establishing such board of arbitration and re-
ferring the matters in dispute to it for hearing, adjudication
and determination. The said petition and order, or a copy
thereof, shall be filed in the office of the district clerk of the
county in which the arbitration is sought.
Sec. 3. That when a controversy involves and affects the
interests of two or more classes or grades of employes belong-
ing to different labor organizations, or of individuals who are
not members of a labor organization, then the two arbitrators
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selected by the employes shall be agreed upon and selected by
the concurrent action of all such labor organizations, and a
majority of such individuals who are not members of a labor
organization.
Sec. 4. The submission shall be in writing, shall be signed
by the employer or receiver and the labor organization repre-
senting the employes, or any laborer or laborers to be affected
by such arbitration who may not belong to any labor organiza-
tion, shall state the question to be decided, and shall contain
appropriate provisions by which the respective parties shall
stipulate as follows
:
1
. That pending the arbitration the existing status prior to
any disagreement or strike shall not be changed.
2. That the award shall bq filed in the office of the clerk of
the district court of the county in which said board of arbitra-
tion is held, and shall be final and conclusive upon both parties,
unless set aside for error of law, apparent on the record.
3. That the respective parties to the award will each faith-
fully execute the same, and that the same may be specifically
enforced in equity so far as the powers of a court of equity
permit.
4. That the employes dissatisfied with the award shall not
by reason of such dissatisfaction quit the service of said em-
ployer or receiver before the expiration of thirty days, nor
without giving said employer or receiver thirty days written
notice of their intention so to quit.
5. That said award shall continue in force as between the
parties thereto for the period of one year after the same shall
go into practical operation, and no new arbitration upon the
same subject between the same parties shall be had until the
expiration of said one year.
Sec. 5. That the arbitrators so selected shall sign a consent
to act as such and shall take and subscribe an oath before some
officer authorized to administer the same to faithfully and im-
partially discharge his duties as such arbitrator, which consent
and oath shall be immediately filed in the office of the clerk of
the district court wherein such arbitrators are to act. When
said board is ready for the transaction of business it shall select
one of its members to act as secretary and the parties to the
dispute shall receive notice of a time and place of hearing,
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which shall be Dot more than ten days after such agreement to
arbitrate has been filed.
Sec. 6. The chairman shall have power to administer oaths
and to issue subpoenas for the production of books and papers
and for the attendance of witnesses to the same extent that such
power is possessed by the court of record or the judge thereof
in this State. The board may make and enforce the rules for
its government and transaction of the business before it and
fix its sessions and adjournment, and shall herein examine such
witnesses as may be brought before the board, and such other
proof as may be given relative to the matter in dispute.
Sec. 7. That when said board shall have rendered its ad-
judication and determination its powers shall cease, unless there
may be at the time in existence other similar grievances or dis-
putes between the same class of persons mentioned in section 1,
and in such case such persons may submit their differences to
said board, which shall have power to act and adjudicate and
determine the same as fully as if said board was originally
created for the settlement of such difference or differences.
Sec 8. That during the pendency of arbitration under this
act it shall not be lawful for the employer or receiver party to
such arbitration, nor his agent, to discharge the employes
parties thereto, except for inefficiency, violation of law, or neg-
lect of duty, or where reduction of force is necessary, nor for
the organization representing such employes to order, nor for
the employes to unite in, aid or abet strikes or boycots against
such employer or receiver.
Sec 9. That each of the said board of arbitrators shall
receive three dollars per day for every day in actual service, not
to exceed ten (10) days, and traveling expenses not to exceed
five cents per mile actually traveled in getting to or returning
from the place where the board is in session. That the fees
of witnesses of aforesaid board shall be fifty cents for each
day's attendance and five cents per mile traveled by the nearest
route to and returning from the place where attendance is re-
quired by the board. All subpoenas shall be signed by the sec-
retary of the board and may be served by any person of full
age authorized by the board to serve the same. That the fees
and mileage of witnesses and the per diem and traveling ex-
penses of said' arbitrators shall be taxed as costs against either
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or all of the parties to such arbitration, as the board of arbi-
trators may deem just, and shall constitute part of their award,
and each of the parties to said arbitration shall, before the arbi-
tration (arbitrators) proceed to consider the matters submitted
to them, give a bond, with two or more good and sufficient
sureties in an amount to be fixed by the board of arbitration,
conditioned for the payment of all the expenses connected with
the said arbitration.
Sec. 10. That the award shall be made in triplicate. One
copy shall be filed in the district clerk's office, one copy shall
be given to the employer or receiver, and one copy to the em-
ployes or their duly authorized representative. That the award
being filed in the clerk's office of the district court, as herein
before provided, shall go into practical operation and judgment
shall be entered thereon accordingly at the expiration of ten
days from such filing, unless within such ten days either party
shall file exceptions thereto for matter of law apparent on the
record, in which case said award shall go into practical oper-
ation and judgment rendered accordingly when such exceptions
shall have been fully disposed of by either said district court or
on appeal therefrom.
Sec. 11. At the expiration of ten days from the decision of
the district court upon exceptions taken to said award as afore-
said, judgment shall be entered in accordance with said deci-
sion, unless during the said ten days either party shall appeal
therefrom to the Court of Civil Appeals holding jurisdiction
thereof. In such case only such portion of the record shall be
transmitted to the appellate court as is necessary to the proper
understanding and consideration of the questions of law pre-
sented by said exceptions and to be decided. The determination
of said Court of Civil Appeals upon said questions shall be
final, and being certified by the clerk of said Court of Civil
Appeals, judgment pursuant thereto shall thereupon be entered
by said district court. If exceptions to an award are finally
sustained, judgment shall be entered setting aside the award
;
but in such case the parties may agree upon a judgment to be
entered disposing of the subject matter of the controversy, which
judgment, when entered, shall have the same force and effect
as judgment entered upon an award.
Sec. 12. The near approach of the end of the session, and
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the great number of bills requiring the attention of the Legis-
lature, creates an imperative public necessity and an emergency
that the constitutional rule requiring bills to be read in each
house on three several days be suspended, and it is so sus-
pended. [Approved April 24, 1895.
MISSOURI.
An Act to provide for a board of mediation and arbitra-
tion for the settlement of differences between employ-
ers and their employes.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Missouri, as
follows
:
Section 1. Upon information furnished by an employer of
laborers, or by a committee of employes, or from any other
reliable source, that a dispute has arisen between employers
and employes, which dispute may result in a strike or lockout,
the commissioner of labor statistics and inspection shall at once
visit the place of dispute and seek to mediate between the
parties, if, in his discretion it is necessary so to do.
Sec. 2. If a mediation can not be effected, the commissioner
may at his discretion direct the formation of a board of arbi-
tration, to be composed of two employers and two employes
engaged in a similar occupation to the one in which the dispute
exists, but who are not parties to the dispute, and the commis-
sioner of labor statistics and inspection, who shall be president
of the board.
Sec. 3. The board shall have power to summon and examine
witnesses and hear the matter in dispute, and, within three days
after the investigation, render a decision thereon, which shall
be published, a copy of which shall be furnished each party in
dispute, and shall be final, unless objections are made by either
party within five days thereafter : Provided, that the only effect
of the investigation herein provided for shall be to give the
facts leading to such dispute to the public through an unbiased
channel.
Sec. 4. In no case shall a board of arbitration be formed
when work has been discontinued, either by action of the em-
ployer or the employes
;
should, however, a lockout or strike
have occurred before the commissioner of labor statistics could
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be notified, he may order the formation of a board of arbitra-
tion upon resumption of work.
Sec. 5. The board of arbitration shall appoint a clerk at
each session of the board, who shall receive three dollars per day
for his services, to be paid, upon approval by the commissioner
of labor statistics, out of the fund appropriated for expenses
of the bureau of labor statistics. [Approved April 11, 1889.
NORTH DAKOTA.
Chapter 46, of the Acts of 1890, defining the duties of the
Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor, has the following : —
Section 7. If any difference shall arise between any cor-
poration or person, employing twenty-five or more employes, and
such employes, threatening to result, or resulting in a strike on
the part of such employes, or a lockout on the part of such em-
ployer, it shall be the duty of the commissioner, when requested
so to do by fifteen or more of said employes, or by the em-
ployers, to visit the place of such disturbance and diligently
seek to mediate between such employer and employes.
NEBRASKA.
The law creating the Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statis-
tics of the State of Nebraska, defines the duties of the chief
officer as follows : —
Sec 4. The duties of said commissioner shall be to collect,
collate and publish statistics and facts relative to manufacturers,
industrial classes, and material resources of the state, and es-
pecially to examine into the relations between labor and capital
;
the means of escape from fire and protection of life and health
in factories and workshops, mines and other places of industries
the employment of illegal child labor ; the exaction of unlawful
hours of labor from any employee ; the educational, sanitary,
moral, and financial condition of laborers and artisans ; the cost
of food, fuel, clothing, and building material ; the causes of
strikes and lockouts, as well as kindred subjects and matters
pertaining to the welfare of industrial interests and classes.
[Approved March 31, 1887.
